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CHAMR 

-PIMICAL 
AND BIOWGICII, PROPER17D S OF ENSILED GRASS AND 

FORAGE CROPS 

5*1, INTRODUCTION 

For the design of silage silos it is necessary to know 

the physical properties of the crop and of the resulting 

silage for the calculation of: - 

(a) The pressures on the silo walls and floor. 

(b) The capacity of the siloo 

(c) The fermentative and thermal behaviour of tho 

crop and silage during filling, storage and 

unloading. 

(d) The handling characteristics of tho crop during 

filling and silage during unloadings 

This chapter isl in layout, similar to the previous 

chapter on the properties of onsiled grain. It contains 

a review of. the published data on crop and silage-properties 

and the results of my own research into the density of 

silage. 

The properties of crops and silage are -variable to a 

far greater - extent than thoso of any material normally 

oncountorod in Civil Engineering. The crop may be 61"high 

leafy grass or 8t high corn (maize). Properties are 

altorod by the wiltingg chopping and laceration of tho crop 

boforo onsilingl and further changod by the biological 

processes of respiration and fermentation, It has thorefore 

boon necessary to briefly roview the biological and, 

agricultural factors that influence tho physical properties. 
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5i, 2. REMEW'OF DATA REQMRED 

. 
5.2.1. Classification of-Crops and Silago 

Boforo wo can start tho systomatic moasurement of tho 

physical proportios of crops and silagol it is, nocossary 

to draw up a classification such that all matorial in any 

-particular catogory will havo sonsibly tho samo physical 

proporties, This classification can bo dividod into: - 
(a) Crop Variablos (varioty, maturity, conditions of 

growth). 

(b) Field treatment variables (moisture content, 

lacorationt, longth of chopp field losses). 

(c) Ensiling variables (in silo# respiration changos, 

fermentation changes). 

5.2.2, Pressures in Silos 

The most widely used silago pressure formulao (given 

by A-C-1-714(l) and N'EUDAtMR( 86) 
were empirically derived 

from measured silage pressures* Howevort TU ot al 
(143) 

have made, the first attempt at obtaining a fundamental 

formula for silage pressures by developing Janssen's Theorem 

by expressing kt the density and wall friction as functions 

of the depth of silage, I have developed in Chapter 6a 

now finite element method of calculation for silage pressures 

in which kj the density and wall friction in Janssents 

Theorem are expressed not as constants but as functions of 

the appropriate variables. 

Data required for full range of the classification: - 
(a) Vertical Pressure/Bulk Density/Dry Density/Time 

relationship. 
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(b) Coefficient of Friction of Silage on the wall 

for the rango wall finishes. 

(c) k, tho ratio of lateral to vertical pressure in 

Janssents formula. 

. 5.2.3. Capacity of Silos 

The fundamental value of the capacity of a silo is the 

quantity of nutrient it containsi However it is more 

convenient to express capacity in terms of tons of dry 

mattort which can be easily converted to nutrient capacity 

using the analysis of the dry matter. Because of the 

compressibility of silageg the dry matter capacity of a silo 

is a variable quantity which depends9 not only on the 

Vertical Prossure/bry Density/Time relationship of the 

silage, but also on the Vertical Pressure variation in the 

silo. Tho vertical pressure is a function of donsityp 

coefficient of friction at wall, Janssen's k and the method 

of filling. For a standard crop and filling conditionst 

the dry matter capacity of a silo can be calculated using 
a. 4 &; ý 

C. 2,67 

the mothod I have sot out in Soction 6.1. ý This standard 

dry matter capacity provides a valid basis for the 

comparison of silo capacitios. The capacity that will be 

obtained with non-standard crop and filling conditions can 

be oxpressod as a percentage of the standard dry matter 

czýp4city. 

The capacity of a silo can be considerably affected 

by losses in storage which vary from 5% of dry matter (in 

an efficiently used silo) to over 50% loss of dry matter 

(which can occur with mismanagement and with poor silo design)e 
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Nutrient loss is usually about twice tho loss of dry matter 

as it is the most nutritive parts of the silage that are 

lost. 

Additional data, roquired for a full range of the 

classification: - 
(a) The nutritive value of dry matter, in the cropi 

(b) The dry matter and nutrient loss in. the. silage., 

5,2.4. Preservation of the Crops Flermentativo and Thermal 

Behaviour. 

The successful conservation of the crop as silage 

depends on: - 

(1) The removal of air fromp and the sealine of the 

crop massg to minimise initial respiration* 

(2) The fermentation of sugars in the crop to produce 

lactic and acetic acid to produce a silaae with a 

pH of about 4. o. 

Minimising the entry of air into the silage during 

storage and unloading, 

The silo design must therefore ensUre that the crop is 

rapidly consolidated to form, as impermeable a mass as 

possiblo, If the fresh crop is deficient in sugars for 

satisfactory fermentation, it must be treated by wiltings 

and/or the addition of sugar or acid. Thd silage mass 

should be scaled during storage and as little exposed to 

air as is possible during unloading. 

High losses of fooding value in the silo are the result 

of unsatisfactory butyric fermentations and/or excessive 
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amounts of air entering the silage mass during fillinet 

storage or unloading. The air entering the. mass providos 

oxygen for the respiration of the cropq aerobic bacteria 

or moulds. This respiration gives out heat in proportion 

to the oxygen used and nutrients lost. Thus if the density 

and moisture content of the sildeet the specific heat and 

specific gravity of dry matterp the thermal conductivity of 

the silage and the silo wall and the rate and quantity of 

heat production by respiration are knownt the relationship 

between oxygen consumption, heat rise and dry matter loss 

in silage can be calculated. If the exposure of the 

silage mass to air and the permeability of the mass are 

known the rate of the fill necessary to prevent respiration 
4* 

heating in excess of the minimum duelinitial entrapped air 
L 

can be calculated. The conditions which give rise to fires 

and explosions in silos can also be determined from this 

data and a knowledge of the latent heat of evaporation of 

moisture and the movement of water vapour in the silage masso 

Additional data required for full range of the 

classification: - 
(a) Requirements for satisfactory fermentation. 

(b) The quantity and rate of heat output from the 

respiration and fermentation$ at different 
I 

temperatures and moisture contentst and its 

relation to oxygen consumption# quantity of 

fermontation products and the dry matter and 

nutrient loss.. 

(o) Specific gravity of dry matter. 
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(d) Spocific 'heat Of dry mattor. 

(e) Tho Thermai Conductivity and the permeability of 

tho silage. 

(f) The Thermal Conductivity and the permeability of 

tho silo wallo 

(g) Latent Heat of evaporation of moisture from tho 

silage* 

(h) The Exposure of the silage mass to air. 

5*2*59 Properties of Silago durin& Filling-and KnIcadiag 

The design of the silo cannot be separated from the 

design of the filling and unloading machinery. it is 

necessary to know the physical properties of the 10000 crop 

during filling and distribution and of the loose silage 

aftor unloadiag. To design top or bottom unloaders and to 

calculate the loads that will be exerted by the silage and 

the unloador-on the silo as a result of their operatioar 

we must know the mass strength of tho silage, 

Additional data required for the full range of 

classifications: - 
(a) Loose density of-crop and silage. 

(b) The Kinetic Coefficient of friction of crop and 

silage on a range of surfaces* 

(c) Aerodyaamic propertias of crop and silaaeb_ 

(d) Tensile and Shear strength of the silage mass for 

a rango of dry densitiese 
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5.2.6. Combined List of Basic Data Reguired for the Design 

of Silage Silos* 

A., Silo Structure* 

(a) Dimensions# 

(b) Thermal Conductivityg Permeability and Surface 

r, inish of silo wall. 

(c) Method ot filling, distribution and unloading* 

(d) Exposure of silage mass to air, 

B. Cro]2 and-Silage, for full range of, tho classificatio 

(a) crop Classification. 

(1) Crop variables 

(2) Field treatment variables 

(-I) Ensilage variables 

(b) Vertical Pressure/Dulk Density/Dry Density/Time 

Rolationship. 

(c) Specific Gravity of dry matter, 

(d) k, ratio of lateral to vertical pressure in silagow 

(e) Shear and Tensile Strength of silage mass for a 

range of dry densities. 

(f) Static and Kinetic Coefficients of Friction# 

(g) Aerodynamic properties and Permeability of Crop 

and, Silage. 

(h) Specific Heat of Dry matter* 

(i) Thermal-conductivity of silage for a range of dry 

densities* 

Latent Heat of evaporation of moisture in silage, 

(k) The nature of biological processes in the crop 

and silage# the means of controling theml and 

their effect on physical properties. 
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Quantity and Rate of Heat Output of rospiration 
I 

and fermentation and its relation to oxygen 

consumption and losses of dry matter and nutrients. 

(m) The Nutritive Value of dry mattor. 

5*39 CLASSIFICATION 

5.3*1. Xntroduction 

A great variety of crops can be ensiled and the physical 

properties of these crops change as they mature and are 

modified by treatment during harvest and during the 

form, pntation into silage. The purpose of this section is 

to draw up a classification for silage, such that all 

material in any particular category will have sensibly the 

same physical properties. Much of the available data on 

the physical properties of crops and silage is of little 

value because the material on which the tests were conducted 

is inadequately described. 

divided into three parts. 

The classification has boon 

The first deals with the Crop 

Variablesp the second with the Field Treatment Variablest 

and the third with'the Ensilage'Variables* 

5@3*2# Crop Variables 

5.3.2.3.. 
-Crops-for 

Silago. most of the silage made in the 

'U, K, is from mixed awards of grasses and legimes; e, g, ryo 

grasses, cocksfootq timothyg meadow foscuop clovers etc* 

M, A, F*F,,, Dulle . tin 154(76) "Grass and Grassland" givos 

details of these and the less common grasses and legumes. 

In America# where most of the research on tower silos has 

been done'p the main crops for silage are corn (maizo) and 
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alfalfa (lucerno). In order to provido crops for harvesting 

over an extended period RAYMOND(100) and MORTIMER09)(80) 

have suggested that maize2 whole crop oats and barley, 

lucerne, sainfoinp rye etc. should be considered for 

ensilage in tower silos in the U. K. These suggestions 

have been taken up by a number of farmors. Silage is also 

made from the poa-haulm, sugar beet tops and other 

agricultural by-products* 

The first section of the classification is botanical; 

giving the crop species and variety. It may be found on 

fuller investigation that some physical properties are not 

influenced by, variety or even species. This would enable 

a simpler classification of the crop to be used. -' 

5,3,2,2., Effect of Maturity of_Crop. As a plant grows 

its structure and composition change and these chanaos are 

affected by the conditions under which it is grown. The 

influences of these changes of maturity on physical proportioa 

are closely interrelated with those of crop variety and 

species. They are partly direct (e. g. the plant structure 

increases in strength as it grows) and partly indirect 

(o, g, the fermentation, which influences physical properties# 

is affected by the water-soluble carbohydrate content of 

the crop which varies with maturity and variety), 

Table 5*3/1 from ARMSTRONG 
(10) 

shows the change in 

chemical composition of S23 rye grass with increasing 

maturity; similar changes occur in other grasses, although 

the proportions of the constituents and the time at which 

these changes occur vary considerably, 
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WAITE 
(125 ) 

describes the chemical and botanical changes 

that occur in Poscuel Cocksfootj Timothy and Ryegrass as 

they nature, The initial young leafy stage is followed by 

the growth of the stem, and the formation of the flower head, 

within the leaf sheath. Next the flower head emerges from 

the leaf sheath and the stem elongates. Finally the seed 

head is formed and ripens. The leaf and loaf sheath are 

mainly of thin walled tissue owing their strength primarily 

to the osmotic pressure within the cellsi As the stem 

emerges and has to support the weight of the flower and later 

the seed head, it is strengthened by the formation of a 

pericicle of lignified tissue. This change in structure 

can be observed in Table. 5-3/1 by the increase in the 

percentage of cell wall constituent. 

Graph 5-3/1 drawn using data from Waite and Sastry 

given in WATSON and NASH 
(126) 

shows how the growth of the 

grass ia accompanied by a fall In the leaf-stem ratiog a 

rise in the Crude Fibre and a fall In Crude Protein. 

As Crude Fibre and Crude Protein are the standard analyses 

carried out for feed value by the Nutrition Chemistsq they 

provide a convenient indication of maturity. Howeverl at 

a given stage of maturity of a given variety, the analysis 

can be effocted by conditions of growth, e. g. the Crude 

Protein is increased by high nitrogen applications. 

The maturing of grass is accompanied by an increase 

in its yield of dry matter per acre and afall in the 

nutritive value and digestibility of the dry matter. 

RAYMOND describos these changes in grass(98)(99) and whole 
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J. 
crop barloyk3-00) and C-IriI"qIV 

(44 ) 
discu3sos the choice of 

cutting date of different Crass039 legumes and whole crop 

cereals to provide the mn: Kimmn yield of digestible nutrionts 

of tho roquired digostilcility* In general crops intended 

for use as a production ration should ba conserVed at about 

65% mgostible Organic Matter lovelp while for a maintaineuce 

rationg a lower diCostibility is acceptable. 

As discussed in Section 5.3.4.. the fermentation of 

s: Llage Js controlled by tho ratio of water in the crop 

whon onsiled to the quantity of water-soluble carbohydrate 

in the dry mattore The moisture content in tho 

crop when ensiled partly depends on the moisture content 

of the standing crop (which may be over 85% in a young 

grass and falls with incr'oasing maturity) and the ease of 

wiltine of the crop (young leafy crops are considered 

harder to wilt thar. a stotamy crop which forms a loss dense 

swath). Thus in a conservation system in which wilting 

is important (e. g. hay and towor silage) there is a 

tondancy to cut the crop at a later stage than when tho 

crop is direct cut (e. g, for unwiltod clamp silage or graso 

drying)* drops which 'self-wiltl to 70% m-c- or lower 

baforo cuttine and yet retain their nutritive value (eg. 

whole crop cereals and maize), are f olt by AIZEIDUN(-v) 

and others to have an important role in futuro crop 

conservation systems. 

The water-soluble carbohydrate (W. S*Clo) content (as 

% of dmo) of difforent specios and varieties of grass 

at difforont maturities is discussod by THOMAS 
(118) 

0 Ile 
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tho roquirod level to Onsure satisfactory 

fermentation with, unwilted crops, He shows that9 although 

ryegrasses consistently achieve this, Cocksfoot and Timothy 

do not reach this level of WiS. C. content until their 

digestibility has fallen to a low level. ALDERMAN(5) shows 

how tho required W. S. Ci content is related to moisture 

content and how for a wilted crop at 50% m. c. a 4% w. s. c. 

content will provide sufficient lactic acid to satisfactorily 

preserve the silage. Aldorman also points out that the 

application of nitrogen in large quantities will depress the 

W, S, C. content and. increaso the moisture content and crude 

protein of a grass, so making it harder to achieve a 

satisfactory fermentation. Normally deficiences in W*S*C* 

are rectified by wiltingl and/or the addition of molasses, 

acid or other additives. The plant species and maturity 

also influence fermentation ha high protein contents and 

other factors havo- a buffering effectj so that more acid 

must be produced to lower the pH. sufficiontly to preserve 

the silage. This is particularly marked in young, heavily 

fertilized grasses and in legumes such as lucerne and clover. 

The proportion of sugars and gums in different crops 

and at different maturities has a considorable influence 

on the frictional properties of the crop and silage, as 

they tend to build up on the surfaces of machinery. These 

gums and sugars also effect the self adhesion and durability 

of pellets and wafers. 
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To summarisev maturity influencea the physical propertioa 

in the following ways: 

(a) Structura3.. Increase in strength of the maturing 

plant will increase its resistance to compression 

and effect the performance of field treatment 

machinery. 

(b) Wiltin . The initial moisture content and the 

plant strength will influence the moisture 

content on ensiling that can be achieved by -ýiilting 

under given weather conditions* 

(c) Fermentation. The moisture content on onsiling 

and the wator-soluble carbohydrate content and 

buffering capacity of the plantp all of which 

are influonced by maturity, determine the 

fermentation, 

Maturity is best defined byt 

(a) visua3. assessment of height and stage of growth 

(i. e. for grasses: young leafy, late leafy, so 

many days after flower emergence, etc. ) 

(b) Cuttinc; date and sward history inc3. udinf; 

fertiliser application. I 

(c) Analysis of dry matter for Crude Fibre and Crude 

Protein. 

(d) Leaf-stem ratio, % diaostible organic matter, 

and proportion of coll wall constituontag might 

also be used if the accuracy of the research 

justifies the work required to determine these 

factors, 
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5.3-3. Field Treatment Variables 

The field treatment of a crop is dosigued to achieve 

some or all the following objectives: - 

(a) to cýit it'. 

(b) to wilt it to reduce its moisture content to the 

desired level. 

(c) to chop it to facilitate subsequent handline. 

(d) to bruise it, crush and lacerate it to liberate 

the sapt which speeds wilting and makes sugars 

more readily available for fermentation* 

to separate it into partss e. g. pea viningg beat 

topping. 

(f) to haul it to the silo. 

All those processes involve a risk of losses or 

contamination of the crop and these losses will alter the 

character of the crop. The main losses encountered are: - 

(a) The height of the stubble left, - 

(b) Respiration losses in the cut plant, 

(c) Leaching losses duo to rain on cut crops, 

(d) Mechanical losses du o to fragments of plant being 

blown away in the wind or left on the ground. 

(e) Loaf shatter when the over-dried leaf fragments 

to dust. 

(f) Contamination with soil or stones. 

There is an enormous varioty of machinery used to 

carry out field treatment of crops for ensilage* 

Descriptions of Particular machines can be found in 

manufacturers literature and N. I#A*Eo Test Reports, A 
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general description of machinery for silage making can be 

found in HESSAYON and WOOD 
(49) 

and for rapid wilting in 

MAFF1 BULLETIN 3.88(73-). 

The range of machinery used for crops for tower silos 

is limited by two restraints. The first is that the 

moisture content should be reduced into the range 50% - 65% 

to avoid effluent at higher m. c. and excessive losses at 

lower MOC4, The second is that the chop length should be 

reduced to the I" - 311 range if mechanical unloading and 

feed systems are to function satisfactorily. The most 

favoured machinery for ensiling grass crops in towers is a 

conventional mowers followed bya crimper and then a fly-- 

wheel or cylinder-cutter motored full chop machine filling 

self unloading or tipping trailers. This system cuts the 

crop and loaves it with the stems lying parallel to the 

swaths to facilitate subsequent chopping. The crimper 

picks up the crops crushes and bonds the stems to liborate 

the sap and sets up the swath wall for wilting, but maintaine 

the stems parallel to swath. Except when there is heavy 

rain this swath is left untouched until it has reached the 

desired moisture content, usually in 24 - 48 hours. The 

motored chop machine sot to give 3/161, theoretical chop 

wills if properly set up and sharpened# and working on a 

mown and crimped swath$ chop over 90% of the material to 

below I" with very little laceration. 

In practico with tanglod and laid crops, bad weather 

for wilting and a less than perfectly. adjusted chopper, 

the crop will have a longer chop length and be more laceratede 
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This is a consequence of *he crop lying crosswise in the 

swath (because of the initial state of the crop and the 

tedding and turning necessary to wilt in bad woather) and 

blunt, chipped knives and a worn or improperly adjusted 

shear barg on the field chopper which lacerates rather than 

cutting, 

Sometimes the crop is flail mown instead of being cut 

with a mover and crimped. This machine which lacerates and 

batters the crop as it cuts, sets up a loose swath which, 

while'ideal for wilting, feeds badly into the chopper and so 

increases chop length. The flail mower is favoured for its 

ability to doal'with heavy tangled crops which block mowers 

and crimpers, but unless it is well setl it is liable to 

contaminate the swath with earth and stones which wear the 

chopper rapidlye 

More detailed descriptions of the field treatments are 
(108)(111) 

CALVERLEY(24) 
(116) 

Given by SHEPPERSON s SWEARINGEN 

PARKE and HARDING(93'), NEWMAN 
(87) 

and in Chapter 1 in which 

the equipment used at Glantloes and Bridgots is described. 

Because of misinformationg mismanagomentg and bad 

weather the material that is put into tower silos can in 

practice be anything from direct cut crop with dew or rain 

on itt to material of 25% m. c. fit for baling for hay. 

The necessity of filling at the optimum moisture content 

(normally 50% - 65%) that will give in silo densities in 

the 50 60 lb/cuofte range is discussed in Chapter 6. 

In our uncertain climate considerable management skill is 

required to wilt the crop to within t 5% of the optimum 
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moisture content. With strong winds of low humidity and 

sung a crop can dry very rapidly (to 50% moco in less than 

6 hours). In rainy weather or with the sea fret when 

still foggy weather persists for days, it can take several 

weeks for Crass to wilt to 50% moce The rate of drying 

may be increased by crimpingg turning, tedding etc. as 

described in M. A. F. F. 33ULLETIN 3.88(71)0 

The grass in the swath dries very unevenly. The top 

drying faster than the bottom and the leaves faster than 

the stems, and so a swath of 60% average moisture content 

can contain material of between 15% and 80% m. c. The 

driest parts, in particular the leaves, are br*ttle and 

tend to shatter when handled. This can cause the loss of 

a large proportion of the highly nutritious material if a 

crop is frequently handled when it is too dry. Lucerne 

in particular suffers from leaf shatter* 

The more field wilting required, the greater the 

average losses that occur in the fielde The actual losses 

depend on the weather, time in the field and the amount of 

field treatment. It is very difficult to determine 

accurately what the losses are, but some results for U. K. 

conditions are available from research at the N*I. A*E. 9 by 

Shepperson and others, and at the Ministry Experimental 

Husbandry Farms, 

In the classification we must describe as concisely as 

Possible, the changes that have taken place in the crop. 

This can be done by describing the processes that the crop 

has been subjected to and/or by describing the physical 

consequences of these-processes* 
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Thus our classification should ideally list: - 

(1) Field treatment history including description of 

performance of machinery used and the weather, * 

(2) Phydical condition, after field treatmentl including 

moisture content# crude fibre, crude protoint and 

possibly water soluble carbohydrates and digest- 

ibility, leaf stem ratiot length, of chopl degree 

of laceration. 

(3) Losses, 

The measurement of length ofýchop and degree of 

laceration and losses give particular problems as there aro 

no standard tests for them. I have used a visual assessment 

of length of chop based on the longest and the shortest 

common longthp being approximately the range of lengths of 

the middle 80% 90% of the samples Where samples were 

prepared by careful hand chopping or a guillotine, only the 

theoretical chopýlength is given as a uniform chop length 

was obtained. 

SHEPPERSON( 10 9), 
who has done considerable work 

requiring measurement of chop length of grass, makes the 

following comments on the existing methods of determining 

tho length of chop. 'Photography on squared paper is of 

little value for comparison. Sorting the dried material 

into lengths can only be satisfactorily done by hand which 

is extremely laborious becauso of the large amount of 

material necossary to give a representative sample. The 

lengths can be plotted against dry weight % less the givon 

length. ' 
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This is similar to the technique used in grading and 

classifying soils as describod in CAPPER and CASSIE 
(25) 

& 

The distribution and range of lengths vary considerablyl 

depending on the method'of choppingt and two-indexes are 

needed to describe leneth of chop# one giving a length 

measure and'the other a measure of variation* In soils 

work the terms effectivo size (i. e. maximum size of smallest 
f 

3.0%) and uniformity coefficient ratio of maximum size of 

smallest 60% to effective size) are used. 

CALVERLEY 
(24) 

usod a N. I. A. E. sieve grading technique 

in which the lengths are divided into 

Dust 1/41, 

Short 1/41, - 3/411 

Modium 3/41, - 

Long 311 

and he gives 50% short material and not more than 10% lona 

material as the requirement for satisfactory performance of 

unloadorse It is not clear how he managed to overcome the 

problems of sieving encountered at the N. I, A, E* by Shoppersont 

unless he was prepared to accept some degree of inaccuracy. 

WILLCOCICS(132) plotted fibre length against the % of 

total weight and the % of total number greater than that 

length. 

There is no test for measuring laceration at present, 

and visual assessment (into unlacerated, slightly lacerated, 

laceratods and heavily lacerated) is the only method 

available, The only possible accurate assessment method 

for grass would seem to be the loss of water soluble 
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carbohydrates'duriiig a'short standardisod immersion in 

water, but the Iýbour of'thýis woii1d'on'ly be justifie .d in 

detailed work. 

The accurate measurement of losses is very difficult 

as inaccurate'-sampling can give very misleading rosults. 

Some indication'ok losses can be obtained from the changes 

between cutting and ensiling in CPI CFO DCPj WSC, DOM, 

leaf-stem ratio and yield of dry matters but without very 

accurate sampling techniques this can give results so 

inaccurate as to be useless. 

5-3.4. Ensilinr. Variables 

There is a profusion of publishod li terature on the 

chemical and microbiological aspocts, of onsilage, and crop 

conservation. In 1960 WATSON and NASH 
(126) 

produced a 

comprehensive, but not1vory criticalq survey, of over, 2000 

references on grass and forage conservation. Unfortunatolyr 

it makes almost no mention, of the. physical properties of 

silage which play a major., part in, controlling the fermenta- 

tion. It also is primarily concerned with hay and with 

silaCes of more than 75% ! noisture contentl and it gives 

little information on the high dry matter silaCes, that are 

usually made in tower silos*. 

The fundamontalslof the process oflonsilaeo are beat 
(68) 

described by McDONALD and WHITTENDURY 0 Excellentp 

more general descriptions, of farm scale ensilage are 

contained in the work of TRINDER 
(120) 122) 

j ALDEMIAN(-5) 

and HESSAYON and'WOOD 
(49) 

o' The particular problem of 

overheating is described in detail by WEIRINGA ot al 
(128) 
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The changes that occur in a silo from when the crop 

is ensiled to when the silage is unloaded, may be divided 

up into: - 

1. initial. Respiration 

Perment6tion 

Effluent loss 

Wastage Respiration 

Chemi0al Oxidation, 
- 

The cropp, when placed in the silo is of low density 

and contains a high proportion of entrapped air. Some of 

this air may be removed by consolidationg but the oxygen 

in the remainder will oxidise sugars in, the dry matter 

so that they are lost as C02*-, This normally results in a 

lose of about'11ý of the dry matter and a temperature rise 

of about 40C. Additional air entering the silage mass will 

cause further respiration accompanied by a heat riso and 

losses in proportion to the, quantity of oxygen used. 

once the initial respiration is completed the, 

anaerobic bactbria ferment the sugars to produce acid. 

For good silage the aim is to, ensuro that lactobacciili 

become the dominant 6rganism. These will lower the Ph 

to about. 4@0 and preserve the silage with a, maximum, 

fermentation dry matter loss of 4% to 6% (depending on crop) 

and very little heat output. If howevert clostridial 

bacteria multiply a larger loss of dry matter will occur 

and the protein will be broken-downs Clostridial 

formentation. is. favoured by low concentrations of water 

soluble carbohydrate in the moisture but is inhibitAd by 
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low PH, Lactic fermentation requires a concentration of 

2% of total weight as W. S. C. (i. ee 10% W. S. C* in dom, at 

80% m*c, 4% W. S. C. at 50% m. c. ). To obtain lactic 

fermentationg the farmer must ensure adequate W. S. C. in the 

original crop, minimise the losses of W. S. C. in the field 

and due to initial respirationg and make tip any deficiency 

of W. S. C. at the ensiline moisture contentl by the addition 

of molasses. Direct acidification is sometimes used to 

artificially lower pH'but tends to be an expensive 

substitute for good management. 

With tho wiltod grass sealod immediatoly on ensiling 

and no effluent losst silage can be made which conserves 

95ý6 of the ensilod dry matter and 90% of'the ensiled 

nutrients (as nutrient loss with normal fermentation and 

respiration is approximately twice dry mattor loss)* 

During*this ensiling process an important change takes 

place in the physiology of tho crop. The osmotic pressure 

in the plant calls which provides most of the strength of 

the leaves, and some of the strength of the stem in the 

living plant is relieved, and this call moisture becomes 

freely availableo Part of this cell moisture may have 

been liberated by lacoiation or crushing, and part of the 

pressure relieved by wilting before ensiling. Some of this 

liberated moisture runs freely as effluent from an unwilted 

silagol but with wilted silages a certain amount of pressure 

is required to expross the moisture, which is hold in the 

silage by capillary attraction. The effluent contains 

between 2% and 10% dry matter, 6% being the a-vorage 
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encounterod, Over 7ýj of dry matter, and over _10% 
total 

moisture can be lost in the effluent of unwilted silages 

in silos. 

When silage is of low density and therefore poroust 

and the surface is ineffectively sealedt air will enter 

the silage mass throughout the fillingl, storage and feeding 

periodg and a steady respiration of aerobic, micro-oreanisms 

will result in a loss of dry matter and the production of 

heat. This production of heat can raise the temperature 

of the silage considerably and temperatures of 600 - 700 C 

can occur with bacterial heating. Under certain circum- 

stances combining poor sealing# slow filling and over- 

wilting in tower silosp a 

oxidation will start at al 

temperature, above that at 

the silage has completely 

rapidly rise to the point 

number. of tower silos has 

process of direct chemical 

bout 600 - 70 0C to raise the 

which bacteria die and, (after 

dried out) the temperature can 

of ignition. The silage in a 

caught fire and there are two 

reported cases of silos exploding# as a result of self- 

heating. 

The consequence of over-heating are: - 

the most nutritious parts of the silage are 

oxidised to produce heat* 

2. the digestibility of the protein is markedly, 
0 

reduced when exposed to oxygen at temperatures 

of abovo 400C. 

3. the silago can dry out and become brittle. 
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Heating results from the penetration of oxygen deep 

into the silage mass* When the oxygen is all used'up by 

wastage near the surface of the silage mass, the heat energy 

from oxidation is dissipated before a significant heat rise 

occurs. Under these circumstances wastage takes the form 

of moulding# or putrefaction$ both of which load$ in 

extremes, to the complete breakdown of tho, 'silago, 

The 

chemical 

(a) 

et al 
(: L3ý 

moisture 

changes that occur 

analysis in the fo 

Moisture contant. 
ý) 

both discuss the 

content (i. e. % of 

during onsilage'influence the 

Ilowing manner: - 

McDONALD ot al 
(66) 

and'WILSON 

difference between the true 

H 209 which can be detormined 

by the Toluene distillation technique) and the oven drying 

moisture content of silage (16 hours at JOOOC in Unitherm, 

oven or equivalent). Tho difference is usually between- 

1,5% aad 2,5% m, c. and is due to the volatile acids which 

evaporate in oven drying, in addition to the moisture, 

For precise work the Toluene distillation'technique, must be 

used but for most physical tests the oven dry matter will 

be adequate. The true moisture content, of'silage is 

fractionally increased by the water products of respiration. 

it may be reduced by loss of effluent or by drying out of 

ovor-heated or exposed silage. 

(b) The Crude Fibre is unchanged during normal (lactic 

fermentation) and the increase in crude fibre-as a% dry 

matter can be used as 4 rough measuro, of dry matter loss 
(322 

using the technique of TRMXDBWj' Crude-FIbre is lost 

in over-heating and putrifactiong and so this technique 

cannot be used when either has oocured. 
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(c) The Crude Protein is lost in clostridial 

fermentations and putrifaction but'is preserved in normal 

fermentation and the initial stages of over-hoatings although 

its digestibility falls markedly. 

(d) The pH of silage gives a very good indication of 

the fermentation of silage. Good lactic acid grass silagos 

have a pH, of 4.0 or lesal Butyric silages a pH of more than 

4-5- Lucerne silage even when of good fermentation usually 

has a higher pH than grass silages and pH of 5*0 - 5,5 are 

regarded as satisfactory. A pH of 4.0 - 5eO can be 

perfectly satisfactory in high dry matter silages although 

they would indicate butyric fermentation in wetter silagose 

The ensilage variables may be classified in the 

following way: - 

1. Chemical Analysis. Moisture Content (oven dry and/ 

or Toluene distillation)* 

CqF&j Copep Dojcep#p W. S. C. and 

D*O, M, which may be Compared 

with the tas cutt and filling 

analysis to Give an indication 

of losses. 

2, Descriptiono Usingthe 7 categories described 

in'detail by HESSAYON and WOOD 
(6) 

r 
being: - 
(1) Well formented lactic 

(2) Butyric silage 

(3) Putrid silage 

(4) Ovor-heated silage 
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(5) Seriously over-heated silag3 

Mouidy silage 

Spoilaae. 

593-59 Classification of Ensiled CroRs for Research on 

Physical Properties 

Combining the requirements set out in 5-3,2o; p 5-3*3, 

and 5.3.4. the full set of information necessary to 

classify an ensilod crop is: - 

(a) LroI2 (l) Tho proportions of spocias tLnd varioties 

and their stage of growth and leaf-stem 

ratio. 
(2) Planting and previous cutting dates, 

(3) Fertiliser application. 

(4) Cutting date and time. 

(b) Field Treatment 

(1) Descriptiong performance and dates and 

times of use of field machinery, 

(2) Weather during wilting period* 

(3) Losses, visual assessment, 

(4) Chop and laceration. 

(c) Ensiling Description and asseasment of fermentations 

(d) Chemical AnaLysis on re]2resentativo samRIes. 

(1) As cut: m. c. (oven), C. F., C. P., D. C. Pst 

W. S. C. 9 D. O. M. 

(2) As ensiled: m,. c, (oven) C. F.., Copeg 

D. C. P, j W*S*Cot D. 60*Mo 

As ensilage: m. c. (oven and/or toluene) 

C. F. t C. Pol DoCsPot W*S. C. D, O*Mot PH. 
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In this thesis I have ondeavoured to classify the 

material as fully as possible but fora number of samples 

only partial classification was possible. In particular 

Chemi6al Analysis is' a skilled and laborious process; it 

was only because of the gonerous help of N. Trinder, N. A. A. S. 

Regional Nutrition Chemist and the staff of Bridgets E*H*Fo 

that analyses of a large number of samples were obtained. 

5.4, DENSITY 

5.4a. introduction 

Existing data on the density has'-boon obtained usine 

a number of techniques, for example: - 
(6)(62)(63)(74)(117) 

Measuromefit of total capacity of silos 

Measurement of 'density of layers in the silo during 
(88)(117) 

unloacting, 

Measuroment. of density. of cores out from the silage 

surface 
(88) (130) (14.5) 

Measurement of density by deep coring in the silago 

mass(88)(145) 
( JL30 Measurement of density by radioactive. attenuation 

MeasuremOnt'of pressure density'relaiionship (63)(88) 

(92)(94)(132)(142) ý 

We can also obtain Information on the general nature 

of densities of materials similar to silagel for example: - 

DensitY of grass in trailers(50)(93. 
) 

of loose hay(35) 
(83. ) (11-0) 

of baled hay and straw(73. 
)(83. ) 

of. hay wafers(22)(72)(93) 
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Prossure/Donsity relationship of wool 
(36) 

Strength of fibres 
(64) 

Strength of timber(135) 

Consolidation of soils 
(25) 

In this section I have firstly considered the 

fundamental factors effecting the density and compressibility 

of, silage. Existing data is of limitod use as it is 

largely on the density of particular silages under particular 

conditions. I have critically reviewed this existing data 

and endeavoured to restate the data in a uniform manner so 

that it can be compared. The major part of this section 

is concerned with experiments I have performed on silages 

of a wide range of cropsq maturities and moisture contents 

to determine the density for the full range of pressures 

encountered in silos. From this data I have evolved a 

general theory for predicting the density of silage of any 

moisture content and maturity under any conditionsg of 

pressure and time. The coefficients to be used in this 

. formula are given for a range of silages, 

5.4.2', The Fundamentals of Silage-and CrOR Densities 

Density is defined as the mass per unit volume and is 

expressed in this thesis in Ib/ft3* Units used by other 

workers include kg/m3 (the SIunit) glee and ft3/ton, the 

conversion factors bein(;: - 

Y lb/ft3 = 0.01602 Y g/ce 

= 16.02 Y kg/m3 

2240 ft3/ton 
y 
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Specific gravity (the ratio of density of a material 

to density of water; numerically equal to density in g/cc) 

is used by some workers. 

In the design of silos we areprimarily concerned with 

the Bulk Density (Y) (usually referred to in this thesis 

as Density) and Bulk Dry Density (Yd) (that is weight of 

dry matter per ft3p and usually referred to as Dry Density)* 

At a moisture content (wet basis) of m% 

.Y 
(100 -y 

d 100 

Although silage and crops are highly compressible and 

their density can range from below 2 lb/ft3 to over 

70 lb/ft3p their constituent parts have almost constant 

densitiesl it is the proportions of the volume occupied by 

three major constituents (water, gas and dry matter) that 

changes 

The water in the crop has a sensibly constant density 

of 62.4 lb/ft3* The slight changos in density due to 

temperature variation and pressure and the presence of othor 

fluids can be igaorod, except in-tho case of silage 

froozing whicht though common in the U. S. A. is not found 

in the U*K* 

The gas in the silage can vary in density due to the 

change in composition from Air to a Nitrogen + C02 + Water 

Vapour mixture, and due to temperature and gas pressure 

changes. In the calculation of the density of silage. the 

variations in the density of the gas (actually from 0-07 

0.12 lb/ft3) have been ignored. 
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The solid density of dry matter is-harder to determine 

and there do nolt appear to be any accurate direct measure- 

Monts of it, Normal pyonometric methods using immersion 

in fluids give inaccurate rbsults because of the virtual 

impossibility of, romoving all the entrapped air. LAWTON 
(601 

used air pyonomotry to determine the solid density of grass 

seeds at approx. 10% m. c. Tho solid densities of dry 

matter obtained ranged frou, 78 - 84.5 lb/ft3a SHARp(107) 

found# using long term toluene pyonometryl solid densities 

of the dry matter of wheat grains of up to 93 lb/ft3. 

However, grass seed and wheat grains have slightly different 

composition to the dry matter of grass. Probably the best 

figure for the solid density of dry matter can be obtained 

from German work on Hay Wafering. MATTHIES(72) shows 

that at a pressure of 3.0,000 to 14, ooo lb/in 2 Lucerne and 

Meadow Hay (at 17% - 20% in. c, ) both reach densities of 

3"- 93. 
-5 

lb/ft This corresponds to a solid density of dry 

matter of about 100 lb/ft3. This is of the same order as 

the solid density of the constituents of the grass which 

are given by SHARP(107) as: 

Starch 95.5 lb/ft3 

Sugar 100 lb/ft3 

Cellulose 95.5 'Ib/ft3 

Ash 158 lb/ft3 

The value of 100 lb/ft3 is used in subsequent theoretical 

calculations. 

Now since solid dry matter and water are senbibly 

incompressible, there is a maximum density of silage of 

I 
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any given moisture content which will be roached when it 
. 

is compressed so that no gas romains in its 

The maximum density at m% moisture content 

= 100 - 0076 m lb/ft3 

Corresponding to this there is a maximum dry density 

100 -m (100 0.376 m) lb/ft3 100 

This maximum dry density is plotted against moisture 

content in Graph 5.4/1, The lines of dry density against 

moisture content for 10%j 20% and 30% of the volume occupied 

by Gas are also shown. In practice one would not expect 

the full maximum donsity to be attained as some gas will 

always remain entrapped in the mass of particles. 

The minimum density of_a crop depends on the initial 

arrangement of its particles. Grain can be considered as 

an assombly of spheres and its density related to the 

possible arrangement of sphores as in Soction 

Unfortunatoly# whole crops are too complex (i. e. leafj 

stem# seed head# variously chopped and shattered) to use 

this, approach for quantative prodiction of density but it 

can be used to givo some understanding of the process of 

compression, 

Depending on how the crop is placed, the initial 

particle arrangement of the crop may be either a totally 

random orientation of lengths in all three directions, or 

with lengths tonding to lie parallel to the surface 

deposited on, but being in random directions within the 

I plane of that surface. 
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When a prossure is appliod to this initial assembly 

of crop-particles, it will be comprossed, until the strength 

of the crop particles is sufficient to resist the pressuro. 

The initial compression will cause the particle to slide 

over each other, and rearrange themselves into. IýLmina normal 

to direction of compression. Then increasingly the 

compression will bond the crop particles and the resistance 

to compression will be due to the strength in bonding of 

the crop particles. As, tho gaps between partioles. aro 

reduced so the compression will cause crushing of the plant 

and cell structure until the maximum density at which all 

gas has boon expelled is reached* 

- The initial looso density 'will tend to be increased 

by the chopping of the crop; the maximum initial loose 

density will be obtained when the chop length equals the 

thickness of the material (i. e. for maizo stems . 
3/411 dia*j 

3/41, chop will give the maximum initial density). The 

initial resistance to the compression of the mass duo to 

frictionvill be highest for wot material, and decroase 

with drier material, as the coefficient of friction falls 

markedly with falling m. c* (seo 

In the next stage of compression in which the banding 

strength of the particles is the major resistance to 

compression$ and in the final stage of compression when the 

parýicles are lying in laminag (each particle acting, not 

as a beam, but bearing directly on the particle below), 

the structural strength of the plant structure will 

determine the resistance to compression., Length of chop 
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becomes of negligablo importance, but weakening of the- 

plant structure by laceration or crushing in the field, 

should reduce the resistance to compression. The resistance 

to compression will be high in this stage of compression in 

fresh material in which osmotic pressure in the cells (which 

gives plant some of its strength is still high and can be 

expected to fall as the cell pressure falls during ensilage* 

We can expect an increase in crop particle strength at low 

moisture contents similar to that oncountored in timber by 

WILSON et al 
(135) 

who found no change in strength properties 

of timber as it dried from 50% m, c, (its green state) to 

20% m. c. (the fibre saturation point) but that between 20% 

and 10% tieco the strength of the timber was doubled. 

Similarily McLINTOCK and ARGON 
(64) 

state that tho tensile 

strengths of natural fibres increase as they dry out. 

PRINCE9 WOLF and BARTOX(97) found that the minimum bending 

strength of the fresh alfalfa stems occurred between 45% and 

55% M*Ce 
The resistance to compression of a grass increases 

, markedly as its leaf stem ratio falls and as the stem is 

strongthened, with increasing maturity. 

The resistance to compression is due, at all stages 

except maximum density, to the arrangement and strength of 

tho crop particles. The degree of compaction of the 

particles can be measured by the dry density, Once the 

initial osmotic pressure has been relieved the presence of 

moisture in the crop particles will only effect the dry 

density by its influence on the strength of dry matter. 
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Except near the maximum density, the presence or absence 

of moisture in the voids between crop particles offers an 

insienificant resistance to compression# 

once the silage has been compressed to 90%-95% of its 

maximum density (i. e. 10%-5% gas voids) thd pore pressure 

of the moisture starts to rise and provides resistance to 

compression. In those conditions silago consolidates in 

a manner similar to a saturated clayq as described by 

CAPPER and CASSIE 
(25) 

. The rise in pore pressure and rate 

of settlement depend on the rate of increase of consolidating 

pressure and the drainage conditions* 

We can therefore expect that under a given pressure 

conditions the dry density of a given silage will be 

relatively constant betwoen, a point corresponding to the 

fibre saturation point in timber (probably between 15% and 

25% m. c. in silage) and the moisture content at which it 

roaches 90% to 95% of maximum density. Hay and dried 

grass (below 15% 25% m, c, ) would be expected to have 

much lower dry densities than silage of the same material 

because of the increased fibre strength. Crops before 

ensilage# can be expected to have a lower dry density, 

under given conditions, than the rosulting silage. The 

crop dry density# under Given conditionsl tends to increase 

as the initial high osmotic pressure in the cells falls due 

to wiltingg laceration and fermentation. Short chopped 

crops will have a higher initial dry density but chop is 

unlikely to influence dry density at higher pressures. 
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The strength of crop particles is time dependento I 

have found that the density of a sample of silage under 

constant pressure increases exponentially with time, and 

upon release of pressure it re-expands at an exponential 

rate. It is thoreforo essontial that measurements of 

density should be made at a known time after the application 

of pressure* 

From this survey of the fundamentals influencing silage 

consolidation (tho conclusions of which have boon confirmod 

by my experiments) a standard method of measuring the 

pressure donsity/time rolationship has been evolved. 

The density (Y lb/ft3) of silage of mVj moisture content 

is measured under conditions constant Vertical Pressure 

(V lb/ft 
2) 

at suitable intervals of time (T hr) from the 

application of Vertical Pressuro (V lb/ft 2 ). The density 

at each time at this pressure is plotted against loglo T 

and the density (Y' lb/ft3) at T= 1*0 and the rate of 

increase in density with 10910 t imo (C' lb/ft3/loglO hr) 

obtained. The corresponding figures on a dry matter 

basis Yd' lb/ft 3 
and Cd1 lb/ft-3/log3.0 hr. aro'calculated 

from moisture content wheres- 

Yd (100 - m) y, lb/f t3 100 

and 

Cdl 
100 -m lb/ft3/loglo hrs, 100 

) cl 

From a set of valuos of YdIp CdI and m for a raneo 

of vertical pressures the dry density and density of the 

sample at any pressure and time can be predicted, A study 
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of variations in Ydt and Cdt for a range of c rop classifi- 

cations enables the density of any silage to be predicted. 

. 
5.4-3- Published Densities for Calculatina the Canacitv of 

Tower Silos 

ThO three main tables of density currently used for 

the calculation of the capacities of tower silos are those 

of McCALMONT 
(63) 

9 which has boon extrapolated by the 
(82) (6) 

N., S*A* of ALDRICH which is rostatod in terms of 

dry density against silo height by SUTER 
(il4) 

p and the 

crude table published by the E, D, A(-38) and the I,, A. Ee 
(54)0 

There are other less widely known tables which are quoted 

by TAMM(117) and OTIS and POMROY 
(88) 

0 

In Graph 5.4/2 nine different curves are plotted of 

density against settled depth. It will be seen that there 

are considerable differences in density but if we consider 

dry density, the figures become much more consistent* At 

30 fto depth of silage the range of dry densities was only 

from 14.8 to 17.6 lb/ft3l compared with densities which 

ranged from 42*5 to 70 1b/ft3 (for results where m. c. is 

known)* Most of those curves are based on filling of 

silos and the maximum size of silo used in those tests 

wo-s- 181 dia. with a settled depth of less than 401. The 

figures given by the N. S. A. 
(82) 

and ALDRICH 
(6) 

for silage 

depths ovor 401 are extrapolations. 

In the U*S, A, it has been roalised by a number of 

workors that in practice silo capacities vary from thoso 

predicted from the abovo figures. The reasons given for 
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these varlations are variedo SUTER(114) states that the 

dry matter capacity is not significantly effected by 

moisture content in the range 75% to 40% moc,, but that 

length of chop and rate of filling cause considerable 

variation. OTIS and POMROY 
(88) 

are primarily concerned 

with density rather than dry density$ and give species, of 

crop, moisture contentt longth of cutp maturity, proser- 

vative used and silo diameter as causes of density 

variation. The N. S*A. 
(82) 

p GORDON 
(42) 

and AIZRICH 
(6) 

claim' 

that the dry matter capacity of a silo remains relatively 

constant regardless of moisture content and is equal to the 

dry mattor capacity of tho silo calculated at 70 moce 

(N. S. A and 72% m. c. (Aldrich). The E. D. A. 
08) 

claim 

that the average density of the silage can be regarded as 

constant at 52 lb/cu. ft. regardloss of moisture content 

(ioes the dry density doubles from 13 lb/ft) at 75% m. c. 

to 26 lb/ft-3 at 50% mece). This rathor surprising 

statement# which is completely without foundation and 

contrary to all experimental evidence, is widely accepted 

in the U. K* SHEPPERSON and CORRIE 
(111) 

compound this 

error in a table which gives moan dry densities of 

20,0 lb/ft3 (for 30 ft. high silos) and 22.4 lb/ft3 (for 

60 ft high silos), for 'Scaled towerst and compared to only 

17,5 and ig. 6 lb/ft3 for 10pen towers' of the same height. 

Theso irrational claims are based on multiplying the 

average density by the minimum recommended dem, contentl 

McCLAMONT at al 
(62) 

and TA31M(117)9 both give details 

of the work on which the density figures in McCALMONT(63) 
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are basedg and later work on capacities and densities at 

the U. SX. A. Doltsville and Rutgers. McCalmont ot al 

state that although total capacity of alfalfa silage was 

usually greater than for cornp this was due to the higher 

moisture content of alfalfa silage and that the dry matter 

capacities were similar. They claim small silos will hold 

slightly less alfalfa d. m, than corns while larger silos 

hold slightly more alfalfa d. m. than corn. They also claim 

that "No comparisons between corn and grass (alfalfa) silage 
I 

showed more than 13% differential between dry matter 

capacities". This statement gives a rather exagerated 

impression of the consistency of d6m. capacity figuros 

given in their results. 

In ordor to classify the effects of various factors 

on the dry matter capacity, I have carefully ro-examined 

the data on the experiments at U. S. D. A. Beltsville and Rutgors 

as given by Tamm. and M cCalmont et al. Table 5.4/1 shows 

the results of this re-examination, I have only used the 

results of the best documented experiments and I have given 

the data (and its sources) on which the calculations are 

based. There are certain inconsistencies between the 

figures in different tables in McCalmont ot alp and the 

figures in Tamm's thesis (e. g. silo B4,1940, maximum 

depth given variously as 351,4o' and 411). Figures from 

all sources are therefore given in Table 5.4/1 but where 

there is a divergences Tamm's figures are used for 

calculation. The two "actual" dm. capacities (weiGht d. m. 

inj and weight dom. out) have been compared with the d. m. 
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capacity of the silo calculated using Table 2 (for 

maximum depth) and Table 4 (for sottlod depth) from 

McCALMONT 
(63). 

The error % (actual caRac: LtX -;. estimated capacit )x 
100 

estimated capacity 

was calculated for: - 

(A) actual d. m. in against estimated d. m. from maximum 

depth. 

(B) actual d. m. in against estimated d. m. from settled 

depth. 

(C) actual d. m. out against ostimated d. m. from settled 

depth. 

In I case A the error with 7 alfalfa filled silos varied 

from -6,5% to +35% averaging +14.5%, while for the 4 corn 

filled silos the error raneed from -24.5% to 27.0% and 

averaged +1,5%* For the 5 fillings of alfalfaq for which 

data on the settled depth and weight d. m. out are availablel 

the range of error was from +16.0 to +50.0%lavorage 

+32.8% for Case B, and from -3*0% to +24.0% average +9.8% 

for Case Ce ýThe other possible comparison, actual weight 

d. m. out, against estimated d, me from maximum depth gives 

a range of -21.6% to +2% with an average of -8.2% 

From this re-examined data it becomes clear that, 

oven when compared with the actual capacities of silosq 

of similar size (up to 181 dia, j 4o, of silago)t filled 

with similar material (corn and alfalfa 65% to 75% m-c-) 

to that for which the McCaimontfs tables were derivodp 

these tables give only a very approximate estimate of 
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capacity. Tho value of the W. S. A. table (which is an 

extrapolation of McCalmont's), when used for silos of up 

to 6o, settled depth of silage and 301 dia., and filled at 

moisture contents ranging from 3OVo to 75%, for all crops 

is highly suspect. 

As can be seen from the above case# the dry density in 

the silo varies due to the change in volume due to settle- 

ment and the loss of weight of dry matter (usually between 

and 20%) between filling and unloading, The allowance 

forý settlement is included in some tables of capacity. 

McCalmont allows for settlement as follows: - 

Silo height ft. 20 30 35 40 45 50 

Settled Silage depth ft. 20 29 33.5 
. 
38 42 '46 

The N. S. A. table is given as settled depth of silage and an 

allowance for settlement must be made when calculating silo 

height* DUFFEE et al(37) 9 who recommend the N. S, As tablep 

recommend a !; ft. settlement allowance for all heights and 

5 ft- for the unloader. ' 

Aldrich allows I ft. for settlement for the"first 30 ft., 

and I ft* per 10 ft. above that (e. g. 56, settled'silago 

in a 6ot silo)* I 

The graph on 

to I'silago depth" 

Aldrichs data, to 

aret in fact, ave: 

height of silo. 

(114) 
P-78 of SUTER of dry density related 

seems to be an elaborate rework*of 

suit the Harvestoro silo. Its scales 

rage dry density 6f settled silageg against 

This becomes clear when one examines the 
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worked examples on 201 X 501 silos an p. 83 and p. 224. 

For a 201 x 50t concrete stave silo a capacity of 109.3 tons 

(U. S. ) d. m. is, aivenj*, which is equivalent to 391 tons at 

72% ri. c. compared with 394 tons on Aldrichs table. For a 

20t x 501 Harvestore a volume of 14t2go ft is given which 

is the volume of a 20 ft. diae cylinder 45.4 ft. high. 

Howeverp Suter calculates the capacity using the dry density 

14.80 lb/ft3 for a 501 depth (not 45.4 ft., the true settled 

depth)'to, give a total capacity of 377-7 tons at 72% m. c. 

compared with 379 tons given by Aldrich for a 45.4 ft. 

settled deptho 

Tho E. D*A. table allows 6 ft. for settlement regardless 

of depth. Despite losses of between 5% and 20% of the dry 

matter in silosp none of capacity tables are explicit about 

whether they refor to filling or unloading weight of dry 

matter. 

Mr , yER(74) giva. s. - the results of work at the University 

of Wisconsin in support of the-olaim, that t4e FT. S,; A,, capacity 

table for 70% moo* Is accurate for all crops and all moisture 

contents, In fact., the error between the d*m, capacities 

(based on filling weight) recorded for short chop (3/8 inch 

theoretical) early cut alfalfa-brome silages at Wisconsint 

and those predicted by the N. S. A. table range from -15% to 

+24% and average +6-7%- 

These average dry densities obtained at Wisconsin are 

plotted on-Graph 5.4/3(b) of average dry density against 

settled depth, together with the Aldrich and N, S. A. curves 

and the results given in Table 5.4/1 and from my own 
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experiments at Bridj; ets' E. H. F. 9 Glantlees ýnd the N, I, R, D, 

To summariset, my evaltiation of the published data on 

silo capacities is: - 

That the N. S. A. and Aldrich capacity tables both 

provide an approximate basis for determining the 

capacity of silos in the absence of more accurate 

dEita, 
f 

2@ That the Suter table is a confusing elaboration 

of Aldrich's table. 

3. That the E. D. A,, 0 Inst. of Agricultural Engineering 

capacity figures are based on two false assumptions 

and should be discarded, 

That the actual dry matter capacities vary 

considerably for reasons that cannot be discorned 

from published data, 

That the reasons for variation of silo dome 

capacities need to be established so that accurate 

methods of calculating capacities can be developed 

and so that silos may be filled so as to obtain 

the maximum potential capacity, 

This published data is further discussed, in the light 

of the results of the authorts calculation method for the 

pressures and densitie's in siloss in section 6*2* 

5,4.4. Published Measuremont of-Silage Density in the S ilo 

OTIS and POMROy(88 
) 

describe extensive experiments 

carried out between 1940 and 1957 to measure the density of 

silage in silos. They have used the total weight in, 
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surface coringg surface layer and horizontal coring at 

depth techniques to measure variation in density* 

They considered the total weight method of predicting 

capacities as unrGliable; because of the wide variation in 

capacities encountered in practice. 'rho surface layer 

technique of measuring in silo density was considered most 

reliable, but the accurate weighing of the large quantities 

of silage and the error due to the springback of silage as 

it re-exPands during unloading must be born in mind. 

41, and 611 dia. core cuttors and a cubic foot spiked 

cage sampler were used for measuring surface density, The 

411 dia. sampler gave low results in comparison with the 

larger samplers* Core sampling gave results sometimes 

higherg sometimes lower than the surface layer technique. 

These differences can be attributed to: 

Surface layer technique Gives average density 

while core samples give point densities which 

will vary over surface of silage due to uneven 

distribution. 

2. Tho surface silage has re-expanded during unloading 

and will have a lower density than when the silo 

was full. This will be more marked for core 

samples "than in the deeper layers used in surface 
layer determination, 

The cutting of a sample disturbs tho silage and 

alters its density. 

It is difficult to exactly measure the volume of 

silage cut out by a cutter, 
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Otis and Pomroy give their results in terms of donsitye 

Because density is highly variable'with moisture content 

(for a given dry densityt the density is 20% greater at 

75% mic, than at 70% m. c. ) it is very hard to evaluate the 

results without converting to dry density. it is unfortun- 

ately not possible to read off Otist graphs with sufficient 

accuracy to justify converting his figures to dry density 

against vertical pressure. 

Otis and Pomroy also conducted a s. ories of experimonts 

to measure variation in density in the settled silage mass 

before unloadingp by coring horizontally across the silo at 

2i6II intervals down the silo, Their results show a 

variation in density across the silo due to the formation 

of columns of dense silage with uneven unloading* Howoverl 

there may have been a constant dry density in each layer 

as variations in moisture content across the diameter could 

account for all the variation in density. Conversely the 

variations in moisture content may have masked the full 

extent of dry density variation. 

Otis' method of predicting isopressure lines is 

questionable. Consolidation toets were conducted to 

reproduce the densities moasýwod in the tower. , Unless 

each sample tested is of identical moisture content to the 

corresponding sample for the toworl a large error can be 

produced. Also the pressures required to consolidate- 

rapidly to a given density in a laboratory consolidation- 

apparatus are very much higher than those required to ; 

consolidate to that density over 3 months or so in a towers 
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Otis and Pomroy mako no attempt to evolve any method 

of predicting densities in silos, 

ZOERB at al(145) took 611t dia. core samples to 

determine the density of short chopped grass silage in 

clamp silos. The coring was carried out to the full depth 

of the silo, so no ro-expansion error would have occured. 

These densities are similar to those likely to occur in the 

top layers of a tower siloa The losses in these clamp 

silos were higher than those that should occur in a tower 

and this may have affected the dry density slightly* In 

replotting Zoorb's results for Graph 5.4/4 1 have calculated 

and plotted the dry density figures, These are also used 

in Graph 5.4/5 in which they are coilpared with my pressure 

density test results (Samples Dr/65/ClV1 and CIV2 at 1000 

hours) for clamp silage from Bridgetso Zoerbst dry 

densities for the pressure rance 70 - 330 lb/ft. are within 

the same range as the dry densities of the Bridget's clamp 

silage. Unfortunately no clear details of variety and 

maturity of grass are given by Zoerb, 

TAMIOL17) measured the density of silage by the layer 

methodq but the results are of little value as there is 

no record of the moisture contents in each layerl so dry 

densities cannov be calculated, 

WILKINS at al(3-30) used gamma energy attenuation to 

measure densitios in a 121 dia. 25f high silo, A gamma 

radiation sourca was suspended in a steel tube up the contra 

of the silop and a radiation detector could be positioned 

at any point on the outside of the silo* - Thus the average 
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donsit y of matorial alone'any radius at any height could bo 

determined* The test was run in 1961 with 161 settled 

depth of wilted alfalfa of unspecified moisture contentg 

which had an average density of 32 Ib/ft3 ranging from 20 - 

4o ib/ft 3 top to bottom. 

Wilkinst grasped the importance of dry density but 

his tests were too limited to explore the concept. I have 

recalculated Wilkin's second year results on corn into the 

form of Vertical Pressure against Dry Density (with and 

without ACI 714 wall friction correction to vertical 

pressure). These figures have been plotted on Graph 5.4/5 

alone with Zoerb's core test results and my pressure 

density tests for Drideets clamp silage. The dry densities 

of this corn silage is markedly lower than that for the 

grass silage. This may be due to the particular 

circumstance of the relative maturities of the samples 

considered or due to the difference in crop. 

Wilkins found that 1000 cc. core samples gave results 

in avorago about 5% lower than Camma energy. The average, 

density determined from total volume and total weight was 

within 1% of the average calculated from gamma attenuation 

rosults. 

Wi. '. ',. kints conclusions must be considered in relation 

to the shallow depth of silage in these tests, but they 

include: - 

1. Re-expansion occuring during unloading is 

localised near the surfaces 

2. Tramping of surface 2 months after filling 

produced a 2% increase in density 61 below the 

surface. 
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There was loss than 2C% variation in radial 

density when corn silaGe was filling with a 

stationary central spout with only surface 

levoling. 

5.4.5. Published Work on the Prossure/Donsity Relationship 

of Silaao. 

PERKINS, PRATr and ROGERS 
(92) 

conducted consolidation 

tests during the ensiling of 9 lb. samples of corn (maize) 

and meadow crops (i. e. grass and legumes). Their apparatus 

consisted of an 181, x 611 dia. tube screwed into a base plate 

fitted with an effluent drain to a sealed Class jar. The 

tub e was filled with grass and a woodon piston placed on 

top. The sample was consolidated using weights on a frame 

fixed to the piston to give pressures of 2,41 81 12, or 

16 lb/in 2 (i. e. up to 2300 lb/ft 2 ), The tubes were 

initially of steel$ which corrodedg then of glass, which 

burst at high pressures, and for most of the tests of 

Harvostoro typo glass coated stool& 

Each sample was kept at constant prossure for the 

duration of the test (usually between 30 and 40 days) and 

the weight and volume recorded at intervals. The results 

are given in terms of density and dry density, The effects 

of time, pressure, chop length, and maturity-moisture 

content on density were studied. 

I have plotted their results an variation in density 

and dry density with pressure at four levels of maturity- 

moisture content for Meadow crop silage (from Perkins ot al 

Table 4) on Graph 5.4/6. Considering dry density first we 
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find that (ignoring erratic =esults at 250 lb/ft 2 
prossure) 

the dry density at a given pr3ssure increases with 

increasing maturity and dry matter content. Above 500 lb/ft 2 

the rate of increase in dry density with pressure increases 

from very slight with the wettest samples to a consistent 

marked increase with pressure for the driest, most mature# 

samples. The density rises with increasing pressure but 

with the three wettest samples it levols off at about 

6o lb/ft3, Effluent was produced when the density exceeded 

6o lb/ft3j and a maximum density of 66.8 lb/fO was recorded. 

Up to 30% of total sample weiCht was lost in offluent from 

the wettest samples and effluent dry matter contents of up 

to 10% were. recorded. 

The pressuro/donsity relation of samplas Br. 65/Clvl 

and V2 at 1000 hours has been shown on Graph 5.4/6. it 

will be noticed that Perkinst results fall in a lower range 

than the Bridgets results and alsol reforing back to Graph 

5.4/5 are lower than Zoerbs' results. 

Perkins graphs show a rapid initial increase in density 

with time; settling down after about four days to a slow 

steady increase. The loss of strength in the fermentation 

proce ss and the exponential settlement of fibrous masses 

both contribute to the changes in density with time observed 

by Perkins* 

Length of chop is stated to have a major influence on 

the dry density. For meadow crops at unspecified prossureg 

dry densitios of 20.4,16-7 and 13.9 lb/ft3 were obtained 

with short (J" to 111), modium and long chop respectively, 
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Unfortunately there are fundamental defects in Perkins 

apparatus and techniques. The use of very deep cylinders 

with a sample size (for 9 lb. sample) of 181, x 611 dia. at 

30 lb/ft3 falling to 911 x 611 dia. at 60 lb/ft3 results in 

the vertical pressure in the bottom of the sample being 

very much reduced by wall friction* The pressure in the 

bottom of an 18t long sample might only be i0% of that 

applied at the top in a 611 dia. cylinder, 

In a silo the maximum length of long chop material is 

less than 
. 
5% of the silo diameter but in a 611 dia, core it 

is impossible to fill long chop evenly as the maximum 

length is of the same order as the core dia. The dry 

density variation with chop length given by Perkins is 

unlikely to be valid in a farm silo. 

The combination of maturity and moisture content 

variables into one variable 4S only valid for unwilted 

crops, -The apparent increase in dry density achieved with 

increasing maturity is solely due to the effect of moisture 

content which determines the maximum dry density at which 

the crop becomes saturated and incompressible. If we 

compare Perkins results shown in Graph 5.4/6(a) with 

Graph 5.4/1 of the maximum dry donsitios achievable at 

various moisture content levels we find that: 

1. The wettest samples (17.9% d. m. ) reached 84% of 

maximum dry-density (Yd max. ) at under 575 lb/ft 2 

pressure and higher pressures only compressed it to 

2 88% Yd max. at 2300 Ib/ft 
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2. The 22.8% d. m. samples reached 86% Yd max. at 
2 2300 lb/ft 

3. The 28ýo d. m. samplos reached 8315 Yd max. at 

2300 lb/ft 20 

4. The 39ýa d.. m. samples reached only 65% Yd max. 

at 2300 lb/ft 2 

The increase in density of all the three wettest 

samplos levelled off as they reached 80% - 85% Yd max. 

(approx. 60 lb/ft-3 density) and effluent flow started* 

The work of Perkins et al is the earliest and probably 

the best of the studies of the consolidation of silage to 

dateo Their technique of onsiling the crop in the test 

core is of particular interest. Their results give a good 

qualititative picture of pressure density relationship of 

unwilted crops. Quantitatively the results are highly 

suspect because of the depth of sample used. Their 

conclusions are not applicable to wilted crops. Their 

conclusions on the effect of chop length are unlikely to be 

valid for silos larger than 61, in diameter, 

, OTIS and POMROYts 
(88) 

tests to determine pressure 

required to reconsolidate a sanple to its in-situ density, 

has boon discusnod in Section 5.4.4. 

WILLCOCICS(I. 32) in the course of his work on the tensile 

strength of silage did a few consolidation tests on silage. 

They were all conducted on short chopped rye silage, at 

approx. 40%3 m. c. The method of consolidation used, 

constant deformation rate to required densityg followed by 

24 hours relaxation of pressure at constant densityg is 

totally unrelated to conditions in silos. 
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His conclusion that: - 

a log V+b 

where Y is density 

a and b are constants 

V is pressure after relaxation, 
I 

is not in good agreement with his own results for densities 

in the range 25 - 40 lb/ft3, and when chocked against my 

results for the full range of densities (see Graph- 5,5120) 

is found to be invalid. 

POLLOCK( 94) 
conducted a number of tests on the pressure 

density relationship of double-chopped Sorghum silage at 

70%, 52%j 31% and 0*3% mcq The constant deformation rate 

compression tests method which he used givos, results which 

depend on the deformation rate used, and the sample weight 

used, Pollock's results are only valid for a set of 

conditions which are never likely to occur in a silo. 

Pollock's proposed equation, which only gives an approx. 

prediction of his experimental values is: - 

V= Vo Y0 

Vo = vertical pressure for Y=I 

density 

0= constant 

c was found to be betweon 3 and 59 depending on moco 

The dry density against pressure curves obtained by 

Pollock are almost identical for the 52% and 31% m-c-- 

samples (13-95 and 13.65 lb/ft3 at 1500 lb/ft 2). The 70% 

mece sample had a lower dry density (12,8 lb/ft3 at 

1500 lb/ft 3) 
at all pressures and its resistance to 
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consolidation increased rapidly as it neared its maximum 

density. The very rapid loading rate used would have 

produced a high fluid pressure in the sample as it neared 

its maximum (nil gas voids). donsity because there would 

have boon little time for pressure relieving drainage under 

rapid loading, The even dry sample (0-3Va m*c. ) had a much 

higher resistance to compression than the other throe 

qamples (dry density 11-75 lb/ft3 at 1500 lb/ft 2). 

The method of sample preparation used by Pollock (air 

drying loose silage for tho lower moisture contents) 

probably caused some losses of dry matter, which would have 

caused a difference in the quality botwoon samples in 

addition to that duo to noisture content. 

The pattern of variation of pressure density observed 

in Pollock's work is in Ceneral agreement with the results 

of my own work (I. e. (1) dry density at given pressure is 

relatively constants regardless of m. c. in 70% 25% m-c- 

ranges but is reduced markedly as the sample is further 

dried. (2) as a sample approaches maximum density, the 

silage becomes increasingly incompressible as' pore pressure 

mounts)e 

Although'Pollock's experimental work is of little 

practical value, his consideration of the applicability, of 

visco-elastic theory' to the prediction of the phy. -, ical . 

behaviour of silage is of great interest. Howeverl silage 

compresses in a complex manner and will require a, very 

complex model to predict its behaviour. Pollock's very 

simple Kelvin unit with spring in series proved totally 
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inadequate, but dnce a sufficient mass of good experimental 

data has boen amassed, a non-linear visco-elastic model 

will becomo a possibility. In the interim empirical 

formulae would seem to have more potential value than 

visco-elastic formulae based on over-simplified assumptions* 

Pollock also montions tho work of COWAN(3-3) who 

carried out comprossive tests on silage for horizontal 

silos. He proposed an equation of tho form: -- 

(h 2 
ho 2K 

V=C 
2h2 

where V is pressure 

C and k are constants 

h is sample height 

h0 is original sample height. 

The problem of time dependence of the pressure density 

relationship was sidestepped by considering density at a 

fixed time only., There would seem to be considerable 

practical problems in determining h0 for a material as 

compressible as silagoo Howeverp without access to the 

original# It is hard to fully evaluate this works 

GRAEMp BRATZLER and KJELGAARD 
(43) 

used a constant strain 

rate apparatus for comparitive compression tests on corn 

silage subject to a range of mechanical treatments, The- 

3 1b, samples of fresh corn and silago from trial. silos 

in 5.7511 dia., x 811 cores were subjected to a constant 

strain rate of I" per minute until the resistance to 

compression reached 20 lb/in2 (2880 lb/ft2) Relaxation 
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and re-oxpansion teats were then carried out, Tho 

sentence "Here again signif3-c-ý-tnt trends are absent" used 

by Graham et al concisely summarises the limitations of the 

constant strain rate and relaxation method for testing for 

silage consolidation. I 
YAVEMENKO( 16) 

worked on the physical properties of 

silage in connection with the design of consolidation 

machinery for silaeo in clamp silos. He carried out 

constant pressure consolidation tests on grass and maize 

at 3 levels of moisture content at pressures up to 400 lb/ft3o 

He considered that for machine design it was only necessary 

to consider density at constant time after the application 

of pressure, He did not derive any relationship between 

pressure and density. He determined the specific impact 

force required to tamp to 500 kg/n, 3 
as 0,002 - 0,003 kg/cm3 

per SOCS It is not clear whether Yaremenko worked on the 

fresh crop or on silage, but the former is more probables 

To summarisep published work on tho pressure density 

relationship of silage is largely on particular crops under 

very particular conditions. The tests at a constant rate 

of deformation are of negligible practical value, Constant 

pressure tests show a general pattern of rapid initial 

consolidation levelling off at higher pressures and a re- 

expansion on the release of pressure. There is no accurate 

and generally applicable forcralae for relating density and 

pressure for the range of crop maturities and moisture 

contents encountered in practice. 
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5.4.6. Published 1,, T, )rk on'tho L)onsities-of-]Rolated Materialso 

Grass in Trailers The dGnsity of grass in trailers used 

in filling gives a useful indication of the donsities likely 

to occur in the surface layers of silage before the loss of 

strength in ensilage. HTJNDTOFT and GT-TEST(50) quote the 

results of Cornell research on capacity of long chopped hay 

of 15 - 481j'j' m. c. in trailers and give the dry densities 

ranging from 3 to 4 lb/ft3. They suggest that maximur-l' 

capacity occurs at 60 70% m-c- outside the range of their 

results* This is contrary to my results for 40 - 80% m. ce 

short chopped grass (see Section 1.4.8. ) which showed a 

maximum dry density in the trailer (of 4.5 lb/ft3 average) 

oocuring at 4o% mece or just bolow. The higher dry 

densities in trailers in my results were probably due to 

differences in maturity and a shorter length of chop* 

PAM and HARDING(9l)q as part of a study of tower 

silo filling routines, measured densities in trailers filled 

with a different field choppers on 12 farms and found dry 

densities ranged from 3.0 to 7**8 Ib/ft3 with a mean of 

4.95 lb/ft3. 

Hay Tho generally quoted values for the bulk density of 

hay expressed as dry density are: - 

loose long 3.5 - 4.5 lb/ft3 

looso chopped 

baled 

6.5 - 8.5 lb/ft3 

12 lb/f t3 

SHEPPERSON and CORRIE 
(110) 

report dry densities of hay 

ranging from 3 to 6.5 lb/ft3 and length of chop was found 
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to be the most important -. rariabla of f ectina dry donsity. 

Shoppersonts figures; which were a by-product of his work 

on hay dryingi are for a wide range of crops and maturitios 

in driers of various depths. ' It is therefore not possible 

to quantify the affect of any one variable or develop a 

general relationship for predicting in-drier densities from 

his datao 

C (62) 
DAY and PANDA carried out consolidation tests in 

a 1211 square box-on alfalfa'hay for a range of moisture 

contents and chop lengths. - The results of thoir consol- 

idation tests rostatod'in-torms of dry density against 

vertical pressure are set out in Table 5.4/2, 

TApLE ý. 4/2 

Dry densities of auilloting chop alfalfa (after DaX and Panda. 

Moisture Chop Dry Done ity 
_lb/f 

t3__ at Vertical Pro2sura 
Conteats Lanath 10 lb/ft4 ,: W2-' 50 JLb/f t 80 lb/ft 

6 6cf, 2.1 1 3-8 4-55 

48% 411 

30% 41, 

22% 4f, 

2.35 

2,3 

2,1 4.. 3 

4.35 

4.7 

5.4 

5.65 

5.15 
41t 3.8 4'. 6 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
I 34Vo 61,1.8- 3.3 

- 
4.3. 

3.1% 41, 2.2 309 4.6 

11% 211 2-7 4.4 5.3. 

It will be soon that longth, of chop was a most sig- 

nificant variable* Its effect was greatest at low 

pressures (dry density of 21, chop was 50114 greater than 61, 
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chop at 10 lb/-Pt2 but OnIY 25ý4 groater at 80 lb/f t2 

Moisture content Only slightly offected dry donsity at 

10 lb/ft 2 (1211 greater at 48ýo m. c. than at, 11% n. c. ) but 

moro so at 80 lb/ft2 (25% Greater at. 30% than at 11%), 

The-highost'strengths (lowest densities) occur at high 

moisture contents due to cell--prossuro strength-and rat low 

moisture contonts due to increase in strength of cellulose 

at very low moistures. Day, and-Panda's analysis of their 

results is much more complex than their data justifies and 

is based on false assumptions, -, (oo, g. length of chop has an 

influence which is independent of the size of container; 

therefore Ilength ratio' is not a fundamental variable). 

Hay 11aferin The compression characteristics of grass 

and lucorne have been studied to determine the machanism 

of hay wafer formation. When hay is subjected to pressures 

in the range 29000 Ib/in 2 to. 121000 lb/in 2, (i. e. . 
300,000. 

lb/ft 2 to 1#750POOO lb/ft 2; 500 times the pressures 

encountered in tower silos)-in, a closed die or extrusion 

press, the. fibres are interlaced, -intorlocked-and stuck 

together by, the natural gums* Donsities of golb/ft3 can 

be achieved in the die but 6o - 80 lb/ft3 is, ', the normal . 

range. On leaving the die the, wafer immediately expands 

to about twice its original thickness and within half an 

hour will further expand to-3 to 4 times its original 

thickness to give a final wafer-density of 20 - 30 lb/ft30 

The bulk density in store will be about 60% of the wafer 

density. Bulk dry densities of wafers in store will range 
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botween 1 12 and 20 Ib/ft3; very similar to the dry densities 

obtained in towor silos, 

The influence of pressuroy time pressure is hold, 

moisture contentl maturity, choppingt pre-macoration and 

sample size on the valuo of wafer density has boon studied 

by PICKAM ot, al(9 
3) BUTIXR ot, al 

(22) 
and MATTEIES(72) 

Their conclusions may be summarised as follows: - 

1. Wafer Density increases at a rate proportional 

to log pressure. 

21 Wafer Density increases at a rate proportional 

to log hold time, 

Mature alfalfa roquirod approxe 50% greater 

pressure-to. achieve the same donsity-as young 

alfalfa. ,I 
The presence of moisture in the cells prevented 

the stom cells beinG crushodl, increased pressure 

I requirement for a given density and increased re- 

oxpansion. Tho practical maximum moisturo 

I content for wafers seems to be about 25ýý. 

Chopping reduced the pressure required for a 

given donsity but seriously reduced durability, 

pro-maceration facilitated waforine in all I 
rospects, 

The diameter and longth of the wafer significantly 

effect the pressures required and the effects of 

all the above variables* 
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Wooli, A study of the pressuro density rolationshop of wool 

by DOWES06) shows it to have a similar comprossion and ro- 

expansion curve to hay and silage. Densities of greasy 

wool wero 15 lb/ft 3 
at 800 lb/ft 2 

rising to 25 lb/ft 3 
at 

2150 lb/ft3e 

5.4-7. Densities in McDonald1s Experimental Silos at Eftinhur 1. 

In 1957 four I ton experimental silos were constructed 

at the Edinburgh School of Agriculture, McDONALD et al 
(66) 

give a dotailed description of those silos and the results 

of three experiments conducted with them. Using the results 

given in this and further data on the volumes of silage on 

different dates given by McDONAID 
(67), 

1 have calculated the 

densities and dry densities in these silos. Those figures 

are given in Table 5.4/3 and are plotted on Graphs 5.4/79 

5.4/8 and 5o4/9 of density against time (log scale) and an 

Graph 5.4/10 of dry density at 1000 hours against average 

vertical pressure. 

The experiments by McDonald ot al were conducted with 

exceptional care and accuracy and wore primarily designed 

to study the chemical and microbiological changes during, 

ensilage* Experiment I was conductod by filling all four 

silos in an identical mannor to determine the consistoncy 

of results. Experiment 2 was conducted to dotermine the 

effect of varying the surface consolidation pressures from 

5 75 lb/ft 2 In Experiment 3 an attempt was made to 

produce overheated silages in three of the silos by loose 

filling, low surface pressure and, for two of the silos$ 
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insulation and tho injoction of oxygon. The filling of 

Silo A was1conducted in tho same manner in all three 

experiments to provide a control, The grass used in all 

experiments was S22 Italian Ryegrass mown and ensiled the 

same day without wiltingg chopping -oe laceration* However# 

there werc variations in the moisture contents and maturity 

of the crop which are recorded on Table 5.4/3. 

Because the moisture content, and total weight of the 

material in the silo change with the progress of fermentation 

and the lose of e, ffluentv calculation of the true density and 

dry density at any time is a complicated procedure. While 

this could have been done using McDonaldts dataa simpler 

procedure was adopted in which the initial density and dry 

density were calculated, first using the initial woightj 

grasst m. c. and initial volume (given in Table 5.4/3), 

and then using the final weight, silage m. c. and initial 

volume (shown in Graphs 5.4/7 to. 9*)* The density and 

dry density at other times were calculated using the final 

weight and the silage m. c. This gives an accurate figure 

for the_1000 hour density but the rate of increase in 

density (Ct*) and dry density (Cdt) will be high and the 

densities in the earlier stages (Ist, 10 days) too low. 

These errors will be slight when the losses are small but 

will be appreciable in Experiment 3 when tho losses were 

20% 30%* 

In Graph 5.4/7 the density is plotted against time 

(log scale) for the average results of Experiment It and 

for the results from the control Silo A in Experiments 2 
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and 3. The density increased slowly to start withi 

because of the prior overý-consolidation due to tramping, 

then as fermentation takes place there is a more rapid 

increase in density which changes to an exponential increase 

when the fermentation is completeg (i. e. when pHý-- 4.25). 

In these three experiments the time for the pH to fall to 

4.25 was 31 days (Exp. 1), 10 days (Exp. 2) and 5 days 

(EXP-3) and it was found that these times correspond to the 

end of the rapid and the start of the exponential stage of 

settlement. The best basis for comparison of the densities 

is the 1000 hour density which was read off the graph and 

recorded in Table 5,4/3, The values of Y' Ib/ft3 and 

Cl lb/ft3/log time in hours corresponding to those used in 

my pressuro density tests were obtained from the slope of the 

exponential settlement and its intercept with the 1.0 hour 

lines These values are of limited value because 

(1) C' is too great because of loss of d. m. and total 

weight with time. 

(2) The datum time for the exponential settlement is 

not the time of ensiling, but the time when the 

rapid increase in density due to fermentation is 

completed. 

Grapbs5.4/8 and 5.4/9 are similar to 5.4/7 but are for 

the results of Experiments 2 and 3. Graph 5.4/8 clearly 

shows the effect of varying surface pressure* Graph 5.4/9 

is more confused because of the high losses deliberately 

produced in this experiment, 
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To compare these r3SUItS the-values of--dry density (Yd) 

at 1000 hours have been plotted against the average vertical 

pressure in the silos (isoo surface pressure, + I weight of 

grass - plan area of silo; wall friction ignored). it will 
2 

be seen that the dry density is highest (8.11 Ib/ft at 

126 3. b/ft2) in Experiment 2 which was the youngest grass 

(i. e. C*Ps 19*0ýor C. P. 20.8%). Experiments I (CePo 19.2%s 

C. P. 23.6%) had an intermediate dry density (7,52 lb/ft3 

at 126 lb/ft 2 )-and the most, mature Grass from Experiment 3 

(C. P. -12.0%g C. P. 26.2%) had the lowest dry density, 

(6.65 lb/ft3 at 126 lb/ft2)0 

Conclusions 

Those experiments were on grass youngorp considerably 

wetter and at a very much lower prassure than those covered 

by my experiments. They confirm a number of conclusions 

drawn from my experlments: 

(1) That the initial rapid Increase in donsity is due 

to a loss of. the, strength of grass as its cell 

pressure is released in the initial stages of 

formoritation. 

(2) That once fermentation is completed density 

increaces exponentially. 
(3)_That the dry. density at a given pressure falls 

with increasing maturity. 

That offluent will drain out of silago of a high 

moisture content (> 80% m. c. ) at considerably 

below saturation density. 
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in addition it has boon possible to relate the start 

of the exponential settlement to the end of fermentation 

as indicated by the fall of p1l to below 4,25, 

5,, 5* ATMHORIS DETD'=TA170N OF TIM PRESSURE DENSITY 

REIATIONSHIP OP SILAGES AND HAY. 

5,! i, l. Dovelopmont of Apparatus and Experimental Technique 

During the winter of 1963-649 because of the absenco 

of reliable data on silage qensity, I decided to try to 

measure the density of silage using soil mechanics toch- 

niqueso The starting point was the undisturbed sample 

method described in CAPPER and CASSIE 
(25) 

P. 51. In 

practice I found that even a specially sharpened core cutter 

could not be rammed into the fibrous silage. 

I then developed a technique for using a long chisel 

ended blade to pre-cut the silage below the sharpened 

cutting edge of the core cutter. The cutter was slowly 

worked into the silage surfaceg by first pro-cutting round 

with the blade, and then forcing the 6j" dia. cutter down 

slightly rotating it back and forth. This technique is 

described in detail in Section 5&5,3,3, 

Because of-the slight disturbanco of the sample in 

cutting and the re-expansion from the maximum-in-situ 

density that occurs during unloadingg I decided to re-apply 

vertical pressure to the samplo beforo measuring its density. 

The densities obtained at pressures at and abovo the pressure 

which produces the in-situ density can thon be used to 

calculate the in-situ density in the silo and the densities 
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that would. be obtained under higher vertical pressures. 

In the first test a C. D. R. machine was used to re- 

compress the sample at a constant deformation rate of 

0*05 in/min* (the max. rate available). The load on the 

piston compressing the silage was measured using a proving 

ring. When the machine waa stopped to take a reading of 

sample thickness, the pressure fell off rapidly. It was 

clear that a constant strain rate apparatus was unsuitable 

for obtaining useful data on the pressure density relation- 

ship of silago. 

Next a K*C. Productions oedomoter (Machine A) of 

obsolete design was adapted to accommodate silage cores so 

that constant pressure tests could be carried out* This 

type of machine can be seen in Fig-5,3/1, with a silage 

core under test. The lever arm gives a 10-56: 1 mechanical 

advantage and thoro is a 0.6 inch range of movement or. the 

plunger. The silage, in the cutting cylindor and end 

boardsp rests an a base plate mounted on a screw, which can 

be raised up to 611 by rotating the base plate. So when tho 

silage has consolidated sufficiently for the plunger to be 

nearing the limit of its travel the base plate is raised* 

Xn this way the very large settlements (up to 511 on some 

samples) can be accommodated, The area of the core was 

0,213 ft 2 
so that 10 lb. on the hanger gave 500 lb/ft 2 

pressure on the piston. A maximum prossure of 5000 lb/ft2 

could be obtained with the 6-1-11 core. 
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In the initial condolidation test in the C#B. R* 

machine the silago core was compressed in tho cutter using 

a loose fitting wooden piston. Whon the pressuro was 

released at the end of the test I fotmd that the core cutter 

was lifted off the base plate by the ro-expanding silage. 

To overcome the problom of the -. core liftings to 

provide for an improved method of measuring the sample 

thickness and to facilitate the handling and storaGe of the 

sample between cutting and testingg-the core cutter was 

clamped between two boards, grooved to lo cato it. This is 

shown in Fig-5-5/2.4 slots wore cutg equally spaced round 

the 4112 dia. hole in the top board, and they servo as Guides 

for the vernier gauCe used for measuring sample depth. 

The sample thickness was measured with a vernier depth 

gauge by taking the average of four readings (one at each 

slot) of the distance (d) from the top of the piston to the 
I 

top of the top board. The sample thiolmess is the difference 

between the average distance (d) obtained with the core 

empty and the average distance (d) at a given time during 

the tests 

In the constant pressure consolidation it was found 

that there was a rapid initial increase in density but that 

the rate of increase become progressively slower, Tho 

density was therefore measured at suitable intervals of 

time after the application of pressure (usually 2 mint 

6 mint 30 min, I hr, 6 hrs, 24 hrs), When the density was 

plotted against Log Time a straight line relationship was 
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obtained, The donsity was thorefore stated in torms of 

density at a given time (initially 100 hrs from. 
. 

application of pressure but-then standardised at I. O. hrs 

from application of pressure, to simplify the mathematical 

expression for pressure density relationship) and a rate 

of increase in density with Loglo Time in hours. 

Normally the test was run for 24 hours at, oach 

pressure-level but some pressures were held, for periods 

of up to 72 hours. To speedup testing, alternate khro 

and 20 hr., periods botweon pressure increases were used in 

some tests* The levels of pressure used were, normally - 

1259 250,500,1000 9 1500,2000,2500,3000 and 4000 lb/f t2 

during loading, The test was only carried out at pressures 

up to that atwhich effluent was produced, Once effluent 

began to flow from the sample, the pressure-wasroduced to 

250 lb/ft 
2 then O, lb/ft 2 to moasura the re-expansion of the 

silagoo Tho re-expansion had a similar-linoar Density/Loglo 

Time relationship to the, consolidation., 

in the earliest tests it was found that, the core cutter 

was severely corroded by the silage. - This. increased the 

friction between the silage and the core cutter wall,, 

greatly increasing the error due to the reduction. in 

pressure on the lower, part of the sample. - This was first 

countered by coating the core cutters with liquid Araldite 

-and oven curing. This worked well until the wear from 

the knife during the cutting of the sample damaged the 

coatingg necessitating frequent renewal of the coating. 

Later all the cores were, given Metalife treatment;,. that 
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is 2 coats of zinc flake in epoxy rosin and two coats of 

stainless steel flake in epoxy resin, This gave'a smooth 

corrosion and abrasion resistant finish which remained in 

good condition for three years of tests, 

The loose fitting wooden piston originally used did- 

not seal the sample from the air and some samples becamo 

slightly mouldy during the test. To reduce the risk of 

this a steel-piston with rubber seal was developed andýusod 

in conjunction with a polythene disc to seal the top of 

the sample* The piston was Araldite coated to prevent, 

corrosion* A polythene disc of diamotor 1011 approx. was 

placed over the bottom end of the core cutter and hold in 

place by a rubber band to seal the lower end of the sample* 

These two measures much reduced tho incidence of moulding 

and it was only a problem with one or two of the drier 

ensiled grass samples which were on test for a month. ' 

Using one consolidation machine it was only possible 

to carry out 10 to 15 tests during the winter season in 

which silage was availablo, Also using samples from silos 

it was difficult to obtain a sufficient range of variation 

in the variables (varietyp maturItyt moisture content, 

length of chopp etc*) which effect the pressure donsity 

relationihipp to establish the individual effects of any 

of these variables* This was further aggravated by the 

difficulties in quantitatively measuring many of these 

variables. 

in 1964 three additional K. C, Productions oedometers 

(Machines Bg C and D) wero obtained and modified and a 
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levor-arm consolidation machine-*(Machine E) ýas made in the 

Department workshops. This enabled five pressure density 

tests to be conducted similtanoously, 

With five machines the labour of taking 4 vernier 

depth roadings and averaging at each time interval became 

a problem. To overcome this each machine was fitted with 

a dial gauge to record the movement of the plunger* The 

sample thickness was obtained by measuring the thickness 

using the vernier depth gauge on at least 3 occasions at 

each level of the base plate and using the dial gauge to 

measure changes in thickness at other times. This 

considerablIr improved accuracyl especially for the readings 

shortly after load application when the sample was settling 

rapidly and could move appreciably in the 30 seconds required 

to take 4 vernier readings. 

In order to be able to obtain data on the effect of 

variables on the pressure density relationship under 

controlled conditions I decided to ensile samples of grass 

in cores and to study the pressure density relationship 

beforep during and after fermentation. This also enabled 

the apparatus to be fully utilised in the summer monthst 

The test, procodure for ensiled grass adopted in 1964 

was to spread the sample evenly in the core and then to 

consolidate it using the normal pressure density procedure 

of incremental loading. The load was held for extended 

periods at some suitable intermediate pressure to allow 

fermentation changes to be completed and then taken up to 

effluent pressure. In these continuous tests the effect 
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of loss of strength during the fermentation was very hard 

to isolate fron the pressure density relationship. in 

1965 the samples were consolidated usine the normal pressure 

density procedure up to 40 lb/ft3; this took about 3 to 6 

days. The sample was taken out of the consolidation 

machine and hold at constant volume for one or two weeks 

at room temperature. It was then returned to the consol- 

idation machine for the completion of the pressure density 

test up to effluent density and the re-expansion test. 

This two stage test with a rest in the middle enabled the 

pressure density relation at higher pressures to be 

obtained after the fermentation had been fully completed. 

50,2. Accuracy of Pressure DensitX Test. 

5.5.2.1. Area of SaM. Mle. The core cutters and the 

ensilage cores were turned to size and checkedl after 

coating with Metallfe, The ncoinal diameter vks 6.2.5011 

and the average diametors of the cores determined across 

6 diameters at 3 levels using internal calipers and vernier 

calipers all fell in the range 6,230tv to 6,, 270"-, This 

would permit a maximum error In predicting area of the core 

of ± 0.65%. This error in area would produce an equal 

errorp but of opposite sign, in density and in vertical 

pressure. 

5,5., 2*2* Error in Force on Pistonl, All five consolidation 

machines have been chocked against a proving ring placed 

between turntable and plunger* The load was increased in 

15 steps to that which would give 5000 lb/ft 2 
pressure on 
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a 6.250 dia. coreq and then reduced in 15 steps to zero. 

Five replications were carried out on each machine. 

The avorage piston pressuro (for 6.25011 dia., core), 

and the % error, at throe nominal pressure levels for 

increasinf; and reducing load are shown in Table 5,511 for 

all five machines* The full results of this calibration 

test are in the collected data file. 

From Table 5,511 it will be seen that for machines 

A to D for increasing pressurot tho error ranges from 

2.0% to - 3.2%, while for decreasing pressure the error 

was from + 3.6% to - o. 8ýo. For machine Eq which was built 

in the Department, there was a certain amount of stickiness 

and at 250 lb/ft 2 
errors of up to 8% occured with pressure 

increasing and up to 20% with pressure decreasing. However 

these errors were much reduced at high pressures, 

Because of this stickiness In Machine E, it was only 

used when 5 concurrent tests had to be run* Errors in 

the vertical pressure cause a relatively small error in 

the prediction of density from vertical pressure because 

of the flatness of the pressure density curve at all but 

low pressures* 

In future tests machine E should be improved to 

minimise friction. 

. 
5-5.2-3- Error in Determining Sam-le Thiclmess,. The 

calculated density of tho silage is inversely proportional 

to its thickness. The thickness is calculated from the 

difference of two averaged measurements recorded to the 
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TABLE 5. ý11 

Calibration Chock on Pressure under Piston on 

Pressuro DensitX Consolidation Machines 

Consolidation Machine 

A B C, D E 

W lb 5 5 5 5 10 

Pn lb/f t2 250 250 250 250 2! 50 

Pi lb/ft 2 242 242 250 248 272 

Gi CiS -3.2 - -3.2 0.0 -0.8 +8.8 

Pd lb/ft 2 248 251 250 259 301 

od 53 -0.8 '+0.4- 0*0 +34 +20.4 

W lb 20 20 20 20 4o 

Pn lb/ft 
2 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

Pi lb/ft 2 989 1002 1012 991 984 

ei V) -l"I +0.2 1 
+1.2 -0.9 -3.. 6 

Pd lb/ft 2 1009, 1015 1025 1070 

ed % +0.9 +1.5 . "+3.. 
8 +2,5 +7-0 

V Ib 6o 6o 6o 6o 120 

Pn lb/ft 2 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 

Pi lb/ft 2 3015 3o6o 3o6o 3018 295.5 

ei, % +0.5 +2.0 +2,0 +o. 6 

Pd lb/f t2 3o4o 3070 3080 33.00 3080 

ed % +1.3 +2.3 +2.7 +2.7 +2.7 

Where: W lb is load on hanger. 
Pn lb/ft 2 is ngminal. pre ssure under piston in 6.2,511 

coroo 
Pi lb/ft2 is average Pressure, -with load increasing, 

ei % is average error, with load increasing. 
Pd 2 lb/ft is average prossurey with load decreasing. 

ed % is average error with load decreasing, 
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nearest 0,00511 and so tho errors in measuring sample 

thickness can be expected to lio in tho, rango ± 0*03.11. 

I have drawn Graph 5,511 o-a which, for given values of 

sample weight and density, the sample thickness can be read 

off and the percentage error in density per 060111 error in 

thickness obtained. Provided the sample thickness does 

not fall below III the density error is loss than 1%. 

Because the detormination of densities Yl. and Ydt is 

done graphically some of the errors in density will b. o 

averaged out, 
I 

In future tests the satiple weight should be sufficient 

to give a thickness of at least I" at maximum pressuroo 

5,, 5,2.4. Error. in-Detorriining SamRle Weight. The sample" 

weight is obtained from the difference in two weights road 

to the nearest 0*5g* An error of t lg on tho lightest 

samples (which were hay at 150 g) gives azi error of t 0-7ýo 

on density. The silage samples ranged from 400g to 150og 

which gives error of t 0-07% to 0,25% on density per t Ig 

error in weight, 

With the silage and ensiled grass samples there was 

a loss in total weight during the test. In the worst 

cases this amounted to 20g on a 4oog sample between tho 

start and end of test. As the average weight was used 

for calculating density this corresponds to an error of 

+ 2-5% on density. Normally the sample weight was higher 

and the loss was less so that this error in density was 

usually less than t 1%, With onsiled grass tests the error 
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in density was further reduced by calculating the density 

for the tbefore restl period and for the tafter restl period 

using the average weight for each period rather than the 

average weight for the whole test. 

5-5.2-5- Error in Dry Donsity duo_to Errors- 
-in 

Detorminina 

Moisture Content. As moisturo contents are exprossod 

on wet basis relatively small errors in moisturo content 

cause a considerable % error in dry densities, An orrorý 

of ± IV6 in the deterraination of moisture content will 

produce the following errors in dry density: 

80% t 1% m. c. gives dry density t 5% 

75% lVo m-c. 4% 

66% 1% in. c. :5 70 

50% 1% m-C 2% 

The mbisture content of silage varies considerably 

in the silo. For example Sample Br 65/U/8, which was 

deliberately takon at the interface of first and second 

cutg had a moisture content of 61.7'/; ý in the top half and 

49.3% in the bottom half. All other samples were taken 

as far as possible of uniform material but there is a more 

or loss random variation in difference between the top and 

bottom moisture contentsp ranging up to 6% m. c. ' As the 

'after tostl oven dry moisture content samples wore taken 

one from the top half, the other from the bottom half of 

the core sampleg and the two moisture-content samples 

comprised about 20% to 30% of the core samplej the average 

lafter tests moisture content should lie within t 1% of the 

true oven dry moisture content* 
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The tafter toatt ovon dry moisture content (24 hrs 

at 850C) is used as tho basis for calculating 

density, The tbefore testl m. c. serves only 

ih silage tests and it normally lies randomly 

+ 2.5% m. c. relative to the after test m, c. 

is more likely to be due to variations in the 

in experimental technique. 

the dry 

as a check 

in the range 

The discropancy 

silage than 

In ensiled grass tests the material is well mixed and 

there is much less variation in m. c. between samples. The 

difference between the before and after test samples is 

largely due to the fermentation changes which result in an 

apparent rise in moisture content of up to 5% moce Sumo 

of this due to respiration increasing the moisture coatont 

but most of it is due to the transformation of dry matter 

into volatilo acids. 

WILSON et al(134 
) 

discuss the errors in oven drying 

silage in detail. The difference between oven dry and 

true (toluene distillation) moisture content depends on the 

particular fermentation. In a series of typical comparisons 

on rye grass silage which R. G. Wilson of the G. R. I. provided 

me witht the toluene distillation moisture contents are l. IVS 
I 

to 2-7% m-c- lower than the oven dry moisture contents. 

Although there was considerable variation the difforonce 

tended to be greatest at higher moisture contents*- All 

dry matter densities in this thosis are expressed in terms 

of oven dry moisture contont, The true (tolueno-distillation) 

dry densities may be up to 10% greater depending on moisture 

content and fermentation. 
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5.5.2.6. Error in Vertical Prossure in the SanRle duo to 

Wall Friction. There is a frictional force between 

the sample of Silage and the walls of the doro which tondu 

to resist, the consolidation of tho silago, Thus tho 

vertical pressure (Vb) at the bottom of the core is less 

than the vertical pressure (Vt) applied by the piaton to 

the top of the sample. For deep samples a full Janssen 

typo analysis is required but where the sample thicImoss (T) 

is less than the sample diameter (d) thoro is little error 

in considering the total frictional force (Vt - Vb) as: 

(v +v4r t 
Vb 

k. ut *T* vtVb 
(vt 

ý2 77d 

where IcAs the ratio of lateral to-vertical pressure 

ut is the coefficient of friction, between silage and core. 

. Vb=lý. t 

whero-K 
2 k. u'*T. 

d 

The coefficient of friction (ut) of silage on Metalife 

is probably about o. 6 for wot silage but might roach 0.7- 

The value of k for silage is probably about 0,3 but might 

be as high as 0-5- Values of average vertical pressure 

J(V + t V) have been b calculated for the case of k =, o, 3 

and ut = 0.6 and for k=0.5 and ul = 0. 7 for sample 

thiclmess of I" to 511 with standard coro diametor of 6.251. 

These values are given in Table 5,5/2, 
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TABLE ý. ýZ2 

Averare Vertical Pressure in Samnlo oxDressed as 

j2ercentailo of Vortical Rrossuro exorted-by Piston in 

6.2ý11 dia. core 

Sample Avorago Vertical Pressure % of V 
Thickness in. for k=0.39 ul = o. 6 for k= 0*ýj us = 0. '/ 

0.5 97.25 94.8 

1.0 94.5 89.9 

1.5 92,0 85,6 

2. o 89.6 81.7 

3.0 85.2 74.8 

4. o, 811,1 69.3. 

5.0 77.5 64.1 

The diameter of the cutting edge of the silago core 

cutter is fractionally smaller (approx. 1/3211) than the 

diametor of the core body in vhich the sample is consoli- 

dated. This reduces the lateral pressure of the sample 

in the core and thus reduces the difference between Vt and 

V. 

I have calculated the probable error botween the 

vertical'pressure on the piston (vt) and the avera'ge 

vertical pressure an the sample' V (Vt + Vb) for a a 

typical'silage sample using the values of k=0.3 and 

ul = o. 6. 

Considerine test GI/65/U/30/2 at piston 'vertical 

pressures (Vt) of 250 lb/ft 2 
and 1500 lb/ft 2 

sample 

weight was 1125 g. 
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When Vt= 250 2 lb/ft 1500 2 lb/ft 

yl = 39. '6 lb/ft3 59.6 lb/ft3 

Ydl = 10.5 lb/ft3 15-85 lb/ft3 

T 3*53 ine -2.34 in. 

La 
= 83% 88% 1 

vt 

Va = 208 lb/ft 2 1320 llb/ft 2 

If Va = 250 lb/ft 2 1!; 00 lb/ft 2 

Then Vt = 302 lb/ft 2 1705 lb/ft 2 

for which 

Ydt 10-7 5 lb/ft3 16.6 lb/ft3 

error on 

Ydl = 0.25 lb/ft3 0.75 lb/ft 3 

error on 

Ydf = 2.5% 4.7% 

Thus although the error between Va and Vt can res. ch 

20% on the thicker samples the consequent error in 

predicting Yd' from Vt instead of Va is loss than 

Because of the uncertainty as to the exact values of 

k and ulfto use, and the effect of the reduced diameter 

of the cutting edgop it has been decided not to correct 

for this error. In the comparisons of pressure density 

relations to study the effect of -variables this error 

will make little difference provided sample weights are 

similar* Densities and Dry Densities calculated using 

the uncorrected pressure density relationship will be 

slightly low but this will be loss than 
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The error in onsilod grass and hay samples is much 

less than that for silage samples because of the lower 

sample weight and, for hay, the louer value of ut . 

The error in pressure in the samplo is likely to be 

greatest during the re-expansion of the sample. Tho 

friction tends to resist re-expansion. At zero piston 

pressure$ the friction on the walls causes a significant 

pressure to remain on the silage in the bottom of a thick 

sample. For this reason the ro-expansion densities 

recorded must be considered as approximate, the true re- 

expansion being greater than that recorded in these tests. 

For future work the error due to wall friction c!, -uld 

be further reduced by taking the following precautic-ný3. - 

I* Restriction of the thickness of cut silago samples 

to about 30 (if they are thinner than this errors 

can arise from difficulty in measuring thickr. nos 

at maximum' density). 

2. Coating the core with P. T*F. E. which has ut = 0.2 

to 0.25. 

If k and ut can be determined reasonab ly accurately 

a correctionfhctor should be applied. 

5-5.3. DescriRtion of the Pressure Density-Test Procoduro 

for a Silage 
-Sam2lo 

GI/6ý/U13OZ2. 

5,5.3,1* Introduction. This is a full description of the 

experimental procedure used for determining the pressure 

density relationship of silage sample GJL/6,5/U/30/2. It, is 

typical of the procedure used for all silage samples in 
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this thesisg except those carried otit in 1963 for which a 

slightly simpler procedure was usod* 

5-5.3.2. ProRaration of Silaao Coro Cuttor for SamRIing,,. 

The apparatus required for sampline is as follows: - 

I off 6,12511 diae silago core cutter complete with 

end boards and clamping rods. 

1 off 7-ý'ý" dia, polytheno piston seal disc. 

I off 1211 diae polythone base sealine disc* 

I off I" wide rubber band to fit round cutter. 

I off metal piston with rubber seal. 

I off wooden knife guide piston. 

3 off 1211 lone chisel ended knives* 

I pr', leather glovoso 

1 off 121t x 811 polythono samplo bag, 

I off constant density holding clamp. 

Before sampling the core cutter was sharpened and 

then assembledl complete with metal piston and all soalsp 

for initial weighing and determinationj with vernier depth 

gaugel of the average depth (d) of the piston below top 

board for empty core, These were recorded on the Sample 

Data. Sheet, Table 

5.5-3-3. 
-Sampling. 

Te 
' 
Chnique_for Silage SaMle GI_Z6ý/U/ýo/2. 

Gi/65/U/30/2 was one of a series of moisture content, 

analysis and density samples taken on 20,12.65, during the 

unloading of the Glantlees silo. Full details of this 

programme of sampling are given in Section 5,598,5, and 

Graph i, 4/2o Details of sampling are recorded on the Data 

Sheett Table 5-513- 
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The surface silage was cleared to a level surface 311 

down before positioning the core. cutter Is to 1161, from the 
I 

wall along the sampling radius* The looso fitting wooden 

knife guide piston was then placed inside the core cutter 

and the long chisel ended knife used to pro-cut tho silage 

round for -4141 to I" below the cutting edge of the core 

cutterý The core cutter was then forced down and slightly 

rotated back and forth to work it down. By alternatively 

pro-cutting and forcing down (as shown in rig, 5,513 and 

5.5/4) the core cutter was steadily worked down into the 

silages -ý' at a time. As the cutter was worked down the 

silage round the outside was cloared away and a reprenentativc 

sample (500 9 to 1000 9) of it put into the polythene bag 

for the tbefore test' moisture content and nutrient analysis 

samplo. 

When the coro cutter had boon worked in about 511 it 

was dug out# complete with the bulb of silage below 'JLto 

The silage in the inverted core cutter (with wooden piston 

in to prevent silage slipping down in the cutter) was then 

trimmed off level with the cutting edge. The metal 

consolidating piston with polythene sealing disc was 

placed on the trimmed surface of the silagoo' The sample 

was then eased down in the cutter by lowering the wooden 

piston and pressing the metal piston down (taking care not 

to cut the seals on the cutting edE; o) until the wooden 

piston was almost out of the bottom of the cutter. The 

cutter was then inverted (cutting edge downg wooden piston 

on top) and the wooden piston removed. The rubber band for 



MOOD 61" dia. Core Cutter in use at Glantlees. 
The piston inside the core Cutter Serves as 
a guide for the knife which is used to pre- 
cut the silage below the core cutting edge. 

dia. ýýore CuLter in u-se at (; I; ulLlec, 
I'lle core mi! lter is slirlitIv rotated bacl, 
arl, I Forth as it is force(I down. 
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sealing bottom polythono was fittod'on to tho cora Cutter. 

The open end was covered with the 1211 dia. polytheno 

sealing disc and the wooden botton. end board placed on it 

and located with the core cutter wall in its groove. 

The core cutter was then turnod the riGht way up 

(cutting edge up)l and the top board located in place on 

the cutting edgot and clamped to the bottom board with four 

rods. " The metal piston was gently pushed down to bring 

the sample into contact with bottom end board and the 

constant density holder fitted to keep tho'piston and samplo 

in position, during transit, (see Fig-5-5/6). The bottom 

polythene sealing disc was sealed against the side of the 

core cutter with the elastic band, 

The density sample and lbefore testf m. c. and 

samples were taken back to the Department and stored in a 

cold room until tested, 

5-5-3.4. sample Analysisl. Tho lbofore teatt m. c. and 

analysis sample was taken to Norman Trindors N. A. A. S. 

ýNorthorn Regional Nutrition Analyst who carried out tho 

standard tests to determine: 

Moisture content. 
I 

Crude Fibre C. F. % of d. m. 

Crude Protein C*P. % of dem, 

Digestible Crude Protein D. C. P. % of d. m. 

Digestibility of Cruda Protein % Digoof C. P. 

Acidity - pH P-1 

The results are shown on the Data Sheetj Table 5-513- 
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5-5-3-5- Pressure Density Consolidation Test for Silag 

Samplo GIZ65IU12OZ2. Th e density sample was taken from 

the cold room and. the piston holder removed* The $before 

tests sample weight was measured and recorded to the 

nearest 0.5 g on the Data 8hoet. 

The sample was then placed on the turntable of the 

lever arm consolidation machine with a ball boaring in 

position in the seating on the metal piston, The turntable 

was raised until the consolidation machine plungorl at mid 

travel, was resting on the ball on the piston. The core 

was then contred and the turntable raised till the plunger 
I 

was nearly at the top of its travel, and then locked. The 

initial depth reading (d) was taken by averaging (to 'JA9 

nearest 0.00511) the vernier readings of distance froln ýIhlo 

top of the top board to the top of the pistong taken at 

each of the 4 slot positions. Pic-No-5.5/5 shows a 

vernier depth reading being taken. The depth reading ., 
(d) 

was recorded on the Data Shoot as d, (11 = 0) and on k, ho 

Consolidation Record (Table 5.5/4) in the vernier column 

for W= 21* The time for start of consolidation and the 

dial gauge reading were also recorded in the appropriate 

columns on the Consolidation Record. The initial weight 

(W= of 219' lb. (to give 125 lb/ft2 -vertical pressure) was 

placed on the hanger at 13.45 on 21.12.65. 

Dial gauge readings (the dial gauge moasuros, movemont 

of the plunger) were taken at 13.471 13.51,14.4o and 

15,15 (i. eo 2.6 and 45 mins. and I hr. 30 =ins from 

application of load increment) and recorded to the nearest 



iI ; t, ý eiIo 1111(le rý -ý- IiIII(, N, or 
arm cor, ý, )ressiori riachirie. The distwice 
(d) of t-lie top of the piston helow the 
t, o, i) of the erid huard is heinr r: easured 
wi 01 the vernier de7A, h j-, -aul-e. Me 
pol, vi hene seals round the PisLOM Zlnd the 
I)asc of the sariple cari he seen. 
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0.005"t with the timol in the Dial and Time Columns of 

Consolidation Record, At 14-37 and 15-37 average vernier 

depth and dial gauge readings wore taken to the nearest,, 

0.00111 and recorded in ink on the Consolidation Record. 

Using these combined readings the depth readings (d) for 

times when no vernier reading was taken were interpolated 

from the dial readings and entered# in pencil to the nearest 

0.00511 in the Vernier Column. 

, Because the plunger was nearing the bottom of its travel 

after the vernier reading at 15-37 the turntable was raised 

to bring the plunger back to the top of its travel. This 

is marked as a double line across the Consolidation Rb, -,. -)rd. 

At 15.43 a pair of vernier and dial readings were tak-. c-,. at 

the new turntable level. - 

At 15.45 the load (w) was increased to 5 lb, (250 lb/ft2) I 

and dial and vernier readings were taken as shown on 

Consolidation Record sheet. The progross of this tný, t can 

be followed on the Consolidation Record shoot and it was 

carried according to the following rules. 

Iý1. The load was increased to give pressures in the 

sequence 125# 250s 500# 1000s 1500,2000j 2500v 3000 

and 4oOO lb/ft 2, 
up to the pressure at which effluent 

was produced* When effluent appeared or after the 

period at 4000 lb/ft 29 the pressure was reduced to 
2,2 2 50 lb/f t and then to 0 lb/f t 

2. At each pressure at least four (usually six) depth 

readings (d) were taken after load application usually, 

at 2,6 and 30 min. and 1# 6 and 24 hours. 
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3- Bach pressure was normally held for 24 hours* 

Por some samples one pressure was hold for up to 72 

hourse on other samples altornate short (2 -4 hr. ) 

and long periods of pressure hold were used to reduce 

test time. 

4. The turntable was raised whenever the plunger was 

nearing the bottom of its travel (dial reading more 

than 0*500) normally just before an Increase in 

pressure. Por re-oxpansion this procedure is 

reversed. 

5, Paired vernier depth readings (d) and Dial readings 

were taken immediately before and after the rais. i. ng 

of the turntable# and on at least one other occr;; %ýIon 

at each turntable level. I 

With Sample GD/65/U/30/2 the short test procedure of 

using alternate short and lone periods at each pressuro was 

used In order to complete the loading cycle before Xmas. 

Effluent appeared between the cutter wall and the piston 

polythono soal after 2.0 hours at 1500 lb/ft2 and this was 

noted on the Consolidation Record. The final stago of 

re-expansion was carried out with the sample out of the 

consolidation machine using'the vernier for all piston 

depth readingso 

After the consolidation and re-expansion test was 

finished the core cutter was weighted for the 'after test' 

weightj which was recorded on the Data Shoot. The silage 

sample was then removed from the core as shown in Fic-5-5/7- 

This clearly shows the clean cut of the core and the laminated 

nature of silage. - 



Pia- 5- 5/6 Core cutter with constant density holder 

in position as for transport and for 
constant, density in ensiled j7rass test. 

sar: ple heirij-, removecl trom cor(-ý 
cutter after test.. Note clean cut 
and laminated nature of sila, -e. 
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Two fafter tests moisture content samples wore taken, 

one from the top part of the silage core, the other from 

the, bottom partp and weighed and dried for 24 hours at 85 0c 

as recorded on the Data Sheet, 

Thq sample was checked for mould and none was found* 

This was recorded on the Data Shoot, 

The core cutter assembly was cleaned inside and ro- 

assembled for the 'after test' determination of empty 

weight and depth reading (d). for recording on the Data Shoot, 

Processina of Results for-Silage 
-Sam]21e 

GIZ6ýLU110Z 

From the information on the Data Shoot (Table 5,513) the 

following figures were calculated: - 

I* The average aft6r test oven dry moisture content (73.4%); 

2. The average (x) of tho sample weights before and after 

test 

3. The average depth reading (d) in the emPty core (7-055")o 

The raw data on the Consolidation Record sheet 
(Table 5-5/4) was then processed on the Calculation Shoat 

(Týtble 5*515) as follows, 

1. The load (w) on the hanger was multiplied by 50 to give 

the vertical pressure on the piston in lb/ft 20 

The time was converted to Timo in hours from the load 

incremont. 

, 
3, The depth readings (d) were used to calculate the samplo 

thickness (T)# where T= 7-055 -d in* 

The sample thickness (T) was used with the sample weight 
(x) to calculate the sample density (Y) at each time, 
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Table 5.513 
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where y=x lb/ft3a 8'. o5T 

1220 lb/f t3. T 

The values of time and density for each pressure level 

wore then plotted on Graph 5-5/2 with time on the log axis. 

The Oxce3jent fit of a straight line to experimental points 

can be seen in this graph, The only erratic points are 

the 2 and 6 min, points at the 1500 lb/ft 2 
pressure level. 

TABLE 1. JZ6 

Pressure DensitZ Relation of SaE. Mle GIZOATZ301 

Moisturo Content 73.4% m. c. i. e. 26.6% d, m, 

Initial Density Y= 32,1 lb/ft3 

yd=8.54 lb/ft3 

V Y1 Yd I CI CdI 

125 35.6 9.45 o. 62 o. 3.6 

250 . 39.6 10.5 o. 6.3 0.17 

500 44.4 11.8 1.07 0.28 

1000 52.8, 14. o5 1.95 0.52 

1500 59.65 15.85 2.35 0.62 

250 55.3 14.7. -o. 6 -o. 16 

0 46.5 12.4. -24 -0-72 

Where V is Vertical Pressure on Piston; in lb/ft2 

YI and YdI are the Density and Dry DensItyq I hour 

after the application of prossuro; in Ib/ft3, 

C' and Cd' are the rate of increase of Density and 

Dry Density per Loglo hours from application of 

Pressure V; in lb/ft3/Log 
10 

hr. 

Effluent flowed from base of tho sample at: 

Y= 6o. 5 lb/ft3 after 2*0 hrs at V= 1500 lb/ft3 

Yd = 16.1 lb/ft3o 
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This is due to tho prior ovor-consolidation of the sample 

at tho 1000 lb/ft 2 
pressure level at which it reached- 

55i4 lb/ft3 The offect of prior ovor-consolidation is 

discussed in Section 5.5.6. 

The 3.40 hour reading for re-expansion of 0 lb/ft 2 is 

way off and it would appear that the dried effluent made 

the seal sticky and jammed the piston during the final 

stages of re-expansion. 

The density lb/ft3) at time T hrs. after the 

application of pressure increment can be expressed in the 

f orm = Yt + Ct Log, OT 

where Yt is the density when T=1.00 hrs. 

The dry density (YdT lb/ft3) can be expressed as 
T Yd Yd' + Cdl Log 10 T 

whore Yd' is the dry density when T=1.00 hrs. 

Yd' = Yl x 
JLO 0- ý 

100 

Cd' = C' x 
100 - ý 

3-00 

whore L11/o is the wet basis moisture content, 

In Table 5.516 the results of the test are summarised 

and the values of YI, Ydtj Ct and Cdt obtained from Graph 

5.512- me set Out, 

These figures (except Cd? ) are sot out with full 

details of the sample in Table 5-5/14 with the results of 

the other pressure density samples taken during the 

unloading of Glantloes in 1965- The dry density at 1.00 hro 

(Ydt) is plotted on Graph 5.519, aCainst Vertical Pressure 
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with the results of the other samples from tho top 20 ft. 

of Glantlees in 1965. 
Y4 f 

in Graph 5-5/21p e-ro* is plotted against vertical 

prossure (V) and a straight line relationship obtained to 

give the values of E and F in the equation 

Yd' 23-03 Loglo (B +FxVx 10-3). 

The plot for Gi/65/U/30/2 is not shown but is similar to 

GI/65/U/30/3- The values of E and F obtained from the plot 

of GI/65/U/30/2 where E=2.40 and F= 1-75 and these are 

recorded with-sample details in Table 5.!; /22 along with all 

the other silage samples. 

The values of Cdt for Gi/65/U/30/2 have boen. rocordod 

with the values. for all other silage samples in Table 5.5125- 

The averaged values of Cd' for groups of testsp given in 

Table 5.5/27 have been used to study the relationship of 

Cd1 to Vertical Pressure. 

!; 05.4, DescriRtion of the Pressure Density Tost Proceduro 

for the Ensiled Grass SaniRle GD/6513ZI 

5.5.4.1. Introduction. This is a description of the 

experimental procedure used for determining the pressure 

density relationship of ensiled grass sample GD/65/3/1- 

It is typical of the technique used for all ensiled grass 

samples in 1965 and similar to that used in 1964. Where 

the technique used for a sample was naterially different 

from that described hero, the variations in procedure are 

noted in the Review of pressure density tests, Section 5.5. ý8. 
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5.5.4,2. Prapfriýtio'a Of co: t, 3 CylIn. -Ior for Toot. The 

apparatus required differed from that used for cut silage 

in the-following respects. 

1. The core --ylindGr had no cutting edge and wao a 

true cylinder. 

2. The knives$ leather gloves and wooden piston ware 

not required, 

3, A wooden sample mixing tray approx- 30" x 1811 with 

three edges was used. 

4. A camera and scale stich markod in inches and 61, 

were used for recording the appearance of the, 

standing and chopped crop. 

5. A bottle of silage lacto-bacilli culture and syrin, -,, %a 

for application was used. 

As with the silaCe sample the lbafore testl empty 

weight and average depth reading (d) wore obtained on the 

fully assembled core cylinder and recorded on the Data Sheets 

Table 5-5/7- 

5-5.4.3. Samplina Tochnigue for Ensiled Grass Sample GDZ65Z-3Zi, 

GD1651311 was the third of a series of 5 samples for measuring 

the pressure density -relationship of material, as filled, in 

the Glantloos Silo. The aim boinG to enable a comparison 

to be made between the results obItained from the onsiled 

grass test and the results for the same material cut as a 

silage core during the unloading of the silo, Details of 

the sampling are given in Soction 5.5.8-3. and Graph 1.4/2 

of the filling rocord 9f Glantlees. 
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Grass was col1octed as it fell from the Gehl brailor 

onto the blower f cod table during the unloading of Load No. 

130 at 16.00 on 29.6.65. cMd placed in a pillow case. The 

grass had boon cut that morning In Cow Pasture with a flail 

mower. Tho sward was predominately rye grass. Tho grass 

had bean-chopped and blown into the trailor using a N. H. 717 

chopper set to 31161, theoretical which gavo a chop length 

range of 31161, - 211, wall laceratod. Because of the use of 

a (possibly badly set) flail mower there was a certain 

amount of soil in the sample. The level in the silo was 

3716". All these details wore recorded on the sample 

Data Shoot, Table 5.5/7. 

The pillow case sample was emptied onto the sample 

mixing traye Following the poor fermentations obtained 

with the samples from Dridgets and the N. I. R*D. I docidod 

to inoculate the sample with a lactobaoilli-culturo obtained 

from the M. A. F. F. to ensure a supply of the right bactoria. 

The culture was sprinkled onto the sample using a syring-0 

and the sample then thoroughly mixed. The open core 

cylinder was placed on the sample tray basido the polythene 

'before. testf m. c. and analysis sample bag. The core 

cylinder was filled in throe layers. Each layer was built 

up by evenly sprinkling material alternately in the cora 

cylinder and into the m, c. samplo bag. Each layer was 

gently prodded down with the fingers bofore the next 

layer was filled. Fig-5-5/8 shows a core cylinder (for 

sample GD16515130 full, just before tho piston was fittbd. 

The sprinkled out material on the tray gives an idoa of the 



5- 5/8 Ensiled (-rass sample GD/ 5/5/1 
showing filled core and lenj-, th of chop. 

* 

5. ý-)/q 1,, risilert (7rass sar, iple GD/05/l/I 
showinf-, core cyliti, ler full and assembled. 
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chop length (the scala stick is marked with 1" squares) 

which was oncountered at Glantleas, Tho piston and 

polytheno seal were fitted to tho core cylindert tho top 

board clamped on and the piston gently pushed down onto the 

surface of the sample. The assombled core (for test 

GD/65/3, /l) is shown In Fig, 5.5/9. The mýc. sample bag was 

scaled and labelled, The remaining part of the original 

sample, which was to bo dried for Hay sample GD/65/3/29 

was rotunied to the pillow case bag. 

The three samples wore taken back to the department. 

The tbeforo testt moisture content sample was stored in 

the cold room until testing. 

The sample in tho pillow case was put in the lab. drier 

and dried with warm air to hay. The dry sample was stored 

in a polythene bag until a pressure density test was 

carried out on it, as Hay sample GI/65/3/2 in April 1966. 

The density sample was stored in the lab. overnight 

and on the morning of 30.6.65. it was woighed and the initial 

depth reading (d) taken; these wore recorded on the Data 

Sheott'Tablo 5.5/7. Prom the sample weight the depth 

reading (d) to give a density of 40 lb/ft3 was calculated 

and entered on the Consolidation record shoot (Table 5-5/8(a), o. 

Tho consolidation test was then carried out as for 

silage samples except that: - 

1. The first part of the testj on the onsiling crass, 

was takGn up only to 40 lb/ft3. 

Because of the low initial density of the grass 

the turnte:. ile had to be raised more frequently. 
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1 3. As samplo neazi-r-ig tho required 40 lb/f t3 

density at the ond of 24 hours at 500 lb/ft 2 

the pressure was only raised to 625 lb ft 2 
at the 

next incromant. 

When the requ-&'. rod 5.24511 depth reading was reached 

(to'give 4o lb/fd) the con3tant density holder (which had 

proviously boon woiChod) was fitted and the weiGht or. tho 

consolidation machine removed. The record of this Ibeforo 

toatt conoolidation is on the Consolidation Record Sheatg 

(Table 5,, 5/8(a)), 

The sample, was thon taken from the consolidatlon machine. 

weil; hod and stored in tho laboratory for a week at constant 

density to onablo fermentation to be complotede On all 

other'sots of twests (. A,, o* oxcupt GD16511-511) this rost 

period was two-wooks to onable the machines to be kept in 

constant use* 

on tho 10-7.69. Samplo GD1651311 was woighed r-md then 

returned to the consolidation machine where the consolidation 

was restartod, Tho tost was centinucd as shown on the 

laftor toots Consolidation Record Shootp Tablo 5.5/8(b). 

At . 
500 lb/ft 2 there was nooligablo move'm3nt of the piston 

and tho holdor romained fixod in. On tho 11-7.65. tho 

proasuro was incroasod to 1000 Ib/ft 2 
and consolidation 

restartod; the holder came free at betwoon the 6 min. and 

the 15 min. roadince The test was continued usine the 

came procedure as for silaGo. Effluent appeared at the top 
2 

of tho samplo aftor 6 min. at 3000 lb/ft When tho ro- 

oxpansion test wa3 complotod tho final woightt moisture 
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content and ompty dopth readings waro cbtainod as for 

silag3. 

The small amount of mould observed was recorded or. the 

Data Shoot. The quality of tho silage produced was noted 

and its pH was moasurod. This sample had produced excallont 

acetic silago with a pff of 3-55- 

The tboforo testc moisture content sample was divided 

in two and weighed and oven dried and tho dry matter waa 

stored and taken to Norman Trinder of the N, A*A,, Se for 

analysis for Crudo P=otoin and Crude Fibre; the results of 

which woro, added to the Data Shoot when cav-ailable. 

5.5.4.4. Procossing_of. Data for Ensiled Grass sample MZ65MI 

The processing of the data for ensiled grass is almost 

identical to'that for silago. Only the differences in 

procoduro aro described in this section. 

In the calculation of donsities on the Calculation 

Shoots (Tablos"_5*5/9(a) and (b)) the average of tho initial 

and 'before rest, sample woiahto was used for the first 

part Of the consolidat-Ion test (up to 40 lb/ftI) and the 

average of the 'after rest' and final sample weights used 

for the second part of the consolidation rGcord; the 
68.4 

- 
7, lb/f t-3 density boinC lb/ft3 'before rostl and 

L 
TT 

after rosto On Graphs 5.513 and 5.5/4 of the Density Timo 

relationship it will bo noticed that at the 625 lb/ft2 

prossuro bofrro tho rest not enough points were obtained to 

givo an accurate valuo of Y' or CI; tho approximate values 

are theroforo bracketod in Tablcs5,5/10 and 5,5/12* 
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Similarily with tho rastart of thj test there was nro 

settlement at _5500 
lb/ft 

2 
and so th3 values of YI end C' 

aro brackotod and crossed through. 

The total elapsed tim3 from the start of the toot 

(i, o, soaling of sample in core cylinder) is calculated on 

the Calculation shoot (Table 5.519) and given on Table 5-5/1C 

and Table 5.5/12 as the t1mo to application of incremant of 

Vertical pressure. Tho taftor restg density and dry 

donsity are Given in addition to the initial density and 

dry donsity in Tables 5.5110 and 5,5/12, 

In plotting Yd' against Vertical pressure the lbeforo 

restl and tafter rest' sections have boon considered 

separately, in Table 5.5/21 of the coefficients E and rip 

the values for 'before rostl are given above those for the 

taftor restl period (E - 1.60 before restv 2,00 after rest). 

Similarily in Table 5.5126 of Cd' the lbefore rostf values 

are given abovo the 'after rest$ value, 

5.5.5. Procoduro for Hay SaEMIes, 

The procoduro for carrying out consolidation tests on 

hay samplos was tho samo as that for ensilod grass excopt 

that s- 

1. The sample was usually of grass identical with that 

usod in cilago tests but dried to about 10% moce 

in a warm air lab. drior or Unithorm drior at 400C. 

2, The test was run up to 4ooo lb/ft 2 
without a rost 

poriod as thoro woro no formontation changos. 
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PRESSURE DENSITY REIATION TEST' Table 5-5191 (a) 

Sample No, qj) ýr 
I 

1-311 
Tahcn f ron 

6 

Taken, on. Z -7/ý/rsli Moisture Content 

, 
Load n Vertical Time from Time from Depth Samplo Densitj 

Hanger Pressure start of load Reading Thichnows 

test increment 77. 
W. 1b. 

t 
lb/ft2, hrs. min hrs. d. in T. in j'6b/ft3 t 

-0, 
ACr 0*00-- -as6S /, 57ý 3 

/, ZS- /9 0-0-33 -3-25ý5- .3 -'70 5- le. 4 
0-10 3.41S- .3- 5-4- 117-25" 
0-33 . ý, 3 
O. s-0 . 14 ; Zep. / 
1-76- . 4ý3 -33 
3-00 46 .2 1q 6.00 -725- !r V-ký- 
7.56 . 74 . 

21.1) 

3-33 3-/, 3 
-. 
711. Iq 

4Z 0.00 -3-64.5- 3-11.5 : Zj-qz, 
0-033 CO 
0.10 

-; zCT -6', " 25--ý 
I Z. 60 -42 . 5ý- 26.9 

2. 
-445- . 5710 '2 7.2 
-4 7 6- 27-4 

6-00 0605- 
6-93 . 15-2 
45'ý., 510 . 60 -36 -Zý "9 5' 

.2-. 3 2 6' ; zq. S: 1 
4 . 9145- . 315- Aq-6- 08 n- -09., j- -3,: Z. 12 

0410 4-92ýr 0.35- . 33-6 

. 015, 74. S' 

-Z - q. 3 . 07. - 1? 7 
C . 12 5' -13 -63 

N -92 
5) 0 

T I", 
qo 0-00 -7Y - -Ir 

0,033 6, z2g -7-35 0-10 -23 . ý3 
0-7T . 26- . 21 jq. .7 

RO 4Z Zz IV F0 
1, 
C QE-. s i- V/ 0 



PRESSUM DENSITY RELATION TZGT Table 5-5/9(b) 

San, ple No. 
0-b 

Tahen fron 

Taken on. Z 1/10K, Moisturo Content /0 

Load on Ve&tical Time from Time from Depth Satiplo Dclnsitý 

Hangor Prossuro start of load Reading Thichnc3s 

I test incroment I 6-q6 - ck 7- 
- --- -- I 1 

W. 11b. lb/ft2' hrs, min h. -s. d. in T. in I'b/ft3 
/0 60 c) 7o 0.00 6 1-70 zcl-ýr 

S-.; z 1.76 -3 9- 

00 137-27 1.16 y! -8 

-; ZO /000 ae-ý 04,00 -5--27 1.69 -3q. S 
O-OZ3 -46 

A'o 4-D, ( R0u -r 

% 0 4- 5ý5- It- 4 

0- 510 -47T /Y- 5.3 
2. C)D . 6-15, - '6- 7 

ý-r ý 

S '00 -5 15 
7-00- C's, 

ýZbslo 1-37 1 

'20 1.500 30C 0-. 00 /-37 

0-033 -32T SO. 

-(76- .; Zgs, 52 - If 

Z. 75- 7/: T -24, T . 5-4-0 
00 

671, -22 475-4 
7.5,6 . 74(57 

'230,26 ý -79 
40 ;? coo - . 330 0.0 0* 

ý 

#78 I. /S SI/. c 
0-033 -Go IK - 
0. /0 -5c4r 

1 

i 61r5- --, f? .2 
C-S-0 . 8; z . /l, 0* 
0,63 . 83 0 /31 : 6-9-6- 

6' 
3000 337 a-00 

P, OZ3 -9 161- tQ-2 
o6 

elu*P4 rv 
.i 

eF ZFF40&h ,' 4r -rCIP. 0-17 . 5-. q0 6- .j 

-3S7 0-, 000 
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Prossura Rolat, ion of Slý2 GDZ65/ 

Moisture Contcnt bofore tost 67.2Vo ni. c. 

af ter 

Initial Density 

After Rest Density 

69.0% mc. i. o. 31.0% d, m. 

Y 15,8 lb/ft3 

3 Yd 4,9 ib/ft 

Y 39.5 lb/ft3' 

Id 12,25 lb/., Pt3 

yl Yd 2 C Cd T 

125 20-35 6.3 1.0 0-31 

250 26.25 B. 14 2.25 0.70 42 

500 35-35 10.98 2.45 0.76 66 
.5 Lýwl 

--- --- 
ilý121 

--------- ----- ---- 
500 

1000 

1500 

2000 

3000 

250 

0 

45.7 14.2 2.55 7.9 

52.7 16-35 3. o8 o. 96 

59.1 18-35 3.00 0.93 

54.5 

45-3 

2'70 

284 

3o6 

10 0- 
337 

337 

354 

Whoro V is Ve=tical Pressuro on piutc n; Im 3. b/ft 2 

Y? and Yd' are tho Donsity and Dry Donsity I hour 

aftor the application of pressure; in lb/ft 2 

C' and Cd' are tho rate of increase of Density and Dry 

M. 9 

14. o5 

-2 "1 

-2,, 9 

-o. 65 

-0490 

Density per Log 10 hours from application of Pressurn 

, Ot3 Log., 0 hr. V; : ý,. i lb/"L 

T is the Tima from the filling of core to applicat -ion 

of pressure V; in hours. 

Effluent, flowGd from the top of the sample at 

3 Y= 63, C lb/ft after 0-17 hours at V= 3000 ýCrIV; 
Yd = 19.8 lb/ft3. 
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Rol, 7. tir., n S: 3. X"a ýLhip t Clonstant 

It was found in the ca: rll&. oot prouca-"o dansity toots 

that if the density was pl: ýttcd against t1rie from the 

application of load incromcjntý in hou--s, a straight --ý. ne 

plot was obtained as i".. Crap'li 5*_'-/2 for V= 125t 250: 500, 

1000 lb/ft 2* This enables the density IF at time T hours 

aftor the application Of pressure increment to be expressed 

as 

= Yl + Ci Log 10 T 

and forl-dry density Yd T 

Yd' + Cd? Log 10 T 

where Y' is, tho density when T= 1*0 hours; in lb/ft3 

Yd' is the dry density whon T=1.. 10 hours; in lb/ft3 

Ct is the rr. to of increase in density per Log, 0 
hou=sv 

in lb/f t 3/L, 
g., hr. 

Cdt'is the rate of increaso in dry dencity per Loglo 

hours, in lb/ft3/Log 10 hr. 

The valuas of Yl and Cl aro read off tho Density/Loglo 

Tim Graph and tho valuos of Ydl and Cd' calculated using 

the after test moisture content (m). 

whoro Yd' 100 - m' Yl 9 c=d Cdl --m C? 100 100 
ý 

The density departs from the straight lino relation- 

ship in two ways, prior over-oonsolidatior. and fermentation 

rise. 
(a) Prio2Z_aXer-consolidation. This offect is 

oxplainod in Soction 4.4-5.1. and Graph 4.4/6 for urain. 
Silage and ensilod grass behave in the same manner, it 

2 
can be seen on Gra]: fn 5.5/2 for V= 1500 lb/ft and Graph 5-511. 

at V= 10009 1500 and 2000 lb/f t2. 
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Tho 9=r-: )r v3p-tcot wihGn T is small and is nogligablo "s g: 

abovo T=1.0* Decause of this lina drawn f or obtaining 

and Cl is fitted primarUy to the) pollx-ts for T greater 

than 1.0. 

Decause of tho prit)-v ovor-consolidation off ect the 

requirements for running the prGSsuro density test to 

obtain accurate valuos of Y' at a number of pressures 

conflict with those fo--- obtaining acenrato values of Cdt. 

For accurate values of Cd: can only bo obtained by incroasir.. 

the increment between pressures and carrying out the -%ýPost at 

fewer pressure levels and/or by increasing the hold time at 

each pressure lovol which increases the timo for test and 

reduces the number of-tosts possible in a season. My 

oxperimonts were primarily car; -iod out to dotormino accurate 

values of Y2 and so in some instances (particularly at, the 

higher pressures whoreprior over-consolidation is most 

marked) the valuos'of C' are only approximate, 

(b) Fermontation Rise'. As with grain there is a loss 

of strength (with consequential increase in denslt: ý) due 

to fermentation changose in section 4.4-5.2. tho effect 

of a uniform loss of strength with time due to formontation 

was evaluated for grain. With grass and jilage tharo is 

Probably a sim-Ilar effect due to n. steady but slight I. Mg-reas 

of air into the cample leading aventually to moulding, but 

it would be expected to be less than with grain because of 

the lower permeability of grass and silage, Fermentation 

rise of this typo is "unlikely to cause any simificant 

error in donsity fc%-T loss thar, 12 hours. 
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In on-c. Ued graso 8aaplaao a different type of formentation 

riso n-ast bo considored. This is tho loso of strength in 

the change from fresh or wilted grass to silage. This soems 

to be due to the loss of that part of plent strength that is 

due to the osmotic prossr-re in plant cellsi The rato and 

amount of this change dapends on the moisture content of the 

grass, the-dograel of lacoration and other factor3. This 

initial fermentation ri3e i3 hard to isolate in the 9before 

restt density time rola-.! J. cnship as in Graph 55-513 of 

GD1651311 but probably tends to increase the apparent'value 

of Ct. Valuos of YI for the 'before restt period will 

initially'approximate to those for frosh grass but will 

tend towards tho hiahor values for silage as tho test 

continues* The full effect of this initial fermentation 

rise can be noticed in the difforonce between the before 

arid aftor rost valuos of Yt, 

In the after rest poriod the initial formentation 

changes will be comploto and so the sa-mplo will act as 

silage., Some of the samples did riot onsile properly and 

so the results for these tests are suspect, 

5.5-7-. Faci6rs Influencina tho Fermentation of Ensiled Grass 

samplos. 

A13. the onsiled grass samples from Glantlees, except 

wet ter I samples in 1964, gave good fermentations (i. e. PH 

less than 4.25). All other ensiled samples gave poor or 

bad fermentations. After the fail-are of the samples from 

Dridgots and N., I. R. D. to enoilo proparly, one possible- 

ex-planation 'offorod was the lack of silage lactobacilli. 
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Por all subsequent onsilol Mass na"loo silago lactobacill! 

culture (obtained from the N. &A. S. Regional Microbiologist) 

was added, but still the uoýi-Glantlces samples gave poor 

fermontations. 

Laceration seamed to markedly improve formentatý. on. 

The best formontations GD/65/1/1 to 511 (with pH of 3-55 

to 3-9) wer6 obtained with well lacerated material, In 

samples GD/ I Ch/l/l 3/3. ) the lacoratud I" chGP sample 

had a lower pH (4. oo) t1--an the I" chrip sample (pil 4,25) 

and 3/8" chop sample (pH 4#20). The 30 samplos (from 

Hurley) that gave poor fermentation ware III chop unlacoratod 

6 (from Bridgets and N, I, RD. ) were 1 3/41, unlacerated and 

4 (from Dridgets and N, I, R, D, ) wore partly lacoratGd by 

field chopping; beforo guillotining to 1 3/4" max. In 

theory laceration, by reloon-oing the sugars from the plant 

collst speeds and improves fermentation. From my toots it 

appears that laceration improves formentatlon but, by itself, 

gives no guarantee of good fermentation. 

Moisture content soomo to influenco the fermentatians 

in two ways. As fermentation depends on there belo-r. g a 

sufficiently high ratio of sugar to water '-, he chances of a 

good fermentation increase with wi1ting. This is born out 

by the test series GD/64/6/1 - -5 
in which the two wettest 

samples had a poor fermentation and the driest pair had a 

good silage fermentation. Similarily with all the ensiled 

grass tests at Hurley the least bad formentations were 

obtained with the drier samples although the driest samples 

gave trouble with -, aould. This moulding of the driest 
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samplrasq which did not giva a good formantation, was beoa-asc- 

tho formontation failad to lower the pl-I sufficiontly to 

inhibit mould and tho porous nature of these sampleo makes 

it easier for air to enter. 

I-I'aturity and varioty effect fermontation by the--ý. *, 

influence on the sugar-water ratio and the buffering effect 

of high protein content. Lucerne (used in 15 of tha Hurley 

tests) is pazticula=ily 'hard to ansi. ýe unless it is heavily 

wilted or molasses is %ýLdod. The Cuccossful fermentations 

were all of reasonably mature rye grass (Co. P. loso than 121%,. ', 

while the unsuccessful formentat-ions wore of young rye grass 

or luoornee 

The other factor whiuh may have contributed to the poor 

fermentation is the time between onsiling and application 

of pressures For the successful fermentations from 

I Glantloos this was normally loss than 12 hours. For the 

unsuccessful fermentations from Dridgets, Hurley and the 

N, I, R. D* it was between 24 and 48 hours; during vhich time 

respiration would havo probably reduced the supply of sugars, 

The occurence of poor fermentations cannot ba related, 

to any one factor. As the Dridgets and ITI,, R*D, samples 

produced good silage in the tower but poor formentat: Lon in 

the onsiied grass test, the fault must lie in part in the 

test procedure. 

ý- In future tests the following precautions should be 

taken if not inconsistant with the purpose of the- 

particular test. 

I 
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1. Concolidat-IIcn r, '-, =! d bt3 sta-, tod as soon as possible 

aftor onsiling. 

2, Lacorated mat9rial should bo used. 

_1. 
Sufficient sugar should ba added to high - mo-'&. ', j, U'ure 

-e-Ir. samplea to ensure acidifl-ation; and high p:: -ot - 

on the same basis as the farm practice of adding 
/ 

molasses. 

The soaling mcithod should be further Amproved to 

prevent mould Of the drior samplese 

5. 
_5.8. 

Review of Pressure Density Test Co. -. oied Out* 

5.5-8-1- Introduction. In this review I have described 

the main points and discussed the results of each of the 

main series of pressure density tests, The detailed 

rosults-aro eivon in Tables 5.5111 to 5-5/20 and the dry 

dons ities (Ydt) have been plotted against vertical pressure 

for comparison in Graph 5.515 to 
_5.5/19.1 

have onitted 

the detailed results for a number of the tests on onsilod 

grass when the fermentations went wrong# but these tosts 

are discussed, I have also emitted the results of a 

number of silage tests, mostly the earlier testsp where 

there was inadequate Information on the crop and treatment 

variables and wh9re prior to the introduction of the uota'A'. 

piston and polythene seals, the sample had moulded. 

5.5.8.2. Ensiled Grass sanj2les series C-D/64/6/1-6. The 

details and results of this series will be found on 

Table 5.5111, The samples 'were all of identIcal fresh 

cut mate rial choppad to j" - 61, well lacerated using a 
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Now Holland 616 f. Iet, d choppor. Sample IGM1641611 -was of 

tas cut' material; the other samples woro taken at suita"ble 

time intervals during wilting in the lab. drier. This Gava 

'ter test)' of 81-34ior 76.6%, sample moisture ccnto-a-u-s (af 

75. o%, 68.25%, 58,0ý/,,., and 1.7-85% for samples 613. to 6.16 

respectively. The forrioritation of the 2 wottost satxples 

(611 and 6112) was suspecILO and that of the 613 slighti. y 

suspect. This may have boon due to the duration of test 

being insufficiont to 1;:. ýrnit fermont-ation to be complotod 

or too inadequate sugaru being available. Samplec 6/4 

and 615 gave good oilage and sample 616 was hay. 

on all before test samples the material was analyzed 

for nutrients (C, P. t D. C. Pe and C, ri, ) and for samples 6/4 

615 and 616 the after test samples were also analysed. 

The total weights of zach constituent were calculated for 

before and aftor tests 6/49 615 and 616 and the % change in 

weight in each constituent calculated. Thia showed that 

for samples 6/4,615 and 616 the actual (oven dry) dry 

matter losses wore 7-95%, 7-0% and 0.2% respoctivoly. The 

dry matter losses calculated using TPJMER's 
(122) 

fibro 

z-iso technique (which is valid for normal fermentations) 

were 8.09 6.1% and a 0.25% gain, which ccnfirms the 

utility of the fibre : rise technique for predicting dry 

matter losses in 3ilos from tho initial and final analysis. 

The normal rango of dry matter loss reportod in tower 

silos is from 5% to 10% so ,- the losses obtained in the 

preasuro density tests 6/4 and 615 can be regarded as 

typical of that occuring in slalos. Tho samplo 616 showed 

no loss as would be expected with hay. 
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Graph 5-515 shows that at oach pros3ure tha dry 

dansitios of all 6 samples (up to effluent stage) lie 

within a small range (about ' 7% of mean). The silago 

samples (611 615) had low-3= dry docuoities than tho ýiny 

sample (616) atu bolc,. i 2500 lb/ft 2v but higher dry der_-',. ties 

2 
above 2000 lb/ft This nay woll ba because the dertsitios 

at low prosoures were measured, in this continuous test# 

before the fersontatien was complete and so tho resistance 

to consolidation yould have been greater than fcr fully 

fernentated silage# 

It appears from thia series of tests that in the range 

20% - 80% Moisture content the dry density of silage of 
.a 

given crop at a given pressure is not signific-'MtIY 

influenced by moisture contentp provided the silage is 

below saturation density (ioe. whon effluent occurs). 

5.5.8.3. Ensiled Grass Samples Sories GDZ6ý/IZI =_. jLI_", Lid 

Hay SaM. les Series GD/6ýZIA 
.- 

ýZ2. Table 5.5/12 gives 

detaiis and results foi, those two series of tests, The 

samples GD/65/1/1 - 511 were taken from five different 

J. oads of grass from Cow Pasture during the filling of the 

- 'Glantlees Silo as chown on the filling rocord, Graph 1.4/2. 

it wa3 possible to trace the level of this material during 

unloading and Ensiled Grass Samples GD/3/1 and 4/1 are of 

almost identical material to unloading Silage samples 

GD/U/24/2l 42-4/3 and 24/4. The comparison of their 

pressure density test results is discussed in Section 

5.5.8.6. 
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All- the samplos gava good'silagos with a pli of less 

than 4. oo. 'The dry mattor losses (ovon dry basis) ranged 

between 5% and 7.5%, The 3amplos GD/65/1/2 5/2 vr,, -ý. ra of 

identical material to the correspondj:, ag 1-511 samplý,.: b'ut 

had been dried in tho lab. drier to hay at 8% mace 

In Graph 5.516 of the, dry densi-ýy against verti--al 

pressure for these two seri. -as, the plots for tha ens! Aed 

-3 grass'samplas before :. -ac--ý (i,, o. up to 40 lb/f. donsity) 

and after rest are not I. Inked. Howrver In this case there 

is little discrepancy between the vW. ues of dry density 

obtained immediately before and after rest, probably 

because the well lacerated samplashad completed fermentation 

before the rest period. Only the tafter restl resulto 

can be considered directly comparable with silage. The 

'before restl rosults are of particular interost in pre- 

dicting the rate of consolidatinn during filling. 

The five ensiled grass samples give very similar 

pressure density rosultso '. L, ho range of Ydt at 1500 lb/ft 2 

'after rest' being 

Ensiled Grass HaLy 

GD/65/1/1 3.7.4 GD/65/1/2 11.4 

2/1 16.25 2/2 11-15 

3/1 16-35 3/2 10-85 

4/1 17-7 4/2 11.8 

511 (17-15) 5/2 

samples 4/1 and 1/1 had the highest dry densities as 

silage and the corresponding hay samplus 4/2 and 1/2 also 

had the highest dry densities, The ldry donsitiest of 
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tho 8Va m. c, hw; - was markedly lowor than -Ghat of tha 

iduntical materip-I as ailago, 

These twO sOri:. -O Of tests giva a 'Very ocoa pict=a Of 

the pressure dansity relation3hip of -klypical "as filled" 

m aterial both during wd after formentation , aW of tha 

same material as 8% m, c, bay. May 3hou the miformity 

of results that are obtairiz-ble usil,, g -"jho ensilod grac's 

tochniWe where satisfactory formentalions aro obtained4 

5-5-8.4. Ensiled Grass S!; ýqnples Sarias GDJ P hZJL/ , -2 
1, JZI I 

IZ2,1/3,3/2, This series of tosts wae run to investigatc 

the effects of chopping and laceration or, an ensiled grass 

and hay sample. The original plan was to simultaneously 

test 5 samples of identical field wilted grass as follows: 

field chopped with N. H-717- (riot done)* 

(b) hand euillotine chop to I" longths with minitnum 

of laceration (1/3. ). 

(c) ma (b) but lacerated'in hand mincor auger (2/1). 

(d) hand guillotine to 3/311 longths with minimum 

laceration 

(o) as (d) but lacoratod in hand mincer auger 

(not done). 

The I" chop length was chosen as the long length a3 

it was considered that with lengths lonGer than 1/6th of 

the core diameter there was a risk of reduction in density 

due to core size rather than chop length. The 3/811 chop 

length was selected as the short length as this was the 

shortest longth for which the guillotino choppor could be 
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i- so 4; '. The lacuration was by passing thtx pro-,:,, happad 

--I plate. grass through a hand without Gn. 

In practico bac-auso of a braakdown of '"he N-H-717 fic: U"! 

chopped at Glantlosa thero was no fjujd-wj3. &OC-d 

available. 71ho grkA. sn was cut with a scythe and thor- 

in the lab. drier to 65% m,, c. No field chopped sampiq was 

available. The lacerator broke afton only 350 a of I'' 

lacorated material (2/1) IiaA been pror-ired; co there was 

no before test moisture content sampla for sample 2/1 and 

there was no material for a hay saMin 2/2. It was not 

possible to do a lacerated 3/8" chop 6=ple. Fig-5-5/10 

and 5.5111 show the standing crop and the throe choppod 

samplos. 

The test were conducted in the standard method : ý'ar 

onsiled grass and hay. Half of the hay samplo 1/2 was 
I 

additionally dried in an oven at 85 0C to bring down the 

moisture content to 2.65% to give further information on 

the offect, of drying out on strength, 

The nutricat analysis were carried oub on a bulked 

sample of 1/1 and 311 before test and a bulked sample of 

1/19 2/1 and 3/1 after test. The fibro rise estimate of 

the average dry mativer'loss was 21% -and the oven dry matter 

losses ware 19% on 1/1 and 17-5% on 10, /I. This loss wa3 

more than twice that with the other two series of onsiled 

grass tests at Glantlees; 15% - 20% dry matter loss is 

fairly typical for clamp silos. , The fermentations all 

appearod good and satisfactory prilts of 4.0 to 4.25 ware 

obtainado 



Fic-5-5/10 The standing crop, predominately of 
r,, I errass, from Pond Field, Glantlees, 
used for Sample GD/Ch 1/1 - 3/1. 

-, ON 0 ohm 

Ilk 

Lt 
YY 

: i13 
it' - -7) 

1 (Alopped I-rass for SaLluples GD/Ch 1, /I 
" /I and '3/ 1. 
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Tho do-'wails and results'of theao tosts aro on 

Table 5., 5/13. Graph 5.5/7 shows tha bofore and after rest 

consolidation curvos of samples 1/1,2/1 and 311. Tho 

aftor rost curves fr, -- -all V, roe sramplns are almost idaritical 

't 2 (at Yd' at 1500 lb/'. 1 , 15,49 3.5,, 115r 15.6 resp. ) and from 

this we can dofinitely strý, `, o that at pressures above 5700 

lb/ft 2 
once -ementation is complete chop and lacoraticn 

mako no significant diffnreý:,. co to dens, ity. This conclusion 

applios to tho storage densities 4-n silos. 

Defore restv whilc f-rmentation ý'. s in progross, the 

three samples bohavod very difforGntly. The initial 

density recorded is of little significance as it dopends 

largely pn the touch of the experimenter. At 125 lb/ft 2 

(approx. 12 hours from sealing) the III lacerated (2/. 7. ) 

sample and 3/811 (311) sample had a'25% greater dry density 

1. than the 111 (1/1) sample. At 750 lb/ft 3 the V? laceraled 

had tho, highest dry density (10,95 lb/ft3) followed by the 

3/811 at 10.3 lb/ft3 while the III had only roacbed 8.4.5 lb/ft3, 

It is clear tht. t cutting and laceration increase the ratý 

of fermentation and so the rate at which the dry density 

tonds to its silage value. This supports the theory that 

the additional strength of grass abcvo that of silage is 

due to the onmotio pressure# which is-roloasod in fermanta- 

tion. It also links in with my analysia of McDonald's 

results in Section 5.4-7- which shows that there is, at 

conztant prosourol a rapid rise in density until the p1l 

has fallon to 4.25 Qoo. fermentation complete), after 

which it becomes exponontial, 
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From the bof ors ract reoult-- -. 'Pliu ounclus. -- hat -'on -i -3 t' 

laceration incroasos tA-z) rate at whicla tho dry donsity 

risos from the value for grass to that for 3ilago. The 

dry density of a silage being, tw r . rlaz- similar condi-u-! 

perhaps 50% groater (c,, 9. Jor 3, /l at 1000 lb/ft 2p Yd" 

9.4 lb/ft3 befcro resi, anJ 13.15 lb/fO after rest) V... an 

that of the 
, grass from Wa--c; h it 13 m*-1ý13. Thz; affect of 

chops other than its lacerating offoct, is not clear from 

these tests but it does -not appoax very signifIcant, The 

practical importance of those befcre rest results is in the 

filling of clamp and towor silo3 where a higlh d-3n-sity 13 

required as rapidly as possible to minimise losses; 

laceration can be of groat value in this. 
I 

The hay samples rosults for 1/2 (1" chop no laceration 

8.5% M-c-) 1/3 (as 1/2, but 2.6% m. c. ) arid 3/2 (3/8" chop 

9-35% m. c. ) ara plotted on Graph 5.518 with the after rest 

onsiled grass results foz, comparison. From this &ra-,,? h it 

appears that at 8- 9% m. c. chop length has a marked effect 

on initial and low pressure densities (36% higher dry 

density at 125 lb/ft 2 for 318" than for it' chop) but at 

high pressurea chop makes no noticeable difference. 

Comparing samples 1/1,1/2 and 1/3 xt appears that moisturo 

content (71-5%v 8.45%j 2.65% m. c. resp. ) docs not. effoct 

dry densities at low pressures (YdI at . 1.2.5 lb/ft 21 4-5t 

4-7 and 4.8) but drying out causes a significant red-action 

in dry density at higher pressures (e. g. Yd' at 2000 lb/Zt 2 

17.4l 14.0 and 12,2 lb/ft3). 
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Sil. age Samplgo GI ta. 
-TIZV Z. 

samples were taken durý. n. g -4-sho unloading of tha Glaritlaco 

Silo during tho wintor of" 1965-66. Details of the samples 

aro given in Tablo 5.5/4 ;, -n4 also Graph 1.4/2 and Section 

1.4 on the unloadiyig of Glantleos., Tho dry densities aro 

plotted agairist vertical pressure in Grapha 5. ýlq and 5.5110. 

The curves at low preasurev are influenced by tho fact that 

tho silage had already been c-cnsoliciated in tho silo. 

Vertical bars on th3 g! 'M3hG show the v3rtical pressure that 

would have been on tho soomple in thp zilo assumLng no wall 

friction. 

Tho samples from the bottom of the silo t-ondod to havo 

higher densities (Yd' 18.5 to 21.5 lb/-Lt3 at 15C. 0 lb/ft 
2) 

than those from the top of tho silo (YdI 15,5 to 18,5 Ib/ft3 

at 1500 lb/ft2) , This may bo due to the higher in-situ 

vertical pressure or a variation in maturity, Except 

samples U/40/1 and u/4o/3 (with C. P, of 12,5%) all tht, 

samples-had vory similar analysis with C. P. between 7,. 5% 

and 10%. The TT/4o samples showad a steepor rise In dry 

density with vGrtical pre3sura than the more mature samplas* 

There was good correspondence between tosli -b oi! similar 

samples (oolge Ij/4o/I and U/40/3 also U/24/2 and U/24/3)- 

5.5.8.6. E,: ýmarison of Ensiled Grass and Silaaýj PrcLssurc. 

Density-Rosults, The ensiled grass samplos GD/65/. 3/1 and 

4/1, (from loads 130 and 136 respectivoly during tha filling 

of Glantlass) are of vo: 7y similar material to samplos 

Gi/65/U/24/2t /3 and /4 which are estimatOod, (from the 

comparison of fil=ng and unloading records in Craph 1.4/2) 

to como from load 132. 
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Graph 5,5,117.3howc the dry deias: lties of all 5 sairný)Jos 

plotted against 7orticul proosuro. Move tho in situ 

vertical pross=o marked by a uJI. nglo bar (asourAng no ý. -; all 

frictim) there la a, very reasonable agreemant between 

the fafter recV ensilad grass resulta and the silage Yesults. 

At lowar pressures tha prior consolidation of the 

si. lage and rhe only partially formented stato of the 'before 

restf sample 9, i*, 7o an unrettablo pictuore. The truo virgin 

silage consolidation cumm lies above the ensiled grass curva. 

5,, 5-8-7- Ensilod 'Orrass Samples Dr I- 
'5. 

Those samples 

were takon during the filling of the silo at Bridgets E. H*F* 

as described in section 1.5, Samples Br/l, 2 and 3 wa"e 

taken at the blower. Thoy had alroady beei through a `2-3hl 

Chopper which Cave a chop length of I" - 5" to III - %31'r but 

to enable the coroo to be ovenly filled they were fu--thqr 

chopped to 1 3/411 max. using the guillotine. Samplea 

i3r, 4/1 and 4/2 and 5 wore taken from the swaths wiltsd usinG 

the lab, drier, and chopped to 1 3/41, with the guillotinoo 

None of these samples gave a satisfactory fermentation 

(pH range 5.1 - 6.9). 

The results given in Table 5*5115 and Graph 5,5/12 aro 

mainly of interest for the difference between the lbofore 

and after reW densities and tho comparison w-Ith the 

pressure density xesults for the corresponding silage from 

the towor; traced using Dridgats filling record Graphl-Sh 
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TP-DLE_J.. 1/16 

Com]2arison of Ensilod Grass and SilaSo--Dry Densitios at 

V= 1000 
_lb/l: 

t 2 

Lyidgoto 1 
_6ý--66 

Ensiled 
Grass 

Sariplo 
ý1_, Ofaro weste rost' 
Ydý lb/ft3 Ydt Jb/ft3 

Silago 
Samplo 

Yd' 3 lb/ft 

Dr I 68. o 11.8 15.8 651U117 20.3 

Dr 2 6o.!; 1.4.2 17-8 

Dr 3 57-9 jL4.4 3.6.9 65/U/15 18.1 

65/U/18 22*9 

Br 4/1 73-9 7.3 13-8 651UIB 17-1 

. 
4/2 65.4 11.2 16.3 

Dr 5 69.5 io. 4 16.3 651U19 19-7 

651UIIO 21.8 

65/U/3.: L 20.1 

Ta. ble 5.5116 sets out the dry, densitiG3 (Yd') at 

1000 lb/ft 2 for the ensiled grass before and after rest and 

for the corresponding silages. It can be seen XV, -ý the 

'before rest' dry densities were very much lower than the 

'after rest' dry densities, the difforonco being greatest 

for the highest moisture contents (at 73.9%, 7.3 to 13-8 

lb/ft3; at 57-9%. 14.4 to 16.9 lb/ft3). This higher 

'before rostl. dry density with the more wiltod material is 

consistent with the extra strength of gra3s compared with 

the resulting silage being due to the osmotic pressure, in 

the cells# which would be reduced by wilting. The taftor 
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most; dry donsitios all have lowor values than the 

comparable silago dunsitios (unlika in the Glantloos 

comparison) and this can only be attributed to the poor 

fermentation. 

Hay samples correoponding to Bv 1-5 were obtained 

using the lab. drior but tuafortunatoly being ir-3ufficLontly 

dried and stoz-od in a war-m place they mouldod and had to 

be discarded. 

SiJLarxo Sariplrs Dr 65/Ul 
--uiqý. 

Durine the unload'-ag 

of the silo at Bridgetc E. H. P* donsitY samples were taken at 

intervals as recorded on G--aph 1,511, The results of these 

tests are given in Table 5-5/17 and plottod on Graphs 5.5113s 

5-5/14 and 5*51154' The analy, 3is was estimated frcm the 
I 

sampling that was carried out by the E, H. P, staff, tho 

results of which aro shown on Graph 1.511. 

The grass in tha silo was from predominately rye grass 

swards similar to those at Glantlees but the crop was cu', 

very much younger (C. pQ range 11,5 - 22%)# than that : In the 

Glantlees silo (C-P-7-5 - 13Vo). Tho' rango of densities 

obtained at DridGets (yd, 13-05 26.9 lb/ft3 at 1000lb/ft 2) 

was greater than that at'Glantleas (Ydf 14.0 - 19-7 lb/ft 

at 1000 lb/ft2 ). 

ThGra was good agrooment betwoon the rasults of 

similar tests on nimilar material (e. g. Dr 651UI and U2). 

The comparison of Dr 65AT/11 and TJ/12 is of particular 

interests TJ/11 was cut in the standard manner, but U/12 was 

of identical material from around the core U/11 but packod 

into the core in three layers -as in the onsiled graso 

techn!. crao. 
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Whila at lo-w pressures tho U/12 samplos lzad a jower 

dry density, at 500 lb/ft 2 
and above the do-asitios of the 

two samples are vory sinii1q. r. The in situ vertical 

pressure of the3e eamplas was 550 lb/ft 2 (assuming no -wall 

friction). U/12 -Pýobably gives a sood indication of the 

virgin consolidation curve for sil"_go, The sampling- 

technique used for U/12 =Ight woll be used in further work 

in place of the cut sample technique if furthor comparativo 

tests show similar ag--eement; for it is much easier to 

carry out, 

S amplos Dr 651UII and U/2 and to a lessor ext3nt 

Dr 65/U/3'and U/4 have vi"-Cin consolidation curves, the 

in situ vertical p--oasures being 43,42,158 and 170 lb/ft 2 

respoctivelya 

5,5,8,9,, Silaao Sam]21es 13r 
-65Zcl 

yl - V3, M- 64Lvi and 

We 631VI- Concurrently with the filling of the tower 

silo at Bridgots E, 11, P, identical. grassp but less wilted$ 

was boing used to make clamp silage, The covered clamp 

had sloping concrete side walls and a central concrete 

dividing wall. The first cut grass was onsilod in one 

halft the second cut in the other. The silage was 

consolidated using a tractor, covered with polythena and 

finally straw was stacked on top. 

Ono density sample (Dr 651CI V2) was taken from first 

out material and two density samples (Dr- 651CI VI and V3) 

from the second cut material. Tho rosults are given jLn 

Tablo and plottod on Graph 5.5116. 
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The higher dry donsitios Qf t"qo loss rlat, .L =0 first cut 

samplo (V2) compared w: 'Lth thO socond out matarial (VI and 

V3) shows clearly on Graph 5.3/16'. In V 

in the tower where -10ho first cut material 

subject to a much higher in situ precsure 

cut) maturity is clearly the cause of the 

moisture content has boon shown not to be 

variable in this contoxt. 

ais case (unlike 

had all beem 

than the second 

difforence; as 

a significant 

Sample V2. has a very similar consolidaticna curve to 

some of the first cut samples from tho towor (eeg* Dr 65,116 

and U/17)- Samples VI and V3 had sinilar consolidation 

curves to 2nd cut material from the tower (e. g. Br 65IU13 

and U/5)- No oxact comparison of the identical c-rop from 

clamp and tower can bo made as it was not possible tý; locate 

the final position of material in the clamp due to the 

complox inter-layering in filling, Sample Br 64/V1 was 

take-a from the bottom layer of silago in the Dridgets tower 

for the 1964-65 season. It was of a lucorne mixturo. 

The slope of the consolidation curve was much flatte-- than 

for mature grass. It is not possible to sayq from thio 

one silage test, if this is a universal characteristic in 

lucernes. The ensilod grass tests on lucerno at Hurley, 

discussed in Sootion 5.5.8*10. dorit givo rsliable data on 

this because of the poor fermentations. As much American 

work on silos is on lucerne (alfalfa), it is unfortunate 

that no more lucorne silage samples could be obtained. 

This would have greatly helped establish the relevance; or 

otherwisol of work on donsitiosl pressures and capacitiosq 

carried out in the U. S. on lucerno, to silos filled wiLth 
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British type grass crops. 

Sample We 631VI was from a typical covered sleeper 

walled clamp at I-lost End Farm, Surroyl filled with slightly 

wilted grass* The consolidation curve is very similar to 

that of Br 65/Cl V3- 

5,5*8., 10* Hurley Ensiled Grass Sam]21es HLZ1-jZi-6_and 

H_RZI-3/1- In the summer of 196-5 the Grassland Res, 3arcli 

institute atu Hurley provided me with the crops and the 

sample preparation facilities to enable two series of 

ensiled Grass tests to be carried out with a proper control 

of variables. 

The first series was on a second cut of a puro stand 

of lucerne from High Field. This was cut at throo 

maturities; HL/l on 20-7*65. (bafore flowering)t HL/2 

on 3.8.65- (in flower) and HL/3 on 17.8.65- (late flower# 

some in seed), The second series was on a pure stand 

of third cut S24 rye grass from Lime Kiln III cut at throe 

maturities; i-0- HR/I on 31-8.65. (61, - 311 loafy)v HR/2 

on 14.9.65. (81, - 1211 leafy, little stem) and 11R/3 on 

28.9.65, (101, - 141, leafyj little stem, some dead loaf in 

baseg a few in ear). 

At each maturity in each series, 6 pressure density 

- tests wore carried out at moisture contents of unwilted, 

approx-70%, 60%, 50% and 40% and hay at 7- 9%- All 

samples were guillotine chopped to I" after boing wilted 

to the required moisture content in a Unitherm Drier set at 

350c, 8o% recirculation. The filled coros of ensiled 

f 

grass were taken overnight to Newcastle and placed in the 
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cons ol-Ldation mach: Lno next day. The hay samples were 

-hone be., gs tmt1l tostod later in the yorýr. stored in polyt 

For the reasons discussed in SOct... 'on 5-5-7. no really 

satisfaotory fermentations wore obtained in those tests. 

In consequence only the hay results can bo reguardod as 

raliablo. 

All the results for hay samples are given. Those for 

rye grass HR/1/69 HR/2/67 and IM/3/6 in Table -5-5/20 and 

Graph 5.5/18* The results for lucarne hay, HL1116, 

HL/2/6, HL/3/6A and HL/3/6B given in Table 5.5/19 and 

Graph 5,5/171 along with the rosults for the onsiled gras3 

tests for the most mature of the lucorno sories HL/3/1 - 4. 

HL/3/5 at 36*9% m. c. was rejected as it had completely 

moulded and had a pH of 8.2. T'no results of the other 

onsiled grass tests have also boon rejected because of bad 

fermentations# but the data on them is available in the 

data file* 

These ensilod grass tests (HL/3/1-4) on lucerno, 

despite the poor fermentationst indicate the following: 

1. That dry density of the tbofore testi samples at 

125 lb/ft2 was least for the unwiltod sample 

IIL/3/1 (4.95 3. b/ft 2 
at 77% m. c. ) and increased 

with wilting UP to HL/3/4 (7-7 lb/f t3 at 48% n. c. ). 

2, There is relatively little variation botwoon the 

dry densitiec 'after restl but because of the 

unknown effect of poor fermentation no significrmco 

can be attached to those results. 
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Tho consolidation curves lafter restf are of 

similar shape to those for ensilod grass Taftor 

rostl frcm Glantlees. They have a slightlY 

lower dry density than that in GD/65/1/3. - 511 

but sjigh-t-sly highlor dry densitios than 

GD/64/6/1 - 6. 

The lucorne hay samples IIL/l/6, HL/2/6 and 11L1316A 

had very similar consolidation curves (Ydt 6-79 7,2 and 

6,9 lb/ft3 resp, at 125 lb/ft 2 
and 11,9l 12,0 and 1146 

lb/ft3 at 1500 lb/ft 2 ). It appears that at low moisture 

contents (7 - 9%) maturity maj, -os no difference to dry 

densities of lucerno hay for the full range of normal 

cutting maturities. This seems reasonable as the lucerne 

does not appear to change in structure between bud aud 

seed, unlike Cransas which are changing from a predominantly 

leafy state to a predominately stemmy state. There is no 

evidence to show what effect maturity has at silage moisture 

contents. 

Samples HL/3/6A and 316D were from the same sample bag 

but, due to segregation, 3/6A was predominately of stemmy 

material and 316D predominately of leafy material. 3/6A 

behaved like 116 and 2/69 but 3/6B had a ar-ach lower dry 

density at low piessures (4.8 jLb/ft3 at 125 3, b/ft 2 
against 

6.9 lb/ft3 for 3/6A). But it wa-3 more compressible and 

had a higher dry density at high pressures (17-2 Ib/ft3 

at 4ooo ib/ft 2 
against 15.6 lb/ft3 for 3/6A). 

As with grass samples the dry densities at 7-9% m-c- 

were 25% to 30% lower than the 'after rest' densitie3 at 

the silago moisture contents. 
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7ho hay samples ! -Lr,. /l/6p 2/6 &ad 316 have very simt1gr 

consolidation curves thair 

At 125 lbpt 2s 4-75 

and at 1500-lb/ft 2,13.3 

no 125 IbAt 2 densities I 

dry donsitý. es 

5,2 and 5.0 

14.2 and 13.9 

c, r HR/1-3/6 ar 

baing: 

IN 
rasp. 

lb ft' resp. 

o zlightly lowar 

than those for the mora mature rye grass samples from 

Glantlees 'GD/Ch/l/2 and 3/2 and GD/65/1/2 - 5/2 but at 

higher, pressures the HR samples had higher densities* 

HRA/6 GIDZChZI/2 GDZýJZJ/2 

2 
at 125 lb/ft 4.75 5.2.5 5.7 lb/ft3 

6- 

at 1500 lb/ft 2 13-3 12.3. li. 4 lb/ft3 

The ryo grass samples from Hurloy being third cutq did not 

go stommy'as thay matured as the first cut crop in May - 

June does. As it remained predom. InC-tely loafy litt, *, ', o 

change-in pressure density characteristics could be 

expected'with increasing age. The maturity effect dooo 

show up in the comparison with tho stommy Glantleo3 

material. Unfortunately the pocr f3rmentatlons of 'Who 

ensiled grass sample3 prevented the effect of maturity 

being determined at silage moisture contents. 

-5.8.3.1. 
Miscellaneous Sam]23. esl. Tho res, Its on a number 

of pressure density tests of particular interest are given 

in Table 5-5120 and the results for hay samples are shoim 

on Graph 5,5/18 and for silage and GnUiled grass on 

Graph 5-5119*- 

S23 -3/22 2/4 aad 4/5 ware from a series of continuous 

ensiled grass tests similar to test GD/64/6/1-6 carried o-., _-a' 

at intervals or. a predominately S23 sward at Cockle Park 
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otux-iz., oz 1964. Tl--,.: i rosults of I; hlio --8-rios of tz3tc; 

aro not given in full beoetua6 somo of the samples did. not 

g Ive very good f3rmentations, and the continuous tost mada 

it hard to distinguish -UV izacroaGaj in donsity were dua to 

pressure or fermGntttion, 

Sample S23/1/2 waa of leafy first, growth S23 rye Crass: 

211 - 411 high, little Lioro than lawn mowings, at 9,0% moco 

its consolidation curve was similar but about I lb/ft3 less 

than those for the Hul-loy samples of similar matarial 

(11, R/l 316) 

Samples S23/2/4 was of 5" - 7" loafy S23 rYO grass at 

29.5% m-c- After the test it had a hay like smo. "Ll and 

was only sliGhtly mouldod. It is romarlvablo for the vcry 

high dry densities obtained (10,9 lb/ft3 at 125 lb/f-'j 2t 

24.5 lb/ft3 at 1000 lb/ft 2, 
and 4o. 6 5, b/ft3 at 4ooo lb/ft 4o),, 

Although vary trach higher than obtained with any of' 

the Glantloos tests, this is similar to t1ho dry deasi*ý;: Leo 

of silagu samples of the youngest matorial froir Bridgats; 

e. g. Dr 65/UA4 (25.2 ",. b/ft3 Rt 1000 lb/ft"-) and Lr 651U'119 

(26ag lb/ft3 at 1000 lb/f "L2). b st therefore appears that 

at silage moicture contents young 
., 

leafy samples are very 

much more compressible than matura grassca. 

Sample S23/4/5 was of the same S23 3ward, but 1211 - 1411 

high and in ear; it had been wilted in a lab. drier to 

14.9% m, c. It had dry densities (e. g. Yd' 16.5 lb/ft3 at 

1500 lb/ft 2) higher than the 7- 9%m. c. ryo Crass hayc 

from Hurley (Yd2 13.3 - 3.4.3. lb/ft3 "-t 1500 lb/ft 2) 
and 

the 17.8% m-c- mature wye grass hay GD/64/6/6 from Glantloes 
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,% rd 1 14.4 ib/ft at 15ýlo lb/ft 3 As in tho 0 m. -, 

range, moisture content, as well as maturity, has a major 

offect on dry density, the relative importance of those 

two variables cannot be acoossed, 

Sample Pe 631(; l at ! 6.31; Ij m. c. was from a balu of field 

cured hay from Peopy farm, It would seem that tho C. F. of 

30.8% did not fully reflect the maturity of the sampls 
3 /. ot2) much which had a dry density (12.0 lb/ft at 1500 lb . 4. 

lower than that of S23/4/5 (16-5 lb/ft3 at 1500 lb/ft 2) 

which had a C. Po of 29.2%* It may be that the field 

curing of the Peepy sample had toughenad it compared with 

S23/4/5 which was lab* driedo 

Pe 63/Ul and U2 wcre samplen of oat forago silage cut 

from the Boythorpe tower at Peepy farm, Although -t'!, ýa dry 

densities are as high as fo= the more mature Mass samples 

at 1000 lb/ft 22 
at 3000 lb/ft 2 the dry densities are lower 

because of tho flat alopa of the consolidation cu: vvo, 

samplo Yd' at 1000 lb/ft 2 
at Yd' at 3000.2,1: lft 2 

po 631ul 17oO Ib/ft3 21-05 lb/ft3 

Pe 63/U2 jL6.6 20.2 

Dr 65/V4 16.2 21.8 

Dr 651U8 17-05 23-8 

Gi 65/IJ24/4 17.2 22.4 

Samples Re 6-3/ul - U3 were all of leafy young rye grass 

onsiled at Ropýjoy Farm _4n 1963, The consolidation curves 

are very similar to 'chose for tha younger material . 4m 

Bridgats Tower, ee. Br 65/-UJL2, M3.7 and /LJ18, 
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5.5.9. The Choice of P. Mathomatical al: ýRrassion to Describe 

the Pro o si; L--o-_D(3nsi-tX Relationship of Silage. 

Tho calculation of the capacity of a silo or the 

pressures in it requires that the pressure density rolation 

of a given silage be expressed in a mathematical form,. 

This can be done oithor as a single equation relating dry 

density to pressure or by a series of equations each one 

for a defined pressure or dry density'range. If a 

computer is available for the computational wo--k the 

pressure density relation can be defined by an array of dry 

densities at given pressures and an intbrpolation method. 

The figures in Tables 5-5111 to 5.5/20 could be used-in 

this way with linear interpolation. However, an equation 

to define the curves would be simpler and more elegant. 

The curves of dry density (Yd') at I hour against 

Vertical Pressure (V) in Graphs 5,515 to 5.5119 show a 

uniform pattern of rapidly increasing dry density at low 

pressures with the curvo flattening and tending to a 

straight line at higher pressures. 

IIILL, COC, ýS(132 
) 

has proposed that density can be 

exprossod as: 

Y= a+b Log, OV where a and b are constants. 

Even his limited data does not fit this relationship 

well* On Graph 5.5/20 1 have plotted dry density a6ainst 

Log Vertical pressure for Samples GD/Ch/l/l (ensiled 
10 

grass before and after rest) GD/Ch/l/2 (Hay) and 

GI/65/U/13/3 (silage). It is clear from these plots that 

the relationship is not of this form at the pressures 
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OnCO'=ItGr-'d ±rl r, -' lon although 13WLE;. q EM: Z, MCCOLL. Y(2'2) E; hoiq 

it to hold at the very mudh hielier priscurea anco*jnterod 

in hay waf or-Ing. 
Yd' 

When -is pl: o". Ptod agairist Vort-Alcal PrGS3u--r- au 

in Graph 5o5/21 a otralot line rslationship is obtained. 

So the pressure density relationship can be expressod in 

the form 
W 

eý, -o =E+pxVx io 

040 
Yd 9= Log 

0 
(E +rx *V x 10-3 ) 

Yd? = 23.03 Loglo (E + p'x Vx 10-3) whore E is a 

constant relatod to the dry density at zero prGesure and 

F is a constant related to the rate of increase of dry 

density with procaure. 

curves of the pre3suro density relationship in 

Graphs 5,515 to 5,5119 are of five types. 

1. Silage samples fcr wh4oh the low pressure part of 

the curve is distorted by the sample having been 

previously consolidated in tho silo, but for which the 

curve above the in-situ der4aity would be as f or the 

virgin consolidation curve, Tho vertical bar on each 

graph gives the approximate positicn, of the in-situ 

donsitye 

2. Ensilod grass samples fbefore roatt which givo a 

consolidation Curva rising from that for the grass 

towards that for the silago, 
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a. r, -. p 100 7 e. - t 37ý, r4 a good 

fermentatian, thr,,, -, i ý, --Vcapt at ip_jýj. a2. rr'3-sixý. -j 

. I. ovol will cor. i. soli(late alone. i; ha ,; -Lrgjn con3olidation 

curve 

4. Poor fervientation results which must ba dJsco,; ntsd. 

Hay 3amplos which are likely to have consolidated 

in a similar manner to tho virgAn silage consolidaticn 

Curve 0 

The virgin consol'Adation curva we wish to obtain will 

fit the silage consolidation curvos above the in-situ 

densitys the ensiled grass taftoz restt curves after th3 

initial pressure level and will have the samo shape as the 

hay curve, 

The Yd' = 23.03 Log_10 (E + F,, V x 10-3) relationohip 

meets thoso requiroments wells as caa be seen from Graphs 

5.5/21 and 5,55/22. 

Graph 5-5/21 is of samples from Glantlees. The 

silage Samplos GI/65/u/30/31,24/39 1313 and 7/3 all give 

a reasonable fit to a straightlino. I'Q be r. ot3d t'. '-. at 

tho fit is better for samples 30/3 and 24/3 which had a low 

in-situ vertical pressuro (550 and 865 lb/ft 2 
resp. ) than 

samples 13/3 and 7/3 which hed in -situ vertical pressures 
(no wall friction) of 1475 and 1800 lb/ft 2 

respo It 3hould 

bo noted that tho initial dry density plotted is not 
(because of tho test technique) the zero pressure dry 

donsity and so it ha3 not been considorod in fitting the 

straight lines. 
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T'llio onsiled g---o3 samplo GD/Cfk/7.. / - gavo P, st-t-aight 

line relaticuship bot-h tbafo=--a roEtt -. nd -u7. -&co 

initia! pressure loval) aftor --Gut. 
'Vao hay svmp. lo 

GD/Ch/l/2 gave an e-mollent fit at all pressures- 

Graph 5., 5/22; of silago samplas Dr 651"JI, 41 6t 14q 16 

179 18 and 19, shows that those also give a straight line 

rolationship. 

The validity of tho Yd' = 23-03 Loglo (E + F., V x j". U--)) 

for describing the pressure density relations'nLp enables 

al. 3. the consolidation curves to be dwicribed Ju terms of 

and F* 

The values of E and F, obtained grarhicallyg for all 

sila6e samples is givan JAXI Table 5.. ', ýý/21 along with the 

moisture contents analysis, in situ vertical prassuri (na 

wall friction) and dry densities at 125 and 1500 lb/ft2 

vertical precoura. TabloT-5/22 givas similar data for 

tha onsiled graso and hay samples and inc"ea dotail, of 

the fomentation type, For cnsiled graso the valueo of B 

and F on the Wpor line are for the fbafore rest' pe. -: iod 

and on the lower line for the 'after rest? period. 

Table 5.5/23 in a comparison chart f or t*Zie value. o of 

coefficionts E and P for all samples. The samples are 

groupod according to type. For onsiled grass the Ibefore 

restt valuas of B and F are on the upper line the 'after 

reott values or- the lower. 
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5,, 5.1.0. The Influence Of 

Moistuxe Content and Vp-r: lot-Y oyi Coqfficl. ý., Emto E ind_. E, 

Tho ccefficient3 E and F for silage, sar-plas hrnre bem 

plottod aga: ýnst in-sý. tv vertical p-vessurs (no wall friction) 

in Graph 5,5/2.3, TI-10 sPxiplos abov-n and bo. Low 
. 
30V,; C. P. 

IA. 
boine indicatad by circles and cr=33as respectively, 

is clear that the valua of E is significantly influer--. Gd 

by the in-situ vertical pressure. For tho over 30% C-Pe 

sampleaq E rises from about 2.0 ta 4.01 between 0 and 2000 

lb/ft 20 The less mature samples seein to havG higher 

values of E than the over 30% Cal". samples. Th3 comparison 

of Br 651VIII (the cut samp! 3) with Dr 65/VI2 (thz, packgd 

sample) is of intGrest. 

The value of coofficiont r, appoars uninfluenc. 3d '. -)y 

I 

the iri-s. *, -uIu vortical prassuro althou& ono would expect 

e. slight lowering of F to comporzate : Por the =aised ra:: -iqs 

of E. The 0-var 30% C. F. samples ha-vG mar! ---sdly lowex- 

-values of P (mostly in rango 1.5 - 2.75) than +'. -13 -un`-! a= 

30% C. P. namploo (ro3tly 3.0). 

In Graph 5*5/24 of E and F against after test C*F, l 

the Glantleec; oamplan (which were individually analys%id) 

are indicated by circles whilo the Dridgot3 results (for 

C possible analy3es vviere known) are iehich only thc range o. L 

shown as horizon'Un. ",, lines. Reading Graph 5.5/24 in 

conjiLnetion with Graphs 5.5/23 and 5.5/27, it appears that 

%the E values tend to be slightly higher for young material 4- 

than for matura samples but tha vertical pressure offbect 

tends to mask this. The F value ia markedly higher with 
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le3s matu= mate-rip. 14 Uh-o maan val= boing abý-; ut 4,0 at 27VS 

*F. aud 2 *0 at 33V� C�r, o 

C %Oonsido: r. -ing Graphs 5,1,5/25 and 5.51-46 of Yd' at 1500 

lb/f t2 against lllrufta Fibre and mo-ý. ztvre contont f or silago 

samples tho maturity offoct 4-s clesx, The straight line 

2 Ydf (at V 1500 lb/ft 23-03 Loglo(E + 1.5 F) 

(51 - C. F. %) lb/ft3* 

gives the rolationship approximatoly. 

The coefficients E and P are plotted against Moisture 

content in Graph 5,5/27 for Silage Samples and Graph 5,5/28 

I rn the for Ensiled Grass and Hay samples from Glantlees, I 

. 
30 - 80% m. c. range for silage in Graph 5-5/27 no significa"t 

trend in E with moistura content can be discerned. There 

is a slight tendency for the F values for the ovor 305, C-F- 

samples to be higher at low moisture contents, but there are 

not enough points at the low moisture content to shovy if 

this is significant. 

In Graph 5,5/28 of tho en31lod grass and hay from 

Glantleesp all of which was of very similar maturItyp the 

values 
'of 

E for continuous and after rest samples lio 

predominately in the range 1-7 to 2.6 at 50 - 80% mec, 

While at 18% moo. the E value is still near 2.0. There 

appears to bo a elight falling off in B towards a value 

of 1.4 for oven dry material, but more points would be 

needed to confirm this. While the F values largely lie 

in the 1.9 - 2.6 range at 50 - 80% m-c- there is a marked 

reduction at low moisture contents tending downward from 

1,5 at 18% m, c, towards 0,90 at ovorl dry. 
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The offoct'of varioty seems, on the comparisa charts 

Tablo 5-5/23, tu bo allied to tlii-. ) biatuvity 43ffsct,,, Both 

lucen-io and oats, being stý)-, amy by ne. ture, havo F valuee on 

the low side (1,, 50. ) an"I br,, havo like overmaturo stomray 

rye crass. The E vallies 3oem to bn similai- to thoso for 

the grass saziplo3. 

The overall pattorn for the coefficients E and r, 

considoring the abovo and the data ±n comparison chart 

Tatle 5-5/23 is as follows: - 

E. While for silago samples E ranges up to 6.65; 

for onsilod grass and hay samples it fp. lls entArely 

in the range 1.4 - 2.1. The high values, for the 

silage samplec can be ontiroly attribut9d to the prior 

consolidation of tho samples under tho in-situ pressure. 

For the virgin consolidation curve E will be in the 

1.4 - 2.1 range. The longth of chop has the clearest 

effect on 11) (v: lde GD/Ch/I - 311 - 2), Moic-ture 

content reduces D sliatly below 20% but does not 

effect it In the silage rango of moisture contents. 

Maturity, has no clew effect on E. For calculating 

dry denolties an B value of 1.8 should be used for all 

silages un*il moro detailod data is available; this 

corrooponds to a dry density Yd? of 5.9 lb/ft3 at 
2 V'= 0 lb/ft 

Pe The major factor influencing F is maturity and 

at silago m3icture contents V4 ranges from 1.5 to 

9.0. The highest values being for young leafy grass 
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end the low3st for maturo atemmy grassp luco: ýmaj 

or oat : forage. - No oýhex- ', -, a3 a. cl(, )zr 

influence on Vao P value at silage moisture contants. 

At below 20VO mýc. tho F valuo is reduced end falls 

below 1,0 with stemmy material and below 1-5 with 

leafy crops at 7 8% ri-c- 

Whilo the extreme range F is from 1,5 to 9-0 we can 

cover all but the most oxceptional-cases by considering 

three types of silage, 

(a) Youna leafy-glass similar to the youngest material 

used in the filling of Dridgets with a C, P. of about 20% 

and C. P. about 25%9 as grass, This would have a dry 

donsity (Ydt) of about 25 lb/ft 3 
at 1500 lb/ft 

2 
and so a 

coefficient F=6.5 is used, 

(b) Averaae--grass, silage with a C, Pe of about 12% and c. r.. 

of about 28%9 as grass. This would have a dry density 

(Yd? ) of about 20 lb/ft 
3 

at 1500 lb/ft 
2 

and so a coefficient 

-F = 3.7 is used. 

(c) mature grass silage and stemmy crops with a C. P. of 

about 8c% and a C. F. of about 341j, as grass. This would 

have dry density (Ydt) of about 15 lb/ft3 at 1500 lb/ft 
2 

and so a coefficient P=1.8 is used, 

Table 5-5/24 gives values of dry density (Ydt) at I hour 

after pressure application for a range of vertical pressure 

(V) calculated using E=1.8 and P=6.5* 3-7 and 1,8 in 

the expression. - 

Yd' ='23*03 Loglo (E +pxVx 10-3) 
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In Gra. ph. 5,. T/; Zg theoe w. luos are plotted. togethle. r with 

sonw, of the exper. ý,. raer-taj pressure density results fox 

comp, nxi3ono it will be soon that tharo is a geod agreement 

botwean tho virg3ta consolidation curves calcalated from th, ýi 

oquatll. on and thooo obtra. "Ined fron, the prosarxe denoity tests. 

5-5Q'Ll. Summ, n%,: ýv cn the Equ-alu-i for Virain Ccr-solidation 

Curve for silago.. 

Prov-J. dod the silaga has not roachod saturation (Vo. 

effluent produced)* The dry density (Yzlt lb/ft)) c-f a 

silage I hour after tho applicatioa ef a vertical prossurn. 

lb/f t) during its initial consolidation is givon by 

the oquat: Lon: - 

Yd' = 23.03 Lou, (E .:. FmV x 3.0-3) 3. b/ft3 
1.0 

or 
If t3 Yd' == 23 L093.0 (13 + FAV x 10-3). Ib., 

where E is a coefficient related to tho initial dry -. 4-insity 

and P 13 a cooff. -LciGnt -related to the comprossibil, lLty of 

ti-io samplo * 

Me density at moictmo contont is 

Y, = "I 
't ion W 

n/f t3 ý 1.00 -- m 
TIM 10 f 0-ý the virgin consolidation curve -Vor si*. Lago 

E can range Litween 1.4 and 2.1 a-Lid F betwoon 1.5 end 9.0; 

the normal rangs, Of 3ilages can be described by one of the 

following: - 
I* Fo= Yomig leafy gras3 (C. P. approx. 20%, c. rz . 

appro. -x. 25-16, as grass) use D=1.81 P --- 6.5. 
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For ave-vage ma. turity grasc; (C. P. approx,, 1,2ý, C. F. 

appro. x. Mjý, me, grass) tuset 

3. For mature (C. Pa approx. 81cs CF , a. pp=oy.,,, 

321, ), as graea) uoe El = 1.. 8;. 2 =' 1.8. 

5,5cl2. Rate of Increase in Dry Djziol. t at Cmatent Pressurg. 

in sootion 5.5.6. the dens. 'Ity time rolat. -tonchip at 

constant pressure wascU-scussod and the following equations 

derived: ý 
ýr 

= Y? +Ct LoSjLC; T lb/f t3 

YdT = Ydl + Cdt Log 10 T l7b/f t3 

where: 

and Yl are densities at. T hours and 1 homr. rosp., 

aftor tho application of pr3ssure, 

C' is fho ra'to of incroasa : 16n. do-as'ty per Log 10 houro. 
TI Yd 9 Yd' and Cdl are tho norro-s-pouding dý: y -krnsity 

4. 
ii OnA3. 

The valuss of Col P. t oach presau%-a lavol, obtaiiied in 

.,, pressur -13 d C-U Si 44 tOStS ". =C) -i-VGn itl 'A"al--10Z 515111 tU -Y 

5.5120 with%ho dons: llly and dr-Y clansity f iguros. Th o 

'vialuOs Of CIt Ett wach - P"e-'"su"0 level f cir oach tost are 

given in Table 5-5/25 for silaeo samploc and Table 5*5126 

f or cnsiled grass and hay samples. The value a of CdT f or 

groups of tests have been avora, -, cd at oach pressure level 

and are given in Table 5,5/27'- The brackotod values axle 

tho valuos of CdT at pressures for which thoro was only 

ono test result in tho group. 
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In Graph 5-V. 30 these group amerage values of cat ar. a 

plotted agairst Vertical Pressure -f'or the 3 types of 

samp, lea, 

The pa-b-tem of variati. or. in Cat with vertical pres. 3ure 

steep is similar for all -'#IiraG -, -y-pos of sTx-, T, -)J'Lo. An in- 

rise levelling off at batwoon 0,, 5 and 1.0. Thoro is no 

0 maturity on Cd' for grass cloar Indication of tho offoct ot 

as silage or ensiled grass; but it was noted that oat 

silage samples (7) had a Cdt of oi. 1-y half that for the grass 

samples. On the w1holo thGre is good agroomeut between the 

Cd? values of silaae and onsilad grass samples. 

Zho hay samplost perhaps becaus3 it was eas'ur to 

determine CdI accurately for hayl show cortain cloar trands. 

Lypically the Cdt for ht-, -,. r was only half that for sarao 

matorial a-n sila. go (e 
; 3, GD/55/1-5/1., E"nal-lod e---ass k14) 

compared with G. 0/6-5/1-5/2, Hay Moisture cxltont 

has a doftna-bo offGat at "; -, sy moioturo contMt3, tald. -r, ýg the 

1.500 3. b/f t2 "'Gv,. Is e-ad ýdontjloal tir%ter. I. P. 19 Cd'. was C, 62- for 

G,. ý/Ch/1/29 VA. 113) at 9% vi,, c,, '-t only 0,22 for -D/C'-i-1/I/3 

(IP. ) at 2,6% m. c. 

At the 3/!, m, c. lovel maturSty appuezva to effect Cd't 

J. 
2.3,00 Ib/f t young this is c"oe. --ost below 2UOO Lblft At "50 

leafy ryo graas ? 13) had a Cdc of 0.78, tha ix: ý', jurer 

Glan-'%-Olees hays (: U and '11.5) had a Cdt of 0.62 and o. 47 while 

the ctonmy lucerne hays had a Cdc of 0-35- 

For the calculation of silage donsities in tOW3r silos 

a mathematical oxpr-: ýssion for Cd' in terr, 3 of V is requirodo 
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The proposed expression.. Shown mi qrap6 
. 
5,513C) as a. 1--weavy 

llne 1 s., 

if 0v ---, 500 lb/f t2t: hen Cd' =Vx 10-3 

2 -3 if 500 Y< 9500 lb/f t then Cdl 0,25'7 x0 

if 2500 V-< 500C lb/ft 2 'Uhen Cd? 1.0 

These values can bG 

Yciv = 23- 03 Loglo (E +F 

To give the dry density# 

silage, after T hours im 

provided that the sanplo 

cubstitu'pad in the oqusationo. 

xVx 10-3) + Cdf Lc; g,., T II)/ft3 

of a previously unconsolidatod 

der vortical pressure V : ýb/ft 2 

J Is below saturation density. 

5.5-13. Maztimum and Saturation Donsit in Silla-Pzo* 

As explained in Saction 5.4.2. thera is a thooretical 

maximum donsity gor si. l-, go at any moisture content 'which .0 
Js roach, 9d wh-, n al-l gas lie-d boon, and --jily miu--istura 

-T- and dry matteý. - 7,, etia!. n. In prarot: -'. -io s-, %mll bucloloo, cf gas 

rcmain trapped ýIn P-rid bi: -ýtws)on the si., ago ppriiclos E,. - 
I so 

6ffectiv, - s--ituratJ.!: a dg-asitý,,, ic roach. -F---l at balow vho zero 

gas volumo theoretical maxinuzzi density. Once silage 

reaches its effect: ý-vc se. 1vuration donsity it becomes 

3noompressiblo unlsos moll-sturo is allow, 0. to drain avay 

Iluont. The oxaria'11' as of . on of effluent markc the approach 

of thz satu. ý,, -. Uca density. 

Me proscur,: ) density tests w3re only designed for 

studying rilaP, 3 up to t---O saturation d9rx3ity and so the 

toots wore . 3top'--,, ed as SOOIL as off, ":. -iont started to e-, norgo 

from the coal at tao top ox, the bottou of the core. This 

was slightly balcw tho offocti-vo antura. Uora donoity which 
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wcould be marked by effluent at both ends. The 4ensities 

at -wh-',. ch off-&tent appeare& a=e pLotted against moisture 

content in %. rraph togethez- with the thooretical 

maximum densitv,,, and 10% and ZOI/o ý-, as voids densiti-eso 

Almost all the renults fall in tho lolp to 2C% gas -volume 

range. From this graph it appears reasonable to take tho 

theoretical 10% gas volum-, density (calculated on the basis 

of water at 62.4 lb/ft3 and dry ms. ttar at 100 Ib/ft3) as 

the effective saturation density fov silage in towors. 

Below this saturation densityl silage will conzolidaýe 

according to the expression Ydt = 23 Loglo (E +FxV", O'*>)- 

once silage reaches the satu--ation density a fl: aid pore 

pressure builds up in the silage and further increases in 

dry density is controlle'* by tho drainago rate of effluent. 

5*5.: L4. Re-e? ipq iopý OK -La 0 

The ro-expansion of tile silaga on the removal o-. 

pressure was measurad for all samples and th-e valuess ,. )f Ycit 

ar. d CdI at 250 lo/ftp- and 0 32L)Ift 2 
obtained, These v. aluos 

are tabulated and platted with tho corresponding results 

for the consolidation of silage in Tables 5.5/11 to 5-5120 

and Graphs 5,. IV5 to 5-5119, Because of t1%, -. friction 

between the silage and the core wallp discussed in Section 

5,5.2,2,, the re-expansion observed in these tests will be 

less than that occuring in unconfined conditions. Because 

samples re-expandod from different dry densities and, ' 

depending cn moisture contentj different pressures, detail 

direct comparisons are not possible but cortain general 

trends are clear. 
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The re-cxpsnsion from tho maximam density in the test 

cavo a donsity after I ho, -,. r at 250 lb/Tt 
2 

of 35% to 90% 

of the maxi-m-am dencl. ty; and P. fte: o I hour at 0 lb/ft 2 
of 

70% to 80% of the maxcimum donoity. %S'o f or a typical 3ample 

compressed to. 65 lb/ft 2 the density fell to 55 - 59 lb/ft3 

after I hour at 250 lb/ft 2 
and 45 - 52 lb/ft 2 

after I hour 

2 
at 0 lb/ft 

The values of Cd' were between -0-35 and -0-7 at 

22 
250 lb/ft, and between -0-7 and -1*5 at 0 lb/ft Using 

values-of Cd' of -0.5 and -1*0 at 250 lb/ft 2 
and 0 lb/ft 2 

resp, and assuming a, moisture content of 66% the densities 

after 100 hours at 250 lb/ft3 and 0 lb/ft 2 
will be'52 to 

56 lb/ft3 and 39 46 lb/ft 3 
respectively. 

The re-expansion, of silage is important in silo desiE-n in 

two ways: - 

(a) UnI. oaders work on re-expanded silage and it is the re- 

expansion from the maximum in-situ density that determines 

tho density of-silage that they have to work on. 

(b) As the silage ro-expands in a top unloaded silo# the 

wall friction Is reversed and the silo wall can go Into 

tension if the self-weight of the silo wall Is insufficient* 

This is further discussed in section 6.1.6. 

595*15* Conclusions on the'Density and DrZ Density of Silaao 

in Tower Silos., 

1. That there is a maximum theoretical density (Y max. ) 

for silage, assuming no remaining gas volumet of: 

y oax = ILOO - 0.376 m lb/ft3 
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and -. oorrc-sponding maximum thgaretica'! dry dnnoity 

(Yd max. ) 

Yd max 
loo -- Mý (100 - 0076 m) a: i: )/f -40 

where m is tho moisturc contont (% wot basis). 

2. That effectl7a saturation occura in a silage at the 

10% gao volume density (I, e, 90'A Yr = 90 - 0.3, ýB m x 
lb/ft 2 At thl&.. s effective saturation density fluid 

pore pressure stexts to rise and the rate of incroaso 

in dry density is controlled by the rate of effluent 

drainage. 

That below the effective saturation density a silage 

(which has not been proviously over-consolidated) 

will have a dry density (-YdT) at T hours after the 

application of a vertical pressure V lb/ft 2 
of: 

T -, ý% I'd = 2.3 Loglo (E +FxVx 10 -) + CdI LoglOT 

whoro E is a constant related to dry donsity at 

V0 lb/ft 2 

P in a conqtant mlated to the comprossibility 

Cd' is a constant related to the rate of settlement 

with time at V lb/ft 2, 
k 

The corresponding density (YT) at tima T is 

3'00 
-ý YdT lb/ft3 YT =ý 100 m 

For the virgin consolidation of silage' 

E can range from 1.4 to 2.1 

and F can range from 1.5 to 9, o. 

The n3rcial raz, -go of silages can bo described using a 

valuo of E of 1.8 and 
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6,5 for young Isafy C-raso . If Cý 
arprox, 20 C - %, >2 C@P, apprc. xo A. '5% 

IF - aturity I -- 3-7 fo: r avere. --P n 

C. P. c. pprcx. -12%, C. P. approx. 28%, 

P= 1*8 for mature Crass 

CoPe'approxe 8%q C, P, approx- 32%- 

5. The valua, of Cdt for all silages can be taken as: - 

if 0 -< V' --< 500 lb/f t 2, thon CdI =Vx 10-'3 

if 5000 <V --- 2500 lb/f t2 

2 If 2500 -< v -- 5000 lb/f t 

thon Cdf = 0.375 

0,25V x 10-3 

then Cdl = 

Moisture content does not significantly affect silage 

dry densities at below the saturation density. At 

moisture contents bol6w approx. 25%; hay gets progresm- 

ivoly strongor as it dries outq -which reduces d=y 

densities uzido-- prossure. 

ChoppIng incroaaes dry danoitias of locso riater-l-, l 

P but the effect is reduced when th3 crop is compressed 

and is not of sigr-, ifice-noo at cvo-- 500 lb/ft2e 

Haturityl' fcr whinh Crude-Protein and Crudo Fibre aro 

a convenient but approximate indicmtovs has the 

greatest influonce on dry density under preasureg but 

little iufluonce on loose material or at low pressures, 

Fresh grass has a dry density under pressure which is 

markedly "Iess than that for the resulting silage, 

Wilting incraases the dry density of grass undor, 

pressure towards that for silage. The rise fro6 

tho grass dry'donsity to the silage dry density occurs 

at a rate determined by the ferm3ntation and is nffoob- 

ivoly complote whou the silage pH falls below 4.25. 
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Z. 0. ]ýacoratlon, b,. - inorcasillg the rate ef fArmentationg 

apeGds the incrsaza .n dry density -to tbw silag3 j. GVOI. 

and IncidenbaLly almr. rovas er-man-tatlo-no , 

5-5.16. RacommeMations foo-Mrther RosearRh on tho. Donsit 

of Enciled Grass and Forage Crop3 A;:; -ý 

The rosoexch I have carried out has enabled the broad 

outlinos of a picture of silage density to be drawn, 

have proposed in the text several improvements in detail 

to the present method of carrying out consolidation tes'Ust 

and the most important of thess aro: - 

1. Reducing tho wall fric-bion error in prossure in 

tho sample by: 

(a) Coat: Lng the coros with P. T. F. E. 

(b) Kooping oample "uhlielme3as to tho minimum 

, ýono: ýsteni with 3a. 

(c) Corrocting fo-- friction If k and ul ai, s known 

accurately. 

2* Improve tho accuracy of prossuro applied by tha 

cons o 13. dF,. tio-, i machinoe by: 

(a) Ro-dosignina and rebuilding the machine D, to 

roduco friction, 

(b) Roducina friction in Machir. os A to D by tho - 

uca of P*T@F. B, lubricants, 

Maintaining the accuracy of determination of 

donsity by: - 

Ensuring that the sample thickness at maximu= 

tost donsity doos not fall bolow 1". 
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Roducing moixiding Jr. 3ampla by: 

f Improving thG p'sto"i -, Gal (this will probably 

Incran-se frictien batwe= piston an-"' e. 

corr3ct: lcn for 'lOh: 1,3 *c-? *uld 'be nocassar-r 

(b) TPacre Cdl 4s not required, or only required 

at one or two pressure levelst carry out 

accelerated consolldation tests for only 30 

mins, to I hour at each pressure love, 7. o 

. 
5. Improvo-fermontation in Ensiled grass samples 

by: 

(a) Reducing the time, for onsiling to the start 

of oonsolidation. 

(b) Spooding up the Mitial coasolidation to the 

rest donsity. 

(c) Lacorating the crop. 

fd ,) Addine sligar to crop whor. required, 

(o" Dotter soaling as 4a. 

major refinomont of tho apparatus which would onable 

total control of th3 ensilage process to be obtained would 

be to surround the aample core with a controlled onvironmont 

chambere The temperaturo and comPOsitiO--1 Of the gas in 

this chamber could be controlled* By circulating the gas 

through tho corop inst3ad of soalling the cora as at prooentp 

tho onsilaCo'proca3s could '-nd- 

The technique already* developad for the cu-'sj 

servos its purpose very well* The repacked sample 

tochniquo used for Dr 65/UI2 could well rcplaoo the cut 

samplo technique provided that co, aritive testc with 
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ensil-e-d g--vo! 3 and out snm-- ohc, -.,! od '-. at: - ,pý- li I- 

(a) that ". a ýL , it gavo tha --c. - oansolidatia-, j curva abo-vo 

tho in situ denoity as th-) cut sample or. 

identical silage. 

(b) That comparison with tho improved ensiled grass 

tests$ describod bolowt nhows that the roýackod 

sn. mple and a virgin sample of the samo material 

have the saw consolidation cumes. 

The ensilod grass technique in its present form suffers 

from two main defects. 

(1) That in the 'before rest' period the samplo density 

is rising because of the increases in pressure and the time 
X% 

lor which the pro3su=o is hold as woll as because of the 

loes of t3trength in the grass as it ferments into silaga. 

These two effects cannot be separatod out. 
(2) That the safto: -,: b rest' part of the consolidation 

curve only covers the hiahe-- pressiixo rnage. 

To overcomo thaso two problcms a now procedure is 

suggested using tho controlloid onvironmont chamber, For 

each crop samplo being tested a number of cores (say 4) 

would be fillod with identical material, Core 1 would bo 

rapidly tosted for perhaps 10 mins. at cadh pressuro level 

up to 500 lb/ft 2 
and 'When left at conatant pressure. From 

this value of Ydt for the fresh crop at up to 500 lb/ft 2 

and the density time relationship of the fermenting crop at 

500 lb/ft 2 
could be obtained. The throe other samples 

would be hold imconsolidated in a controlled environment 

until required. When the for-montation was judged to be (,, na 
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third --omp. A. -cýto Coro I roulld be tcikan ou-u' of the non-col. I., daticr, 

machine whila Core 2 -, '-, q34; o4 raj-A, d2. y up to 1.000 Volft 

to obtain Yd; for "Jina part fý., rm-anted mat-a: rial, '%"Oorcý 2 

then would be taker. out m. -, I ana-lycc,! and Core 1 returned to 

2 the consolidatior, machino ffur a fu--4jhor period at 500 lb/ft 

Core ) would bo tostod, when the farinentation was two thirds 

complete in the same way as Coro 2. Whon fo--mentation was 

Judged complete Coro I would be tosted as for an 'after res'Of 

sample in the presont procedure to obtain YdI and CdI a". 
2 

pressures above 500 lb/ft Values of Ydf and Cdt fcr 

V 125 to 4ooo lb/ft 2 
or effluent would thcn be obtaincd 

usine Core 4, the completely fermented sample. 

This refinod techniquo woi-, Id obtain, in addition to 

the data on tho donsitios in tho Wily fermented settled 

silage (which wo requLza for the calculation of pressures 

nM capacities) the data on the donsitlos of the top 
. 

fermenting layora of silage during filling (which we require 

for the prediction cf losses and heat rise in filling). 

Dy controlling temperature " the rate of depletion 

of oxygen in the samplo the fermentation conditions in any 

typo of silo for any type of filling rout -ine can be 

simulated. The effect of increasing losoes (obtainod by 

extending the aerobic period) on donsity could be studicd 

in this way. 

Using the above improved techniques experimental 

programmas should be devised to study the following: 
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le A comparison of the results of the throe techniques: 

cut silagev ropacked sl ý lag3 exid controlled onvironmont 

c, nsiled grass during tho fUllY Imnotrumonted filling and 

unloading -of 'a townr si. o. 

2. A series controlled envirormont ensiled grass tests 

(similar to the Hurley series HL and HR) to obtain density 

results for a range of moisture contents for a range of 

maturities on pure swards of first cut rye grasst lucerne 

and maize and then en typical mixed farm-swards. 

A series of controlled environment ensiled grass 

tests to d6termine the effect of incroasing'losses on the 

before and after test analyses and the density rosults. 

A series of controlled environmental tests to 

further investigate the effects of chopping and laceration. 

An extensive serion of repacked silage cr cut 

silage tostsq using samples from farms, aimed at covering 

as wide a range of moisture contents, maturities and crop 

as possible. 

A so--ies of ensilod grass (Hay) tests to investigato 

the densitioc of hays in the 10 - 30% ric,, iýange. 

5.6. OTHER PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

5.6.1. The ratio of Lateral to Vertical Pressuro, 

The use of the ratio of lateral to vertical pressure 

(k) in the 'calculation of pressures in silos originated in 

Janssents work on grain and it has been discussed in 

Section 4.5. 
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With sli-laige a iansso-a I, jypG to C-q, 

of prossuros, is valid but the cf the ar;:.: tn 

formula muc-ý be tn: oatoki as cý; mplG, --. 7: axiablos la tý, o anse u: -O I 
silagap as dosc--ib3d in. S. ýction 6,3.. 

Thero aro two conditions to cor-sider : L, -. -x tho analysis 

of filling a silo. W4. th unsaturatod silage the lataral 

presoure of the grass fib. ---, os is due to the tondoncy of tha 

fibres to spread outwards laterally against thla walls of a 

container when coinpros'sed by a vertical pressureo Once 

the silage reaches saturationp it becomes inecoprosuible and 

a fluid pressure starto to build up in the zilage with the 

application of further vertical pressure. T-h-v3 whGn: - 

V is the total vertical pressure, 

L is the total 1ý-. teral pressure, 

Vs is the vertical pr3ssure to produce saturation# 

Lf= it xV is the lataral fibre Imossuro at bwlow 

saturatiou, 

L fs .-kx Vs, is the latoral fibre p--, essurp at 

satur-Ition, 

if V <V., then L=Lf=kV, 

If V=Vs then L= Lfs =kV ss 
if 'V>V 

s 
then L= Lfs + (V VS) 

Lk Vs + (V Vs) 

Lf cannot increase above the valuo kV 
sj 

as at above the 

pressure (V 
s) required to produce saturation, there is no 

further comprossion of the fibre. All the vertical 

pressure above Vs is carri6d by the pore prescure (V -V 
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M which -ý! xert-- an equal "latav: jl yr, ý: ). Oclluroo cv. c(-3 

tuýoatiojj is rem, ec-I i-'aa cf k sa Ch J. u v L.. 
from the va3., L7. a - 'L, sZtU-*-F-t! -C--l to-'-Tardc unity'. v 

T_ WO ConS_ý'_5. a: t, t. W %Pjý 
_9 

C 

; ),.. U : ý. > - W"G: C3 7a=0 so that 

L 
fS =0; k=3, and L=V3 -aa have z. -, rarcstatle pressure. 

This caso occurs in practice with manure siarries which 

havo moisti-7--ro contents of 70% and upwards and consists of 

the undigested romant of silage plus watar. 

Unfortunately there is little 'by way of experimantal 
P 

data on the-valuo of k for silage, In TAMI is k117) 

experin, ents on silage proosure no measuramonts wera takon 
(9 r, ) 

of the vertical pressureso POMRGY and OTIS measurod, 

the prossures on t1he silo floor and on one door 51 up to a 

3.4f x 45, silo. The prescures oxerted by silago vary 

considerably- frTm placo to place or the s3. lo wa:. * and f loo: r 

(a, g. POMRýýY and OTIS -'-, Li a late:: - oxp-, -, =imant found that 

floor pressure In a silo ranged from 1300 lb/-Pt2 at t*ýJLO 

wall to 58GO lb/ft 
2 

at the cer. t--, u) and co a value of k 

calculated frow Pozmroyýs data can only be %, egarded as 

approximate. But taki-ag the figures obtained whcn tho 

f. ', 'Lrst fill stappod on daY 3 (whnn lIttlc charigo in calibra- 

tion could have cccured) wG get: - 

Avevage V on floor = 1050 lb/f t2 

Lf on door at 51 = 450 Ib/ft 2 

The value of V at 5t will have been 

105'11 - silage density x5+ wall Zriction 

effect lb/ft 2 
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At this depth the rate of : La--. rýýF. so in V with lopth 

If J. Z 
was probably about 3WO lb o, so we can say that at 

tho 51 lovel 

It= L- 41ý- -2 
v 3-0.50 goo 

(143) 
.2 YUj DOYD and MENEAR carxý. Aad out oxporimental 

work on the lateral and frictional pressures of corn silage 

on, the walls of a 301 x 00t concrete stave silo. They 

proposed the uso of Janssen's formula (but with tho 

'constants?, density, wall frict. lon and k exprossod as 

functions of depth of silage) for calculating suage 

prossures. The dangers and short comings of this are 

discussed in Section 6.2.2. 

To obtain a value of k, Yu mounted a 211 cuba., fittod 

with pressure transduoers on ILts top -LI 'dot 'ace and on one sý 

in the Sia3 41, from the silo wall., rro-Ln the values of 

vertical and lateral p=ossuro recardod Yu calculated k. 

The recorded valueo of k are not givnr. in the paper but 

vallues of k expný .. osnad as a Amotion of, z tl--9 dopt:;, of 

silage are givon as polynomials obtained by a computoA. 

least squares technique. Thase, valuac are: -- 

f 31 = o. 463 + o. 4347-- 

or k=f 641 - 0.0149z + 0.00,0238 Z2' 32 : -' 0*- 

or k=fo, ooo00678 33 0-767 - 0-0336ý7- + 0.000906'z" 

f 31 appears to be a misprint as it givos k'"= 4.9 at z= 10 ftl 

The values of k for f 32 and f 33 are: - 

at z 101 30t 
. 
502 

k= f32 0.52 

k=f 
. 
33 0.52 

o. 41 

0.32 

o. 49 

0050 
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Yuls m. 9thud uo: Uijg. a 4211 olocle. e. lmnsi; cartainly d: ýstorts 

the valuo of kq fo::, a solid block in. -L', I-io hl&ly ccmýrcssiblc, 

s1g-lace uould diotort tl: ia whole j, -, attox-n in the 

silage* Thero is no rocord cf whithor effluent occurad : L-. i 

this silo. 

The proasuros recorded at Glantloes, given In Section 

2.2.6.2., can only be used to give an approximate assossmont 

of k bocauso of the variations in the pressure measurod at. 

different points on the silo floor -and silo wall. A value 

of k in the range 0*2 - 3-0 was obtained from Graphs 2*2/9(a) 

and (b) of Lateral against Floor Pressures. During fl-IlIng 

k was initially 0.65, it then fol' to 0.46 (1965 -. 66) or 

0,2 (1964 65) during the. final stages cf filling and 

storage and rosa to 2.0 1 to 3.0 as , =loading prcgroosod and 

Uhe silage ro-, ý, xpandod. 

The wo=k o2 D01,71NEFI- 36) 
on the cor. Dression of wool . -Is 

of co'nsidorabIG ilatarect , 'for wooZ. has la vczly s: ýmilar 

pressure density*, rGlat±onship in conip-resoien and ra-zzzransion 

I. n- silage, the Consity being about 20 lb/f*3 at 1:; 00 Ib/ft 2. 

Downes moasu-., od tho latorzal. forcor, exerted by wool whert 

boing comproz--sd in a box by vartical p--, essuro, Ile found 

that k for wool was aWoot constant at 0,25 in the 20 to 

45 lb/ft3 donsIty range. 

It would secm frow. the very limited data arailable 

that k for unsaturated silage lics in the rango 0.25 to 

0.65 and is possibly a function of moisture contont, 

Careful ro3earch to establish the value of k accuzzately for 

silage should be carriad out as socn as possible. 
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5.6. P. u Tha Coefficients of Prictiorl of Sj. jFLpq 

Surfaces 
_(u_ý) 

71he coefficient of wall fxictior, (ut) of ollage is 

importm-it in the calculatior. of silage prss3ureo and 

densities and for the design of m. loading, and harldlin-9 

machinery. 

BRUDAFER and POS 
(20 ) 

describe the experimental 

apparatus they used for the measurement of the sratic 

coofficients of friction of grain 'E'or a range of m, col on 

a number of wall'surfaces. This apparatus waa also used 

on silages and the results are given in N. p,. C. pe.: rm 

Duilding Standards 
(81). 

Their 7,: -asults fo= alfal-L"a and 

timothy'mixtures are showri cn %G'raph 5.611. The coofficient 

is clearly depaudont on t-wo main va: riablos, wall aurface 

and mcisturo cc--xtentv and thero is some indicat-'O. -m that 

-ý, -arioty may effapt it clightly. -The range c-P thn ccv. ýfflcier, *.; 

ul for tho full raziga cf wall fin". shes -,. 2rjm Yo. ýd f Icat 

fl, 6. nish concrotG to Gal-vaniz, &d cctoelý nn, -ý fcr 8-f - =*C* 415 

-lo between O. S and 0.45- 

RICHTER 
(3. o4 ) 

datermined the static and 

coefficients of friction of silaga on galvanized stee! 

arid obtained values in t*, -le range 0,32 to o. 82, 

I=IS a: ad V. )SHITAMI(58) m3asured the f=icticnal 

resistance to extrusion of normal and frozen silago fro-, 

1511 dia. test silos of coatod a-Lid uncoated concrete and 

glass coated stool, Unfortunately this carefully done 

work is of little value as there is nc way that the 

frictional force can be conve--tod 'M'-o the coefficient of 
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friction ut as the Jateral prasswre In. the siloo was unkao-wr. 

and ur-o3ntroLled. 

The coefficients of friction betwaGn tho silaga and 

door panels used for prescure measuramont in ths experimOMB-14. 

work of MUM( 
'17) 

and YU at a! 
( 3.4. ý',,, 

can be cbtained from the 

ratio, of latcýz: al to voý, tlcal fricttor-cxj force on the door 

(but only s, ý long as tha zilage remains below saturation). 

In Tamnts results the average latoral and voztical 

frictional pressures for 121 - 10 dia, silos at 159 depth 

are 150 and 95 lb/ft 29E; ivinG a ut of 0.63. For 16, - 181 

dia. silos the corresponding figurus are 16C and 
2 '00 lb/ft 

giving a ul of 0.55. Tho doors wara of wood and faced 

with copper armoured sisalcraft papor eo the3e coofficlentc 

cannot be applisd to tho concrete walls, 

Yu det3rmin., ad ut '-r. a similar manner and ex-,. -rossad 

it as'a fuuction of Mingo dapth z in firstg aecond sad 

thiM oWer polMomials Q 
211 f 22 ; r. nd f23 Thusa poly- 

nomials giva the fc1lowing values of ufv- 

f or z= IV ft OM ft 
a 

.#L 50 ft, 

using f Ut = 0.6.1&. 0*50 0.1,2 

using f 22 Us = o. 62 0-51 o. 43 

using f 23 U, **ý 0-57 o. 45 0,39 

The door surface is not recorded. Thu appa=ant fa,. U. 

in ut with depth, Lnay be duo to variations in ino-Isture I 
content or to the total lateral pressure at depth being 

partly due to pore pressure in saturated silage. 

Two workers have conceimed themselves with the 

coefficients of intornal friction of silage. This is a 
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rather doubtful concept as it only has m3aning in a fibrous 

material when frictional shearing between lamina of parallel 

fibres occurs* YAMIIENKO( 142) 
who carried out a soil 

mechanics type shear box test to determine the apparent c 

and 0 for I cm and 2-3 cm chop 'silage materiall (this 

appears to be the wilted crop before ensilinE; ). Converting 

the apparent 0 to apparent coefficient of internal friction 

(u) gives values of u=0.63 0.80 for I cm chop and 

u=0.83 - 0.87 for 2-3 cm chop. 

WILLCOCKS(132) gives a value of coefficient of internal 

friction (u) of o. 4 for 3/8" chop rye grass of 62% m. c. 

This seems low and on examination it proves to have been 

calculated on the basis of a false assumption, Willcocks 

calculated u by dividing the ultimate tensile strength of 

silage in the direction of the fibres by the estimated 

internal pressure normal to the fibres. The tensile 

failure occured when fibres slid over each othert it was 

not due to fibres breaking. 

The corroct-expression is 

Tot. -A tensile force at failure 

internal pressure x area of frictional shear. 

Willcocks' expression is only valid if the area of 

frictional shear is equal to the cross sectional area of 

, the sample. In practice the area of frictional shear is 

impossible to determine for a fibrous mass like chopped 

silage. 
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5.6.3 o The SRecif ic Heat 
-of 

SilaM. 

The specific heat of silage is the sum of that due to 

its dry matter (specific heat, 3) and that due to its 

moisture (specific heat 1.0). As with grain, the specific 

heat of silage can be given in the form: 

Specific heat =s+ (I - s) Bet, u. /lb/Po or cal/g/Co 100 

where m is the moisture content%. 

There is no precise work on the value of s the specific 

heat of dry matter in silages. McDONAM et al 
(65) 

estimated the specific heat of dried grass to be of the 

ordor of 0.45 from calorimotric studies. This soems high 

in relation to grain as dLscussed in Section 4.8.2.1 and 

other similar substances. The N. R. C. Farm Building 

Standards(83') give the following values of specific heats 

for stored products which bear some similarity to grass 

and silage* 

Product Mee 0 SIR. ht. Spohtoof drX matter 

. 
LSI 

Asparagus 93va o. 94 o. 14 

Corn (Green) 75.5%, 0.80 0.185 

Sauerkraut 89% 0.92 0.27 
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CIMPTER 

THE CALCULATION OF THE DENSITIDIS, 
-CAPACITIES 

AND PRESSURES 

IN SILOS AND THE FILLING RATE REQjaRED TO CONTROL HEATING2. 

introduction 

In the preceding Chapters I have reported the results 

of experimental workl by myself and others, on the measure- 

ment of densities, capacitiost prossurest temperatures and 

losses in silos and, on the fundamental physical properties 

of onsiled crops.., In this Chapter I have aimed to draw those 

two together by proposing a method by which the densitiest 

capacitiest pressuress temperatures and-losses in silos can 

be calculated from a knowledge of the physical properties 

of the onsilod material. 

This method of calculation has its roots in Janssents 

theory for calculating the pressures in silos by considering 

the equilibrium of horizontal larainae. 1ýith dry grain, 

for which density (Y) coefficient of wall friction (ut) 

and ratio of lateral to vertical pressure (k) can be 

considered constantg calculus can be used for integrating 

to determine the variation of pressure with depth. However, 

with, silaae for which Yj ut and k are variables, largely 

independent of depth, the calculation has to be carried 

out by representing the ensilod mass in a mathematical 

model as a stack of finitol plane laminae of specified dry 

weight. The maturity and moisture content of each lamina 

must be specified in the form of a function or an array so 

that Yj ut and k can be calculated, In the simplest form 

the whole stack-of laminae is assumed to have been assembled 
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at one instant and is considered aftor a specified period 

of settlement. A, more complex dynamic model can be bui-lt 
I 

up from the available data in which the equilibrium of each 

lamina is considered at finite time into--vals as the lamina 

stack is built up, settles and is unloaded. A further 

rofinO'menty which would be possible with a better knowledge 

of the shear strength of silage, is the modeling of the 

non-uniform distribution case where the laminae are of 

varying non-uniform thickness and do not remain plane or 

horizontal* 

The applications of this modoling technique are not 

confined to tower silos filled with silage. It can be 

used to predict the behaviour in silos, bins, hoppers or 

clamps of a wide range of stored materials which cannot be 

considered as'fltAds or dry grains. 

Within the time scale of this research programme it 

has not boon possible to attempt the development of this 

modeling approach into the computer programs wliich are 

essential for carrying out the many calculations involved 

in this finite lamina technique for the wide range of 

possible filling combinations, I have confined myself to 

outlining the principles on which the mothod is based and 

using it in a simple form with relatively thick layers of 

assumed uniform material to illustrate the way it can be 

applied to calculate densities, pressuresp capacities, 

temperature rises and losses in the silo. The results 

from those simple models have boon compared with field 

experimental results and existing formulae and a number 

of imýortant conclusions drawn* 
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I.. THE DEVEMPMENT-OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OP ENSILED 

MATERIAL IN A TOWER SILO. 

6., 1,1,. Tho Equilibrium of a Larlina of Silago 
-in a Silo. 

The physical behaviour of the whole mass of silage 

within a silo can be predicted by considering it as a stack 

of finite laminae. The equilibrium of each lamina is 

considered in turn from the top downwardst to enable the 

density and dry density of each lamina and the vertical and 

lateral pressures exerted by it, to be calculated. 

initially I have considered the stack at a fixed time after 

completion so that all laminaecan be assumed to have 

remained at a constant vertical pressure for a known time. 

A further necessary initial simplification is the assumption 

that all laminaearo and remain plane and horizontal and 

exert a uniform vertical pressure on the lamina below* 

First I have considered the equilibrium of each lamina 

in a manner similar to Janssens except "that, with a com- 

pressible material, it is more convenient to specify the 

total weight of dry matter in each layer than Its thickness 

as a measure of lamina size. As the calculations will be 

carried out on finite elements the dry weight of each 

lamina may differ provided-the weight is specified. 

The equilibrium equation of a lamina is: 

Area x (Pressure on bottom face - Pressure on top faco) 

= Weight - Frictional support. 

(V - Vt) xA=YxAxt- Lfa x ut xVDxt b 

ýxA=YxAxt- Lfa xutx -Tr Dxt 

9V =Yxt- Lfa x ut xtx -ý D 

ýv 
=t (y -. 

4Lf ax ut ) (I) 
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where D is 'Jha diamator cd th-3 3-5-3.0., f t. 

--'cal prassuro on the top surface of the Vt is the vert. 

lamina, lb/ft 2 

Vb is the vertical preosuro on the bottom surface of 

the lamina, 113/ft 2 

6V is the Increase in Vertical Pressure (V - Vt) b 

across lamina, lb/ft 2 

Lfa is the avoraga lateral fibro pressure against the 

silo wall, lb/ft 2 

ut is the coefficient of friction of the silago 

against the silo wall 

t is the thickness of the lamina, ft. 

Y is the density, lb/ft3. 

Tho values for substitution in Eq7aation I are obtained as 

follows: - 

D Silo internal diamoter, ft, Specified for siý lo 

under consideration. 

ul The coefficient of friction of silage on the silo 

wall. This has been discu3sed in Section 5.6.2, 

As a first approximation it can be expressed as 

a constant appropriate to the silo wall finish. 

Ideally it should be expressed as a function of 

noisture content related to the silo wall 

finich and be calculated from the moisture content 

for each lamina, This refir. 3ment is most 

desirable where the moisture content falls below 

30% and ut tends to drop sharply. 

I 
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Lfa Lateral fibre pro3cure, lb/f 
J. 

T, -, hon the average 

vertical prossuro in the lamina (Va) is loss thar. 

the saturation v-3rtical prossuro (Va), Lfa can be 

expressed as kx Va. Whon Va '>-Vsf Lf = Ic x Va, 

The derivatim of this is in SeCt4on 5.6.1. with 

a discussion of values of the ratio of lateral to 

vertical pressure k. Dettor data on k for 

silage is urgently roquiredl but in the interim 

it is r6asonable to considor k as a constant in 

the range 0.25 to 0.65. 

t The lamina thicknessy ft. This is calculated 

from the specifiod lamina dry woight (W), the dry 

density (Yd) and the silo diameter (D) using the 

equation, 

42w 
-ab* 0** 

71 Dx Yd 

Y The silage density lb/ft3. This is calculated 

using the following equations which havo been 

derivod in soction 5,5, 

100 Yd 000000 100 -d 

Where: - 

Yd- is the dry density lb/f t3 

r, is the moisture content jj (wet basis). 

Ydý= 23 Log 10 
(E +Px va x io-3) + Cdl Log 10 T 

*e0 
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Whera: - 

E is a constant rellatad to loose don3ity. 

F is a constant pritlar. 41y depondant on maturity. 

Va is the avc: cage vortical pressure (V + 
ý-V) 

±n tho t2 
lamina. 

Cdl is the rate of increase in dry density with Log r"10 

timet it is a function of Vae 

T is the time in hours from the application the 

vertical pressure Va. 

but Yd cannot'oxcead Yd 100 - Tn ý (90 - 0.338m)---(5) 100 

which is reached when 'who density becomes constant at 

saturation (10% gas voids). 

The saturation vertical pressure (Vs) which will just 

produce saturation after T hours is calculated by substituting 

the appropriate values of m, Dj Pp Ts and 'C'd' (which is a 

function of Vs) into the aquation: - 

100 -m (90 - 0.338m) = 23 Log (E +px Vs x 10-3 100 
ý 

2.0 

Cd I LoajLOT 00* Is 00 

The choice of values of B and P has bsen discussed in 

Sections 5.5-10. and 5.5-11. DI can normally be taken for 

silage as a constant 1.8 while F must be specified 

according to the maturity of each lamina and will normally 

fall in the range 1.8 to 6.5. 

The choice of an expression for Cd: as a ftuiction of 

Va has been discusaed in Soction 5.5.12. For most silagee 

the following is suitable: - 



lý lý P% 
f- 41- 

if 0 Va 500 Ib/ f ft 
2 

thon Cd' V 3ý" 10-3 
if 500 Va 25OU lb/f t2 then Cdf 0-375 + 0.25 Va x 10- 

if 2500 --- Va -..: c -15000 
lb/f t2 then Cd? = loO. 

T. The time for which the vertical pro3oure (Va) has boon 

acting on the lamina must b3 specified. 

To summarise: For calculating thv equilibrium of each 

lamina values must be specified for tho followinG 

parangters: 

D Silo diameter 

Vt Vertical pressuro on the top of lamina 

k Tho ratio of lateral to vertical pressuro 

Ul Coefficient of friction of silage in 

lamina on silo wall. 

W Weight of dry matter in lamina. 

m Moisture content Net bacis) 

E Constant in donsity, formula related 

to loose density. 

F Constant in dansity formula relatcd 

f 

: Lb/f 

lb. 

to maturity, 

Cd' FILIction of Va in density formulae, lb/ft3/Lo' 910 hrs. 

T Time for which Vt has been applied to 

lamina, hrs. 

From the calculation of the equilibrium of the lamina the 

averago values of tho fcllowing in the lamina are cb'Uained. 

Yd The dry donsity lb/ft3 

Ity Ib/ft3 Y The densi 

t The thickneso ft* 

Lfa The average lateral fibre pressure on 

the s. -I. Io wall. ., b/f t 
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La The R-raragn total latoral pressure on 
1: the silo wall. lb/ft 11 

Va The a"ragO VWtinal preocure. I. b/f t2 

Vs The vertical pressuro whici will just 

produce saturation. Apt 

v TnO vortical prassure on tho bottom b 

of tho lamina, I b1T t2 

(Va - Vs) =: (La - Lfa), the pore pressure in 

2 
saturated silagot lb/ft 

In order to calculato these valuos Equation I to 

must be solved simults-riGously or by successive approxinia- 

tions, The latter approach saow most satisfactory, 

particularly when a computa: r : ýa uscd for the computational .d 

work. 

The proced-aro is: 

Stop I Calculate s. Fý, -, '*uration value of Yd using Equation 59 

Stop 2 Calculato Vs using Equation 

Stop 3 Make Val (the firsttvial val-aa of Va) equal to Vto 

stop 4 If Va3. > Vs then Yd aquals-tha oaturation value 

from Stop 1, go to Stop 6. 

Stop 5 If Va, <Vs then Yd, (the first trial value of "Yd/ 

is obtainod by using Va I in Equation 4 diroctly 

and i-a tho Cdl torme 

Stop 6 Yd, is used in Eqaation 2 to obtain t3., 

StOP 7YI is obtained by using yd and ri in Equation 3. 

stop 9VI 13 obtained by us: Lng Y and t, in Equation I 

and -using Lf a= It Ir Va if Va. IeVs and i 

Lf a=k mc Vs if Val ý> vs. 
. 1. 
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Stop 9M ake Va 2 
fthe second trial value of Va) equal 

to Vt+ 6vi 

2 

Stop 10 Repeat steps 4 to 

Step 11 if SV - SVI > accuracy required, thm 2 

Va V+ 
4V2 

and repeat a-baps 4 to 3t2 

Step 12 This process is continued until ý V(n + 3. ) - 
ýVn' 

ficiently emall to giva the accuracy is suf. L 

required. The final values of Y, Yd, -b, Lfas 

La, Vsq V.. and (Va - Vs) are thm cal. culato, -, 1. 
b 

6.1.2. Tho Calculation of the Ph----ical Dphaviour of a Stack 

of Laminao in a silo, 

Provided that tho values of the required parameters 

are specified for each lamina, the phy3i-lal behavilo-ar of 

the stack may bo calculc. tod by oolving tho equilibrium 

equation f or each 1. -zziina in succGsoion from the top down-var. ds., 

Tho value of Vt for the top lamina is specified as 0 lb/-ft2 

2 
if the Grass was just blown in or 50 lb/ft' if it was walked 

over thoroughly mid shoeted. Vb from the first lamina 

becomes Vt for the next lamina and so on do-vm tho silo* 

In the fixed time model, usinS the lamina equilibrium Q. 

eUation darived in tho provious soction, the parameters 

uto k, W, m, B, F and Cd may vary fron lamina to lamina, 

I hava considerod them. all as constants in an 

example of a silo filled with material of "miform moisture 

content and maturity, bafore embarking, on the a.,. 1alysis of 

the more oomplex fillings found in practice, 
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y! ). L, - -Improvo. s thu ,. lho ac-. urýý-. cy cf Paamj. - -,., Oduc-L. jo-A .6 . 4ith .1 

in thickness of tho lami-. ia3. With comput9i, calculation 

very thizi laminae can be cozzvo. '-. dorod bul-l ir.. tha ox't-wpO. es 

that follow I havb airnea at cono: LderinE; the silo as zribuut 

"ively thf*--k Iat., ii, -Laa. 10 rolat 

To illustrate the modolinG tochnIque for a silo f-A. 11,3d 

with uniform ma-u,. 3rial I have considared as Case A an 1826"Cut-a. 

silo, similar to that at Dridgatst fillod with 80 tozjs dry 

mattar at 75% moisture contant. It has boon divided irito 

10 laminae, each of W= 17*920 lbs. dry matter, 

The values of the paramators used in the calculation of 

Case A are as follows: 

D 18.5 ft. 

Surface V 50 . 1b/ft 2 
t 

k 0.5 

U7 0.7 

W 177920 lb. 

rn 75% 

E=1.8 

F=6.5 

Cd' if0 -cz Va --- 500 0pCd Va x 10 3 

if 500 .4 Va ý--- 2500 Cd t0 . 375 + 0,25V x 10-" 

if 2500 . -- Va -, -- 5000, Cd' 1,0 

T= 3160 hours (130 days). - 

The value of Vc. and the saturation value of Yd will be the 

same for all laminae in this uniformly fil"LGd silo. 

For tho solution of Equation 4 and 6 Tor all laminae 

Graph 6. Ill of Yd against V has been drawn using values ol 
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6,5 and T= 3160 hours Rquatlo- L. . M10 

curves for T = 1.0 and T = 100 hours ar,: ý also shown. 

, 
Case A. 

For all Laminae. 

Step I Using Equation 

At saturation Yd = 
100 -m (90 - 0-338 m) 100 

- ýýL (90 - 2.5.4) 100 

0,25 x 64.6 

at saturation Yd 16.15 I: b/ft3 Y= 64.6 lb/ft3. 

Step 2 Solving Equation 6 usinC, Graph6.1/1. 
2 J'- ve = 4oo Ib/ft a,, 33.60 hours, 

For Lamina 1: 

Stop 3 Va V., = 50 lb/ft 2 
W 

Stop 4 Va I< Vs so go to Stop 5. 

Stop 5 Solving Equation 4 using , Grapki 6. 
2 fdl 7.6 3: b1ft 

4w 4x 17220 stop 6t122 
7r D Yd Ir x 18 -5x Ydl 

66.8 
8.8 ft. Yd I 

stop 7y 100 Yd 30.4 1: 0/ft3 1 100 - Mý 
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stop vi t (Y 4Lfa x ul As Va 1--:::: Vs y Lfa =kx Va.,. D 

4xo. 5 yýj EV t (y X0 
It (y -0 -0757 -V*P- 18.5 -'J 3L) 

Ev 
I=8.8 

1,3c. 4 - 0.0757 x 50) 

Sjr 268 - 33 = 235 lb/ft 2 

stop 9 'ýa IV, + 
SVI 

= 50 += 2b22 

2 167.5 lb/ft 

Stop 10 go to stop 4. Va 2ý-- VE so co to Step 5. 

Stop 5 Yd 2 11.2 Step 6 t2 5.96 

, 
Stop 7 -Y2 44.8 stop 8 -V2 266 - 75.5 

192.5 

Stop 11 V2 ýVl 42.5 Repoat from Stop 4. 

Va 3 50 + 
3-22.5 

2 146 lb/f-4'j- 2 

Stop 5 Yd 3 io. 6 Step 6 tj 6-3 

Stcp 7 y3 -. 2 . Stop 8 S7 
3 262 - 69.5o 

198.5 

Step 11 ýv 
37 

ýV2 6 Re poat from Ste p 

Va4 = 50'+ 99,25 = 3-49 lb/ft 2 

Stop 5 Yd4 = 10.7 stop 6 t4 6,25 

Stop 7 Y4 42.8 Stop 8 ýV4 
= 268 - 70.5 

= 197.5 

Stop 11 : ýV4 ýv 
3 1 go to Step 12. 



stop 12 Fitial -values for laminae I axe; - 

Yd 10 7 ", -b/'f t3 Y 42.8 3: i: )/ft3 

t 6.2w ft. 9V 197-5 
2 3. b/ft' 

Výa 141.9 
2 lb,, 'f t V, ) = 24 7-5 It. lb1f t 

LA'a = La --- 75 lb/ , ft 2. 

For Lamina 2: 

The stop by st op calculations Givos: 

Yd = 14-7 lb/ft 3 y = 53.8 jb/ft3 

t= 4-55 ft- iV = 155-5 lb/fu 2 

Va = 325 lb/ft 2 'VL, = 4o3 lb/ft 2 

m 
Lfa = La = 162.5 lb/ft 

For LaTnina. 1: 

Step 3 Va Vt= 403 lb ft2 

Step 4 Va Vs 

403 > 400 so silaga has reachod saturatien 

Yd = 16-15 

go to stop 6. 

step 6 t3.4.14 Stop 7y= 64.6 

J- t (Y 4Lfa x ut S. Jep v"I D 

As Va., -;, - Vs Lf a =- kVs 
4. 

ýv 268 - 125-5 = 142,5,. 

As the silage has reached satiLration and bocomo 

effective1y incompressiblo the values of Yd2 Yp t andý V 

havo becomo con3tant and aro ind9pandent of Va so no 

further itaration is necGc3ary. 
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The values f or latrzina 3 aro: 

Yd = 16-15 lb/ft3 y= 64.6 lb/ft3 

t=4.14 ft. ýv = 142-5 

va 474 ib/ft 2 Vb 

Lfa kVs = 200 lb/ft2 va va = 74 lb/ft' 

La = Lfa + (Va - Vs) = 274 ib/ft2 

As we are considering a silo filled with uniform 

material the equilibrium equations f or Laminae 4 to 10 will 

be identical to that for Laminae 3 as with the silage 

saturated Yd, Y,, tpgV and Lfa remain. constarit while Vap 

Vbg Va - Vsj and La increase linearly with increasing depth. 

The values for Laminae 4- 10 are: 

Yd = 3.6-3.5 lb/ft3 

t=4.14 ft. 

Lfa = 200 lb/ft 2 

y= 64.6 lb/ft3 

ev = 142.5 lb/ft 2 

and for Lamina ny where n is betwoon 4 and 10 

va = 474 + 142.5 (n - 3) Vb = 545.5 + 142,5 (n - 3) 

Va-vs = 74 + 142.5 (n - 3) La = 274 + 142.5 (n - 3) 

This rate of increase in Vertical Pressure (Va and V b 

Pore Pressure (Va - Vs) and Lateral Pressure (La) is at a 

rate of 34-5 lb/ft 2 
per foot depth of silage. The 

remaining part of the silage weight 30.1 lb/ft 
2 

per ft. 

depth is carried'by wall friction. 

The full results for all 10 laminae in Case A are given 

in Table 6.111. 

In this case hiCh lateral pressures are exerted due 

to the build up in-pore pressure in the saturated. silage. 
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The dry density and hence the capacity of the silo is 

reduced as, the saturation of the lower laminae prevents 
2 

their dry density increasing above 16.15 lb/ft 

Next I have considered as Case D, the same silo filled 

with identical material under identical conditions but at 

a uniform moisture content of 50%. 

, 
Case B, 

For all Laminae 

- 
50 

Step I At saturation Yd loo 
(go - 16.9) 

= 36.55 

At saturation Yd = 36,55 lb/ft3 Y= 73-1 lb/ft3 

Step 2 Vs-'-. -. 3000 Ib/ft 2 
so saturation cannot occur in 

the silo. 

The iterative calculation of the equilibrium of each 

lamina has been carried out as for the last example, and 

the results for Case B are shown in Table 6.1/2. 

In Caso Ba condition similar to that in grain silos 

occurs with the lateral and vertical pressures tending to 

a maximum value at which the wall friction totally supports 

the weight of each lamina, (i. e. Y4 Lfa ul 
D 

Another feature of this filling is the low dry 

densities and densities, even at the bottom of the silo. 

Yd only reached 15.85 lb/ft 3 in the bottom laminat this is 

only 43.5% of the saturation dry density. In the 75% m-c- 

filling Yd had reached 16.15 lb/ft3q by the third lamina 

but could not increase because this wet silage had reached 
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saturation, The 80 tons dry matter of 75% m-c- fully 

settled only occupied 43.9 ft. compared with 50.3 ft. for 

the 50% m. c, material. 

Detween these two extremes of filling moisture content 

which I have chosen to illustrate the two typos of pressure 

behaviour there is an optimum moisture content distribution 

which will produce silage just below saturation density in 

each lamina. In this way a high dry density is achieved 

without any build up of pore pressure (Va - Vs). As an 

oxamplop Case C, of this optimum filling technique lot us 

consider the same silo, filled as before, but we will 

determine# by iterationt for each layer the moisture content 

which will give a density of 90% of saturation density. 

The maximum moisture content we will sot at 75% because of 

the practical problems of fermentation control above this. 

As the density will not exceed 90% saturation density 

we can dispense with Steps 11 2 and 4 of the calculation 

routine. As m is unknown it must be determined before 

Stop 7. The relationship between m and Yd at 90% 

saturation density is given by the following equation: - 

At 90% saturation Yd = 
100 -M (81 - 0-3o4 m) M' 

100 

This may be solved using Graph 6.1/2 to determine the 

value Of ma from the value of Yd 
n 

from stop 5 of the 

calculation routine on each cycle of iteration. This value 

of mn is only used if it is less than 75%, because of the 

75% maximum limit on m. 
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For Lamina 1: 

As for Lamina I of constant 75% -m. c. case 

Yd = 10.7 lb/ft 3 y= 42.8 lb/ft3 

t= 6,25 ft, bv = 197.5 lb/ft 2 

Va = 14q ib/ft 2 Vb = 247.5 lb/ft 2 

m= 75%. 

For Lamina 2: 

Take values from Lamina 2 of constant 75% m-c. case. 

as , initial values. 

stop 5 Yd = 14-7 Step 6t=4.55 

m= 74.5 from Graph 6.1/1. 

Stop 7Y= 57.6 

Stop 8V=4.55 (57.6 - 0-0757 x 325) 

V= 150. 

This compares with V= 155 at 75% m. c. 

So final values are: 

Yd = 14-7 lb/ft3 Y 57.6 lb/ft3 
2 t=4.55 ft. ýV 150 lb/ft 

Va = 322.5 lb/ft2 Vb 397-5 lb/ft 2 

2 Lfa = La = 161 lb/ft 

M= 74.. 5% 

Th6 values for Laminae 3 to 10 have to be calculated 

in a similar manner and the results are shown in Table 

6-113- 

The values of dry density (Yd) and density (Y) for 

all three cases have boon plotted against silage depth 

in Graph 6.113 for comparison. The values of lateral 
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pressure (Lfa and La) and v-ez-tical prossure (eVa) havo boen 

plotted against silage depb"a for all three cases on 

Graph 6.1/4. 

The dry density in Cas3 C was hiCher than in cases 

A and-D, The effect of this on capacity can be shown in 

terms of: settled depth of 80 tons d. n. which were: - 

38.4 ft. in Case C at 90% saturation density. 

43*9 ft. in Caso A at 75% m. c. 

50.3 ft. in case D at 50% m. c. 

-If, we consider the filling of an l8t6l' diameter silo of 

height 42.5 ft. to allow for settlemont to 38.4 ft. it 

would hold: - 

80 tons d. m. in Case C at 90% saturation density 

69.3 tons d. m. in Caso A at 75% m-c- 

58,5 tons d. m. in Case D at 50% m. c. 

Dy filling at 66% rising to 75% m, c. to obtain 90% saturation 

density a 37% increase in capacity can be obtained compared 

with filling at 50% m. co 
The need for high densitias to minimise the permeability 

and gas voids in the silage so as to avoid nutrient loss 

during storage in the silo has been discussed in previous 

chapters. Both Case A and C are satisfactory in this 

respect with densities of ovor 55 lb/ft3 in all but tha 

uppormost layers. In case B at 50% m-c- whero the density 

rises slowly from about 20 lb/ft3 to 32 lb/ft3 at the very 

bottomt the silage is easily penetrated by air and is much 

more susceptible to dry matter losses in storage than the 

wetter silage. 
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The lateral pressilrozz -ire by far the lowest in Case B 

at 50% m. c,, reaching 170 lb/ft 3 
with 30 ft. depth. Case C 

in which the silage is kept 10% below saturation density, 

to, avoid the build up of po: -3 prossure, the lateral pressures 

reached 370 lb/ft 2 
at 35 foet depth. However, at 755/4a 

moisture contont Case A, the lateral pressure reached 

io4o ib/ft 3 
at 35 ft. depth. These three examples have 

been chosen to illustrate the calculation technique, the 

two extreme conditions and the optimum filling condition 

in one particular silo filled in a particular manner* 

These calculated results will be conpared with experimental 

results obtained in the field in section 6.2. 

These examples have been used to illustrate the 

calculation method and cannot be applied to the field 

situations where different values of any of the parameters 

are applicable. In particular the values of k and ut used 

in these examples seem from the results of Section 6.2. to 

be considerably higher than those found in the fiold. 

6.1o. 3* The Influence of Each Parameter on the Densities, an 

Pressures in a Uniformly Filled Silo, Calculated usin 

tho Finite Lamina Nothod. 

6-1-3.1. Introduction. In the previous Section I have 

considered a lamina stack in two cases in which all the 

parameters have been hold constant for the whole s1log 

and one case in which moisture content was adjusted in each 

lamina to give a maximum density of 90% saturation in all 

laminae. In this Section we will consider the effect of 
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vary4rig t-ho parzamotorsp but- keeping them constant for all 

laminae, on the pressures and donsitios in the whole silo. 

In the last section three clear types of filling 

behaviour wore demonstrated: - 

Type A. The silage reaches saturation and thereafter 

Yd, Yp t and Lfa remain constant while Va, Va - Vs and 

La increase linearly with depth at a rate dependant on 

the difference between 

Y and 
4k x Vs x ut (from Equation (1)) 

D 

This condition gives very high lateral prossuros 

(mostly duo to pore pressure)l a hiGh density and a 

reduced dry density. 

, Ty]2o D. The silaGe tends to a constant level of Yd, 

Yt t, Lfa, Lap Val whGre Va > Vs and L4a = La. This 

is reached when 9V = 0; i. e. weight of each lamina 

is totally supported by the frictional force on the 

lamina. That is: - 

tytx, 
4k x Va x ut 

D 

or Y 
4k x Va x ul (from Equation (1)) 

D 

This condition gives a low density and dry density and 

low lateral pressures, 

=0 C. The silage in each lamina is maintained at 

the moisturo content which Gives 90% saturation 

density* This optimum filling gives near maximum 

dry densityp high densities, moderate lateral pressures 

and a margin of safety against the build up of pore 

pressure. 
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We will consider the effect of varyine the parameters 

on these throe typos of behaviour. 

6,1,3,2, Diameter Do The diameter of the silo does not 

directly effect the density and moisture content. 

(Equations 3,4,5,6 and 7)- Its influence in Equation 2 

only effects the thickness of the lamina under consideration 

which should not significantly influence the results. In 

Equation 19 which determines the rate of increase in pore 

pressure in Type A and the maximum density in the Type D 

situation, D has a significant effect on the value of the 

4Lfa x ut term. The greater the silo diameter the less 
D 

the wall friction per unit area and vice versa. 

In the Type A situation an increase in diameter will 

(all. othor parameters remaining constant) increase all 

pressures in three ways. 

1. Above the saturation level the rate of increase 

in vertical pressure (SV) will be higher. 

2, The saturation vertical pressure will be reached 

at a shallower depth. 

3. Tho rate of increase in pore pressure (ýV) below 

the saturation level will be'increased (e. g. In Case A 

-with 18,611 dia, silo 
1V 

='34.5 lb/ft 2 ft, but for a t 

241 dia, silo -LV = 41.3 lb/ft2 /ft). 
t 

The dry density and density remain limited by 

saturation in the lower part of the silo and are only 

fractionally increased above the saturation level. 
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In a Type D situation an increase in diameter will 

make gV larger for each lamina. This will increase the 

pressure on the next lamina which will increase the Y term 

in Equation I in addition to the direct effect of D on the 
4Lfa 

Dx 
ut term. These two'effects will increase the rate 

at which pressure. s and densities increase and the limiting 

values which are reached when Y= 
4k x Va x ut In a D 

marginal case it would turn a Type D case into a Type A 

case where the increase in vertical pressure took it to 

above Vs. 

The Type C condition will be effected by increased 

diameter in the same way as the Type D case. To keep the 

density down to 90% saturation the moisture content would 

have to be lowered, The dry density would be increased by 

this and the density fractionally increased* The pressures 

would increase slightly but by lowering the moisture content 

pore pressures would still be avoided, 

To summariset increased diameter increases pressures 

and, except in. Type A situationg increases the dry density 

in the silo. Lower filling moisture contents are required 

to maintain the Type C condition of 90% saturation density. 

Ratio of Lateral to Vertical Pressure, k and 

Coefficient of Wall Friction ul. The effect of changes 

in k and ut on the pressures and densities is identical as 
4Lfa x ut they both appear on the top line of the expression D 

in Equation Is k is contained in the Lfa term which is: - 

Lfa =kx Va below saturation, 

Lfa =kx Vs above saturation. 
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The effect of k and ul w. 1611 be tho inverse of that of D 

so on the same basis as tho previous Section on D wo can 

write: - 
Decreased valuos of k or ut will increase vortical 

pressures and (oxcept 'in the Type A situation) increase 

dry density in the silo. Lower moisture contents will be 

required to maintain the Type C condition of 90% saturation 

density. A reduction in k will also decrease the values 

of Lfa and La directly in addition to its effect on Va. 

when it is below Vs. 

6.1.3.4. Moisture Content, m. Cases A, D and C have 

partially illustrated the effect of moisture content on 

densities and prossuies. The major, offocts come from: - 

Y in Equation I which is calculated from Equation 3. 

Y= Yd 102 ý 
1005 - 

Vs which is influenced by m in Equation 

In the Type A situation an increase in m will increase 

pressures by incroasingS"V in the top laminae due to the 

higher value of Y In Equation 1. Vs will be lower and the 

rate of increase in pressure thereafter will be at a rate 

4kvs us 9"v =t (y 
D 

The Y term (the saturation density) falls very slightly 

with increasing m, but Vs term will be markedly reduced 

with an increase in my so the not effect is an increase 

in 9V with increasing m. For examples with conditions 

as in Caso A: .1 
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ýv 
m y Yd Vs t. 
% lb/ft lb/ft lb/ft lb/ft /ft 

75 64.6 16.3. 4oo 34.5 

78 63.6 14. o 285 42.0 

81 62.6 12.0 200 47.4 

For the 6% increase in m from 75% to 811a the depth at 

which saturation takes placeg rises from lo. 5 ft. to 4.5 ft. 

and the, lateral pressure at 45 depth increases 46% from 

1390 lb/ft 2 to 2020 lb/ft 2 
while the dry density in the 

shturated silage'is reduced by 25% from 16.1 lb/ft3 to 

12.0 lb/ft3* 

In, tho Type D situation an increase in moisture 

content-increases density directly in each lamina as 

y 60Q Yd 
ý 

100 - 

It will also increase the density and dry donsity of 

the lower laminae by increasing the 'vertical pressure on 

them. This is because 6*V is increased by the increase in 

the Y term with increasing moisture content. The increase 

in 9V increases Vat Lfa and La. Those effects continue 

until Vs is reached and the Type A condition prevails. 

Moisture content has an indirect effect on the other 

parameters particularly if the m falls below 40% into the 

hay range in which ut falls, F falls, Cd' falls and k 

possibly falls. However, within the silage range with m 

between 50% and 80% ulp F and Cdt are reasonably constant, 

and k is possibly constant, Further data on thisl 

particularly for k, is urgently required. 
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. _qonotants 
in Deiisity 6.1-3-5. E Vnid Ej Equation. The effects 

on these two constants are --imilar in type but not degree, 

as theyt together detormino the relationship between 

vertical pressure and dry density in Equations 4 and 6. 

E is relatively constant and is only influenced to any 

marked degree by a finer chopp uhich increases it. Its 

main influence is on the dry density and density of the top 

laminae and Its influence declines as Va increasesp so except 

at high moisture content the influace of a change in E on Vs 

is slight. 

F normally lies in the range 1.8 - 6.5 and is very 

sensitive to changes in tho maturity of the crop, It falls 

with increasing maturity. Except in the top laminae P has 

the dominent effect on Yd* 

In Cases A, B and C, F was set at a hiGh value. A 

lower value of F or to a lessor extent a lower value of E 

will have three main diroct effects. 

1. 'rae value of Vs required to compress the samples to 

saturation will be increased. 

2. The value of. Yd and Y at any level of V will be 

reduced. 

The 9V will be reduced because in Equation I the 

value of Y will be lower for any given value of 

Va. 

All these effects will reduce the density and dry density, 

the lateral and vertical pressures, and the possibility of 

pore pressures developingo For the type C condition m 

will have to be increased to maintain Y at 90% saturation 

as E and P are reduced. 
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6-1.3.6. Lq'_. and T, 
--the 

Tine Effect on Density. The 

density and dry density both increase with increasing time 

T and the rate Cd' is a function of V. An increase in T 

or Cd1 will have the same affect on density and dry density 

as an increase in F. So on the same basis as in the 

previous section we can say that an increase in Cd'j or the 

timo T for which the silage has boon settling, will increase 

the density, and dry density, lateral and vertical pressuros 

and the possibility of poro pressures developing. 

The longer the period of storage T and the higher tho 

value of Cd? the lower must m be to maintain Y at 90% 

saturation. 

6.1.4. The Effects of Variation in the Values of Parameters 

from Lamina to Lamina. 

The simple conditions we have been considering in the 

previous sectionsp in which the parameters remain constant 

for the whole fillingg are rarely encountered in practice. 

Graphs 1.4/1 and 2 and 1.511 of the fillings of Glantlees 

and Dridgets show the wide range and almost random pattern 

of variation of moisture content and maturity encountered 

in practice* 

Provided the values of the parameters are specified 

for each lamina the pressures and densities can be 

calculated using the mobhods described in the previous 

section* 

In practice the most important variations in parameters 

from lamina to lamina are In the moisture contentl mr and 
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the maturity dependant constant, Fe The other parameters 

may vary slightly but our knowledge is not, as yet# 

sufficiently refined to quantify these variations. 

The random variations in m and P can produce very wide 

fluctuations in density and lateral pressure with depth, 

To illustrate this I have recalculated the densities and 

pressures for laminae 7- 10 of Case C for different 

moisture contents and maturities. The average moisture 

content for the whole silo has not been significantly 

changed but laminae 7 and 8 are now 75% m-c- while laminae 

9 and 10 are 50% m. c. Laminae 8 and 9 have been considered 

as average maturity grass 3-7) in contrast with tho 

young grass (FI 6-5) in all other laminae. 

The values of densities and pressures for laminae 

5- 10 are given in Table 6.1/4. and plotted for comparison 

with Caso C in Graph 6.115. The uniform pattern of 

steadily Increasing Yd, Yp L and V found in Case C (shown 

as a dashed line) is completely disrupted. Despite the 

fact that the average m. c. is virtually unchanged the 

lateral pressure is increased to 605 lb/ft 2 
at the bottom 

of lamina 7 and 545 lb/ft 2 
at the bottom of lamina 8 

compared with a maximum of 375 lb/ft 2 in Case C. This is 

due to the saturation of laminae 7 and 8 with the development 

of pore pressures. The more mature crop in lamina 8 had 

a Vs of 650 lb. which reduces the pore pressure and total 

pressure compared with the Younger material in lamina 

The reduction in wall friction in the saturated laminae 

and 8 and their slightly higher density causes a faster 
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increase in vertical prassuro than in Case C. In laminae 

9 and 10 in uhich the lower m. c. reduces density and in 

which the wall friction ic highar than in Case. C, the 

vI ertical falls with depth. The limiting effect of 

saturation on dry don3ity in laminae 7 and 8 and the 

reduction in dry density duo to the increased maturity in 

lamina 9 (which is partly offset by the higher vertical 

pressure on this lamina) together increase the total depth 

required for 80 tons d. m. to 40.6 fte (38.4 ft. for Case C). 

Iýhis example has shown how variations in moisture 

content and maturity between laminae can cause pressures 

and densitios to vary widely up and down with increasing 

depth. It explains the pressure and density variations 

with depth that have confused many rosearch workers. The 

fact that the variations shown in this example were obtained 

without altering the average moisture content from that in 

Case C, makes clear why attempts by American workers to 

correlate lateral pressures and silo capacitios with average 

moisture contants in the silo have not boon successful. 

6.1.5. Calculation of tho Variation in Densitios and Prossuros 

with Timo-durina Filling and Storage. 

So far the densities and pressures have been calculated 

on the assumption that all the material in each lamina had 

boon subject to a steady vertical pressureg Vat for a 

uniform time T. While this is adequate for calculating the 

behaviour of the silaeo after a lone storage period a 

slightly different approach is needed for calculating the 

behaviour during filling and the first weeks of the storage 

period* 
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The pressures and densities are calculated for the 

whole silo at the end of each of a finite number of time 

periods, (e. g. every 24 hours during filling, every week 

during storage), All additional material placed in the 

silo is assumed to be added at the first instant of a time 

period. 

Two refinements must be made to the method of deter- 

mining the dry density and its rato of increase with time* 

Equation 4 stated that: 

Yd .= 23 Loglo (E +Px Va x 10-3) + Cdl Loa 10 T, 

where T is the time from the application of prossuro Va. 

Thisp as has been explained in Section 5.5.6. only holds 

true for the virgin consolidation of a fully fermonted 

silages If the silage has reached (due to the application 

of a slightly lower pressure for a period of time) a dry 

density, before the vertical pressure Va was applied, which 

would have taken TI hours to reach on the virain consolidation 

curve for pressure Val then the subsequent consolidation 

gives a dry density which can be determined by Equation 4a. 

Yd = 23 Loglo (E +pxVx 10-3) + Cd' LogjO(T + T, ) (4a) 

So before calculating the value of Yd at the end of any time 

period +he value of Yd at the beginning of that period 

(i. e. at end of previous period) must be used to calculate 

Tlw 
, 

In the earliest stages of ensilingg particularly with 

unwilted or slightly wilted grass, the dry density will be 
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lower than that given by Equation 4, because of the strength 

due to osmotic pressure in the colls. Once the pH falls 

below 4.25 (this takes botwoon I and 10 days) Equation 4 

holds true. This effect can be ignored unless a particular 

study of the initial consolidation of grass is being made. 

In a detailed study of initial consolidation U and F can be 

considered as a function of elapsed time from ensiling and 

the rate of fermentation. 

6.1.6. The Ectuilibrium of Laminae durina To]2 Unloadingo 

During top unloading the vertical pressuro on any 

lamina falls as the superimposed load is removed. When 

the pressure falls the silago starts to expand as described 

in Section 5.5.14. The re-expansion of the silage is 

resisted by the wall friction force which is reversed, and 

tends to put the silo wall into tension. 

ý in the work on density reported in this thesis I have 

made no detailed study of the form of the pressure density 

relationship during re-expansiono Howoverg further tests 

I, mado following the occuranco of a series of tensile 

failures of, concreto silo walls, described in (139) and 
(14o), showed that significant re-expansion'starts when the 

vertical pressure on the fibres (Va) has fallen to 

approximately 75% of the maximum, vertical fibre pressure. 

We can divide the silo into two zones* 
Zone 1. This includes all the re-expanding silage and the 

frictional forco on any lamina will be tending to resist 

re-expansion. Thus in Equation 1 Lfa is negative and so 

the 
SV 

will be equal to the sum of the density, Yt and the t 
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frictional force per unit area of lamina, 
4Lfa 

Dx 
Ut, instoad 

of the difforenco as in tho filling and storage situation. 

As Va falls Lfa remains constant until Lfa Yj i. e. thoro k 

is a chango from an active pressuro condition to a passive 

pressure condition. The exact relationship between Yd and 

V for a falling V requires defining, as that the pressuros 

and densities can be calculated using the same technique as 

for the filling case. 

Zone 2. This includes all the laminae where Va remains 

greater than 75% maximum fibre vertical pressure. The 

pressures and densities in this zone can only be calculated 

when more data is available on tho depth of the transition 

zone between the re-expanding silage and the still settling 

silage. However, the pressures and densities will be equal 

to or less than those calculated for these lamina on the 

basis that the silage had not yet boon unloaded (i. e. assuming 

an extension of storage period). 

Until more prociso data on the pressure density 

relationship is available an exact analysis cannot be carried 

out but a simpler analysis in which Zone I is considered as 

a single thick lamina is useful. 

In its simplest form the calculation is as follows: 

If we consider the bottom four laminae (7-10) of the 18,611 

dia, silo in Case C then at the start of unloading the 

average values of 

V, Lfa and Y can be taken as approximately-, 

V= 730 lb/ft 2 

Lfa = 365 ib/ft 2 

y= 6o-. 5 lb/ft 2 
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Now using Equation I to obtain tho equilibrium of Zone 1, 

9v = 0-75 x 730 lb/ft2 

Lfa = saY 360 lb/ft 2 (allowing for fall in top 

foot) 

Y= say 58 lb/ft3 (allowing for slight expansion) 

So 

0-75 x 730 =t (58 + 
4-x 300 x 0*7 

18*5 

5,3 t, 

So the maximum total upward force per ft. run of circum- 

forence due to the re-expanding silage is tx Lfa = 1590 lb/ft. 

A more dotailod analysis of tho re-expansion effect 

shows that the maximum upward friction force on the silo 

wall increases as the square of the diameter and so 

particular attention must be paid to this when silo diameters 

are increased. 

6.1-7* The Eguilibrium of Laminae 
-. 

durinp, 
-Bottom 

Unloading. 

In dealing with iop unloading uniform removal of the 

top surface can be assumed in all cases. With bottom 

unloading the removal of material is not necessarily uniform, 

The effect of uniform unloading from the bottom of a 

silo is to reduce the vertical pressure on the bottom face 

to zero* The silage then expands and/or slides down in 

the silo to fill the gap left by the material removed until 

equilibrium is re-established. It is possible to calculate 

pressures and densitios during uniform bottom unloading by 

considering the equilibrium of laminae from both ends of' 

the silo. Generally pressures will be reduced during uniform 
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bottom unloadIng except the botal, load taken by the silo 

wall which can be slightly increased. 

Tho effects of uneven bottom unloading (as in tho 

Simplex Hoy Silo) on pressuros and densities is too complex 

for accurato solution with available informationg particu- 

larly as it must also be considered in conjunction with the 

effects of uneven filling. However the data and methods 

outlined in this thesis will enable reasonable" estimates to 

be made of the likely behaviour of the silage and the 

eccentricities in the pressure distribution that can develop 

in field. 

6.1.8. The Refinement of the Model to allow for the Drainage 

of Effluent. 

In previous sections each lamina has been considered 

to be isolated from its neiGhbours except for the vertical 

pressures at the interfaces. When a pore pressure develops 

in one lamina there will be a tendancy for the moisture in 

the silage to flow vertically into adjacent laminae with 

lower pore pressurel or horizontally out through leaks in 

the silo wallp or to drain into unloading flues. 

The effluent is'a combination of water, fermentation 

products and susponded solids, As it drains out of a 

lamina it will reduce both the weight of moisture and the 

weight of dry matter in that laminag but the not effect 

will be to reduce the percentage Lýoisture content m, This 

will increase Vs and the density will remain at the 

saturation level while the dry density rises. Tho pore 

pressure (V Vs) will fall, 
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The rate of migration of offluent is Governed by 

Darcy9s Lawq i. e. it is proportional to the pore pressure 

gradient x the permeability of the silage. The model 

already gives details of thG pore pressure gradients within 

the silage* There is no published data on the permeability 

of silage to liquids but it would seem rdasonablo to assume 

that the resistance to flow is a function of dry density 

and is higher normal to the plane of grass'fibre laminae 

than-within that plane. From observation of the amount of 

moisture migration in silos it appears that this resistance 

to flow is high. 

With the availability of data on the permeability of 

silage and the silo wall, the iterative technique for 

calculating pressures and densities can be elaborated to 

cover the drainage of effluent, 

As pore pressures are only developed whon laminae 

become saturated the drainage of offluent need not bo 

considered in circumstances (such as Cases D and C) in which 

no pore pressures are developed and the moisture is retained 

in the silage by capilarity, In Case A when very high pore 

pressures were developed there would have been a downward 

flow of effluent because pore pressure gradient is less 

than the hydrostatic gradient. This would tend to cause 

a slow increase in pore pressure in the lower part of the 

silo and a reduction of pore presoure (with suction 

developing) in the upper saturated laminae, In cases, 

such as that considered in section 6.1.4., in which dryp 

low density laminae are adjacent to saturated laminae with 
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pore pressures the drainage into the drier laminao will 

result in a fall in the peak pore pressures. 

Whon vory thin laninae (i. eo less than 311 thick in 

settled silage) of alternate wet and dry material are placod 

in the silo it is unlikely that significant pore pressures 

will develop in the wetter laminae until the dryer laminae 

are approaching saturation. Some furthor work is requirod 

on the'effect on the 

moisture to silage. 

than 25% m. c. ) there 

swelling. of the type 

this is required for 

developed when large 

fires in tower silos 

wet and dry laminae. 

pressure density relationship of adding 

Except with very dry material (loss 

does not seem to be any reason to expect 

that occurs with grains A check on 

the calculation of the pressures 

quantities of water are used to fight 

as well as for the case of alternate 

When the silo wall is permeable (o. g, concrete stave 

silos when the pressure in the silo reaches a level at which 

the joints open and to a lessor extent bolted steel plate 

silos which leak at strained joints at high pore pressures) 

there can be a partial or complete relief of the pore 

pressures adjacent to the silo wall with a consequent 

reduction in total lateral pressure. This venting action 

is an important safety mechanism in the design of stave 

silos. 

6.1, o9o The Effect of Uneven Distribution during Filling on 

the Uniformity of Laminae, 

in developing the mathematical model, laminae have been 

considered to start and remain plane horizontal laminae of 
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uniform thicknesst density and quality. Those conditions 

are most nearly mot in the Big Jim type installation (like 

that at Glantleos) in which the grass is spread out in 

uniform laminae during filling. Obsorvations of fibre 

orientation during unloading have indicated that these 

laminae tend to become slightly turned up around the edges 

but otherwise remain plane and horizontal. Dut oven with 

this filling method there is a variation in vertical 

pressure (and consequently dry density) between the contre 

of the silo and the silo wall. 

Three other types of initial distribution are 

encountered in practico and these may be nodified by hand 

spreading. They are: - 

1. Central filling. In which the blower pipe 

discharges centrally and vertically and the crop 

tends to form a hiCh pile in the contro of the 

silo from which the grass has to be spread out 

by, hand. This method of filling tends to give 

a dense core with looser material round the silo 

wall. The variation of density-tends to be, 

symmetrical about the silo axis. The variation 

in density from centre to tho wall depends on the 

frequency with which levelling is carried out, 

2. Automatic dist--ibution. In which a rotating board 

or an articulated spout is used to spread the 

crop out towards the silo wall. This tends to 

pile the material highest in a ring. round the 

wall from where it tumbles into the centre. 
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Some timoo some hand spreading is carried out to 

even out the surface by filling the central hollow. 

Again the density variation is symmetrical about 

the silo axis but in this case densities are 

highest near the wall and lowest in the centre. 

3., Unsymmetrical distribution. This includes all 

other cases for example: 

(a) when the silage is blown in from by the eaves 

diagonally across to tho opposite wall at the 

base of the silo; this forms a dense diagonal 

column in the silo. 

(b) whan an automatic distributor malfunctions 

and the crop is spread predominately in one 

of the silo. 

(c) when the crop is filled centrally but not 

evenly distributed out. 

The full analysis of these non uniform laminae becomes 

hiChly complex. For the symmetrical cases the lamina can 

be divided into a number of concontric rings of uniform 

material while the non symmetrical case requires these rings 

to be further subdivided Into elements, The equilibrium 

of each element or ring can be determined from an analysis 

of the fnrces on the element. This requires a Rnowledge 

of the shear displacement characteristics of the silage 

mass which is not yet available. 

Without getting involved in the full analysis there is 

one useful adaptation of the stop by step calculation method 

which enables the case of non uniform ýut 
symmetrical 
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distribution to be calculated more accuratoly than in the 

uniform lamina analysis. 

The laminae are assumed to remain plane but the dry 

density within the lamina varies radially according to the 

distribution* The vertical pressure will vary radially 

according to the dry density from a maximum in the densest 

areas to a minimum in looser material. In this approximate 

analysis we can assume that# provided that none of the 

silage has reached saturation, the average dry density is 

that due to the average vertical pressure determined 

according to Equation 

If saturation occurs in the high density area thin 

will become saturated and incompressible and the proportion 

of the, vertical load on this saturated area will increase 

as the other areas tendto, continue to settle, which make 

the laminae non-planer. This will cause the moisture to 

flow slowly into the less dense areas until eventually the 

whole lamina becomes saturated as a result of moisture 

migration and additional consolidation. 

If we know the initial radial distribution of dry 

density in a lamina which remains plane and assume that the 

average dry density in that lamina is determined by the 

average vertical pressure on it in accordance with Equation 

4 then we can calculate the radial variation in dry density 

in the lamina* By substituting values from this radial 

dry density distribution in Equation 4, we can calculate the 

vertical pressure distribution across the lamina. The two 

important values of vertical pressure are the maximum (Vm) 
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and the value at the wall, (Vw) and we can express them as 

functions of the average vertical pressure Va* So that 

Vm fm x Va 

Vw fw x Va. 

Providod'that none of the silage is saturated (i. ee 

(Vm = fm x Va < Vs) then the only alteration to the 

calculation, method is that Lfa =kx VW =kx fw x Vae 

So fw will have a similar influence on the pressures 

and densities in a silo as k and ut. Provided the silage 

remains unsaturatedl central distribution will reduce 

lateral pressures and the wall friction at any level* In 

consequencog when compared with uniform laminaeg the average 

vertical pressure and dry density will reach a higher value 

before the equilibrium between lamina weight and wall 

friction is reached* The converse applies, with automatic 

distribution round the silo wall$ the lateral pressure at 

any level is increased and the average vertical pressures 

and dry densities are reduced compared with uniform 

distribution. 

When saturation starts to occur in the maximum density 

area (which may be at the centre of the silo or the wall), 

the position becomes much more complex as the lamina is 

distorted and much depends on the p3rmeability of the silage 

to the effluent, 

The relative effects of central filling and filling to 

the wall compared with uniform laminae are not easily 

establishod for partially or fully saturated laminae without 

detail investigationg as they depend on the balance of the 
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following faotorsg-_- 

(1) The chanE; e in the avorage vertical pressure with 

depth which is influenced by wall friction. 

Tho ratio of averago vortical pressurof Va, 

vertical pressure at the wall, Vw, 

The permeability of the silage and the time 

available for pore pressures to have boon 

relieved by droýinage within the layer. 

For central filling the increase in Va due to lower wall 

friction is offset by the Vw being less than Va. 

6.1.10. The Effect of Ensilage-Losses on the Calculation of 

Pressures and Densities in Silos. 

As a lanina of grass ensiles into silago complex 

changes take place. These changes have been described in 

detail in previous chapters, Normally between 5% ýnd 20% 

(exceptionally over 50%) of the original dry matter is 

convorted into acidss gasses and water. These rospiration 

and fermentation changes aro usually substantially complete 

within a few days of a lamina baing placed in the silo. 

For most cases these changes can be allowed for by 

calculating the dry matter weight (w) and the moisture 

content-(m) of each lamina of silage from the initial dry 

matter weight and moisture content of the Grass as filled 

and estimates of the losses likely to occur* 

For example, a lamina of grass at 70% m*, O, with an 

initial dry matter weight of 109000 lb. with assumed losses 

of 10% dry matter (oven dry basis) and 2% loss of total 

weight as gas* The drainage losses of effluent are 
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considered separately as describod in Section 6.1.8. 

Grass Silage 

Wto of d. m. in lamina lOgOOO lb. glOOO lb, 

Total wt, of lamina 339333 lb. 32t600 lb, 

Wt. of moisture in lamina 23,333 lb, 23,600 lb. 

% moisture content 70% 72.4% 

The moisture content (m), the dry matter weight (w) 

and the dry density (Yd) used for the calculation of 

densities and pressures are all based on oven drying for 

24 hours. Using this method Imoistures is water plus some 

volatile acids and tdry mattert is the residue. For more 

precise work involving losses of dry matters the true dry 

matter content (obtained by toluene distillation) should 

be used. 

For a detailed analysis of the densities, pressures 

and losses in the upper laminae during filling, the whole 

relationship between the ensilage process, the dry matter 

loss and the pressure density relationship would have to be 

studied in more detail. With quantitative data on the 

inter-relation of these factors the finite lamina method I 

have outlined can be developed to onable the whole ensilage 

procoss to be simulatede 

6.2. COMPARISON OF THE'AUMORtS CALCULATION MEIHOD WITH 

MLD - RESULTS AND PUDLISIEED ERJLIýTTONS, * 

6.2.1. Introduction. 

The full check on the validity of the method of 

calculation proposed in the first part of this chapter 
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requires further resoarch on the values of the parameters 

and a detailed and accurate record of the operation of fully 

instrumented silos as recommended in Section 2,2.8, Even 

in its simple thick lamina form using approximate and 

assumed values for some of the parameterst the calculation 

method predicts pressures and densities very similar to 

those recorded In my own field work and the published work 

of others* In this section I give examples of those 

comparisons and examine briefly and critically the differences 

between my calculation method and those currently used, 

6.2.2. Variation of Lateral Pressuro with Dept . 

The basis of the most widely used silaGo pressure 

formulae is the experimental results of McCALMONT ot al 
(62) 

and TAIOI(117) which have boon discussed in Section 2.1.1. 

In Graph 6,211 1 have plotted the lateral pressure against 

depth of silage beforo sottlemont (I. e. in tho form given 

by McCalmontq TaTaim and A. 'C. I-714(l)) for two dýxplicated * 

fillings of 181 diameter silos with Alfalfa, These silos 

DE4 and DI4; 5 were, both filled with 68ýo average m, c* alfalfa 

in 1939 and 77% average m. c. alfalfa in 1940. For 

comparison I have plotted the lateral pressures for Case A 

(75% m. c. ) and Case C (75% - 66% m. c. ) for 181611 diameter 

silos as calculated in Section 6.1.2. This confirms that 

the two types of variation in lateral pressure with dopth 

predicted in Section 6.1.2; are encountored in practice. 

YU Ot alls 
(143) 

records of prossures in a 301 dia. x 

60, corn silo in 3.960 (68% average m. c. ) give a maximum 
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latoral prossuro of 700 lb ft 2, 
In 3.961 uneven filline 

is givenas the cause of the lower lateral pressure of 

4oo ib/ft 2 
at 50 ft. and 300 lb/ft 2 

at 601 with 66% average 

MOCO COMO in 1962 the maximum recorded lateral pressure 

was 640 lb/ft 2 
at 58 fto depth with unspecified average 

Moe* COMO From the available plots of pressuro against 

depth it Is clear that these pressures are a Type B or C 

condition tending to a maximum lateral fibre pressure (with 

little or no pore pressure)q 

where Y 

So for Y 

Max, Lf a 

for Y 

Max. Lf a 

Lfa x ut 
D 

60 lb/f t29 

64o ib/f t2 

65 lb/f t21 

975 3-b/ft 2 

ul = 0-7 and D= 30 ft, 

ul = 0.5 and D= 30 fte 

So my theory is consistent with the prossures recorded by 

TU ot al, 

The A. CI@, and Neubauer formulae for calculating 

lateral pressures. (set out in Section 2.1.1) were derived 

by curve fitting to the McCalmont and Tamm pressure records* 

Tho A, C, I. formulae within its limits (for corn and alfalfa 

silagos of less than 75% ri-c-, for silos up to 181 dia. 42t 

deep) is a good empirical formula. It checks Well W4th 

the Typo A condition. 

Noubauerta attempt at elaborating and extrapolating the 

A, C, I* formula using curve fitting techniques is falsely 

based. The curve that he attempted to fit an equation to 

is a transition between two different Physical equilibrium 
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condi - tions (type A and type B). Tho shapes of the curves 

is further dis"torted as the averaeo moisture content is 

made up of a, wide range of moisture contents varying more 

or less at random from lamina to lamina. A comparison 'of 

Silos No-7 and No-13 in Graph 2*1/1 illustrates this well, 

Neubauerts consideration of moisture and diameter is 

also over simplo to a fault. For moisture content and 

diameter effect the whole shape of the curve and simple 

scaling of the typo he uses is inadequate and has no 

theoretical foundation. A simple check on Neubauer's two 

formulae by substituting in values of the silos heiGht (h) 

and diameter (D) and moisturo content (m) within his range 

limits gives the following values of latoral pressure L. 

LI= 0*0133 h 
3/2 

(d - 6) (M - 50) lb/ft 
2 

3/2 (m )4 2 L2 0 . 70 hxdx (100) lb/f t 

for h= 50 LI- 

f or h= 70 Ll = 

average increase in 

L, per foot depth 

For h= 50 L2 

for h= 70 L2 

average increase in 

M=809 d=20,,, m=7ý, d=ýOs m=90, d=30,. 

1970 2820 45io 

3280 4750 7500 

65 96 150 

2000 2350 485o 

3320 3900 Wo 

L2 per foot depth 66 77 16o 
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The full hydrostatic pressure of water at 62.4 lb/ft3 is 

for h= 50 L= 3120 lb/ft 2 

f or h= 70 L= 436o lb/ft 

In all these cases both Neubauerfs equations show 

rates of increase of lateral pressure with depth exceeding 

that of full hydrostatic water pressure by a factor of 

between 1.04 and 2.56. While in the extreme case a very 

short choppedt well laceratedp very wet silage would tend 

to give pressures equal to those of. a fluid slurry of 

equal density, this could not exceed 1.10 x hydrostatic 

water pressure, Thus the validity of Neubauer's equations 

beyond the limited range of the data on which they are 

based must be totally discounted, 

McCalmont's formulae for lateral pressure for silage 

of loss than 74% m, c, have similar short comings to 

Neubauerts if they are extrapolated* 

SAAM=ts(JLO-5) results for lateral pressure 'in 

aluminium silos are consistent with the Type A condition 

predicted by my theory. 

6.2.: ). The Fillinr, and Unloading of Glantlees 
_3.96ý-6 

The record of filling and unloading the Glantlees, 

silos in 1965 is set out in detail in Section I. I. -to 1.4. 

The results of the pressuro density tests on samples from,,..,;, 

Glantlees are set out in Section 5.5* The records-of 

pressures recorded are in Section 2.2. 

I have set out in Table 6.2/1 the values of prossur'es 

and densities in the silo calculated using the method 
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described in the earlier sections of this chapter. -The 

values of the paramoters used wore as follows: 

D= 23.6 f t. 

vt = 50 lb/f t 

4 Lfa ut The value of D was taken as 0,02 Va,. 

That is IXa x ul =kx fw x ul = 0.118, 

fw = 0-75 (from floor pressures recordodl see 

Tablo 2.2/4) 

Two combinations of k and ul were considered. 

for Lfa (1) k=0.5 ul = 0-315 

for Lfa (2) k=0.3 ut = 0,525 

Values of W and m for the silage were obtainod from 

tho filling records of grass weights and moisture contents. 

The filling has boon divided into 12 laminae of similar 

moisture content material. To convert the grass dry matter 

weights and moisture contents into estimated silage weights 

a 10% d, m, loss and 2% loss of weight as gas were assumed. 

The silage samples taken for pressure density tests 

during the unloading of the silos were preconsolidated so 

the R values were higher and F values lower than for virgin 

consolidation. The E value used for this simulation is 

1080 The F value used is 2.8, which gives a YdI of 

17-9 lb/ft3 at 1500 lb/ft 20 
This was selected to represent 

tho average material in the silo, The YdI values at 

1500 lb/ft 2 
of the silage samples tested are given in 

Table 5.5/21 and range from 15-7 lb/ft 
3 

to 21.25 lb/ft3* 
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The first calculation was made using ut = 0.7s 

k=0,5 and fW = 0-75, but the total depth was too high and 

tho floor pressure too low by comparison with the measured 

values. A reduction in u, to 0*55 still gave a total depth 

of 48.1 ft. and floor pressure of 1075 lb/ft 2 
comparod with 

2 42.9 ft. and 164o ib/ft measured, The further reduction 

of kx ul to 0.157 (i. e. for k=0.5, ut = 0.315) gave a 

total depth of 45.1 ft. and average floor pressure of 

3.425 lb/ft 2 
as shown in Table 6.2.1* 

This highlights the need for further data on k and ut 

for use in this calculation methodo The relationship 

between total depthr dry densities and vertical pressure 

is goodo A further iterative reduction of k and ut would 

probably enable calculated results coincident with the 

field results, to be obtained. Dut this would require 

either a low value of k (which would give lower than the 

recorded lateral pressures) or a lower value of ull than 

those obtained in the laboratory by Drubaker and Pos. 

In Graph 6,2/2 the calculated densities and dry 

densities for the twelve laminae have been plottod against 

depth for comparison with the dry densities f or 5 thick 

laminaop the thickness of which were rocordod, during 

unloading and the dry matter woights of which were obtained 

from the filling records and corrected for 10% d,, m, loss, 

This shows a good correspondence between calculated and 

measured values. An even better fit would have been 

obtained with a lower kx ul value in the calculationj which 

would have increased the vertical pressure, hence the dry 
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densities in the lower part of the silo to the levels 

recorded in the fields 

The lateral pressures were calculatod usin'S fw = 0-75 

and k=0.5 for Lfa (1) in Table 6.2/1 and using fw = 0-75 

and k= 0-3 for Lfa (2). Although no pore pressures occur 

in the whole laminae there were wetter loads in laminae 

8 and 12 which would have dofinately cuused a localisod band 

of pore pressure before i. t was relieved by drainage. For 

example loads 77 to 82 in lamina 8 had an average filling 

moisture content as grass of 74,2% which would become 

76.8% as silage. This would give a pore pressure of 

24o ib/ft 2 
and an average total lateral pressure, of 

6oo ib/ft 2 in this part of lamina 8 and locally peaking 

higher. 

Similarly loads of 69,4b, 71-3%0 67.8% cut on the 

11.6.65. would have reached saturation in lamina 12. This 

checks with the observed peaking of pressure on Coll 15 

discussed in Section 2,2.6.3. Loads of grass younger than 

the P= 2*8 material considered probably occured in the 

oarlier stages of filling and this would increase the chance 

of other thin saturated zones giving local high pressures 

in the bottom laminae. 

The. calculated range of lateral pressure in the bottom 

laminae is from 350 - 520 Ib/ft 2 (for Lfa, (1)) or 200 

320 lb/ft 2 (for Lfa (2)) with the probability of thin zones 

of saturated silage giving local pore pressure with total 
2 

pressures of up to 700 - 800 lb/ft in laminae 8 and 12 and 

to a lesser extent in laminao lo. These are of the same 
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order as but slightly lower than those rocorded-for tho 

settled silago which wore 

on Coll 14; 650 lb/ft 2 (see Graph 2*2/6)o 

on Coll 16; 500-800 lb/ft 
2 (soo Graph 2.2/7)- 

The maximum total upward wall friction load recorded 

during unloading at Glantlees in 1965-66 was 2420 lb/ft 

run of circumforence (see Table 2.2/4). The maximum 

upward wall friction load calculatod on the basis of a 

single thick lamina as explained in Section 6.1.6. is as 

follows: - 

V max 164o ib/ft 2 (from Table 2.2/4)e 

Lfa 6oo 3. h/ft 2 (from Graphs 2.2/6 & 2.2/7) 

ý'y 56 ib/ft 2 (average for laminao 8-12, 
Tabie 6.2/1) 

Ul 0-315 (as for Lfa (1)). 

Ul 0-525 (as for Lfa (2)). 

D 23.6 ft. 

V OM V max =t (y +4 
Lfa 

Dx 
ul 

for ul 0-315 

0 . 75 x 164o -t (56 +4x 
6oo x0 . 315) 

23.6- 

00*t= 14. o f t. 

0a, Max. upward wall friction load =tx Lfa x ut = 2650 lb/ft- 

II. M 0 

for ut = 0.525 

11,3 ft. 

0 
*. Maxe upward wall friction load = 3560 lb/ft run. 
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So in general the correlation betwoon the calculated 

and recorded densities and pressures at Glantlees was good* 

Howaverp there'is clearly a need for more accurate values 

of the parameters. 

6.2.4., Dry Donsitios in the Bridgets E. HoF. Sijo. 

In Graph 6.2/3 the observed dry densities of laminao, 

obtained from the filling and unloading records for 1965-66 

reported in Section 1.5, have been plotted against settled 

depth. The dry densities, calculated using the method 

outlined previously in this chapter, have been plotted using 

4 sets of parameter values A, Do C and D, For A and Bk= 

0,5 and ut = 0-7 while for C and D wall friction was neglected 

(i. e. k, x ut = 0). The basis for A and C was an average 

maturity grass (Yd' = 19-95 lb/ft3 at 1500 lb/ft 2) 
with 

= 1.8 and F= 3-7 while for D and Da young grass (Ydt 

24.5 lb/ft3 at 1500 lb/ft 2) 
with E=1.8 and F% = 6.5 was 

used for the calculation of dry donsitiese The weights 

and moisture contents of laminae aro those recorded during 

unloading. The actual maturities of the grass in the silo 

can be gauged from the Yd' at 1500 lb/ft 2 figures in 

Table 5-5/21 which ranged from 14-7 lb/ft3 for somo of the 

second cut material at the top to 28#5, lb/ft3 in the youngest 

grass in some of the bottom laminae, The 4 calculated dry 

density plots (A, 139 C and D) aim to show the probable range 

of dry densities for maximum and minimum possible wall 

friction and for two levels of maturity. As all bho 

average maturity grass in the second cut material was in 

the top of the silo it is the D and D plots which should 
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give the dry densities of the younger grass in the bottom 

20 ft, of silage* Dearing in mind that the actual maturity 

of first cut ranged on either aido of the F 6-5 grass 

there is a very good fit between the D plot (i. e. non wall 

friction) and the observed dry densities. This showsp 

like the Glantlees results, that the wall friction factor 

kx fw x us is low in the field. At Bridgots the vitreous 

enamel wall and'dryish material would have lowered us to 

perhaps 0.5 on the basis of the Brubaker and P= results. 

The central filling with levelling at the end of the day 

would give a low value of fw (which was 0-75 with the 

relatively even filling at Glantleos)e 

The Dridgets results like those from Glantlees confirm 

the general validity of my calculation method but highlight 

the need for more data on k, ul and fw. 

6,, 2o5o Density-and-capacitX-formulao, 

The published data on densities in and capacities of 

silos has boon discussed in Section 5.4. Maizo (corn) 

and luconie (alfalfa) are relatively more consistont and 

less compressible than grass. The variation in dry density 

and capacity. will be less under the conditions for which 

the NeS, Ae and Aldrich Capacity tables are based than with 
I 

the grass normally ensiled in the U. K., for which capacities 

can vary by a factor 2 (or more) with moisture and maturity 

variations. 

While the N. S. A. and Aldrich capacity tables have been 

a useful rule of thumb method of determining capacities of 

small silos for maize and lucerne, their extrapolation to 
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larger size silos and 'Uo other crops has increased the 

errors that arise from their use considerably* The assump- 

tion of constant dry matter capacity regardless of moisture 

content is patently faloe as has been demonstrated by the 

increases in capacity with improved filling at Drideats and 

by tho calculated examples in tho Section 6.1.2. and 6.1.4. 
1 

Using my calculation method the capacity of any silo 

can be calculated provided the parameters and dotaila of 

filling are specified. Various general rules applicable 

to filling can be concluded as follows: - 

1. The maximum dry matter capacity obtainable in a silo 

for a given crop is achieved by adjusting -tho moisturo 

content in each lamina so that it is just saturated. 
1 

2, To provide a factor of safety against pore pressures 

and effluent and to improve the fermentation in the top 

laminae while still obtaining a high dry matter capacity. 

A farmer should wilt to give a moisturo content (not 

exceodine 75%) which will give a density of 80% to 90% 

saturation in each lamina In the manner of Case Co 

Filling with material wetter than in I or drier than 

in 2 will reduce the dry matter capacity considerably. In 

particular over-wilting of the top laminae and insufficient 

wilting of thoýbottom laminae can seriously reduce the 

capacity. The dry matter capacity of a silo varies not 

only with the average moisture content but with the distribu- 

tion of moisture content in the silo. 
40 Tho'dom. capacity of a silo filled with average 

maturity grass in accordance with 3 can be given approximately 
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as follows; - 

The dry density (Yd) in the silo at h below the sottled 

surface can be taken as: 

Yd = 14o + 14.4 h kg/m3 where h is in metres. 

This is the'form I have proposed for the Draft D. S. on 

Tower silos. 

In-Imperial Units it is: 

Yd = 8.75 x 0.262 h lb/ft3 where h is in feet. 

If h, the settled depth of silage, is 90% of hu tho 

utilised height of the silo (i. e. max. depth before 

settlement) then the standard dry mattor capacity (C) of a 

silo of diameter D can be given as 

'TrD 
22 

c= --ý- (0.126 hu + 0.00.58 hu ) tons, in S, I. units: 

that is: 

"r, D22 Cx 10 3 (3.6 hu + 0,050 hu ) tons, in imperial 

units. 

This providos a simple standard method of determining 

silo capacities for farmers and salesmen. For young grass, 

a 25% increase in d. m. capacity can be expected and for 

mature Grass a 20% reduction in d. m. capacity will occure 

6.. 3. THE CALCULATION OF THE FILLING RATE REWIRED TO CONTROL 

HEATIN . 

6.3-1. Introduction. 

So far in this chapter I have been primarily concerned 

with the prescures and densities in the mass of silage 

during storage, In this section I deal with the densities 
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in the top laminae during filling, which has an iriporýant 

but previously only sketchily studied, influence on the 

heat ri3e and losses in silage. 

Firstly, I have outlined the principles involved in 

heating and tho consequences of it. Next I have established 

from field rosults the rate of consolidation required to 

limit heating to a tolerable level. These consolidation 

rates are then expressed in terms of the requirod output 

for field machinery for silos of given diameters filled 

with a crop of average maturity for a rango of moisture 

contents. 

6.. 3,2, The Physical and Chemical Process Governing the 

Heating of Silaae. 

In Section 4.9.8. the respiration heating of grain was 

described* The samo principles apply to the respiration of 

silage* The heating is predominately duo to the oxidation 

of carbohydrates. The process can be considered as being 

the oxidation of glucose that is: - 

1806 C5ý11206 + 192g 02 -,,. 264g C02 + 1086 H20 + 677 k Cal. 

As with grain the heat rise of a silage due to the oxygen 

in the air of a 'sealed' sample (i. e# all the gas in the 

voids is initially airp no further oxygen enters the sample 

and there is no loss of heat energy from the sample) of 

specified densityp moisture content and spacific heat can ba 

calculated* 
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I have calculated these, values of hoat rise for a range 

of densitiesp at 40%, 60% aud 80% noisturo content and with 

a specific heat of dry matter assumed as 0.45- The results 

are plotted on Graph 6.3/1. The range of dry matter losses 

as glucose calculated for the same cases was: - 

o. 68% loss of d, n,, at 80% m. c., 10 lb/ft3 

0.15% loss of d. m, at 80% m, c- 30 lb/ft3 

0,25% loss of dom. at 4o% ti. c. 10 lb/ft3 

0*05% loss of d. m, at 4o% m. c. 30 lb/ft3 

The dry density of the top laminae of 
, 
onsiline grass in a 

silo'can range from 2 lb/ft3 to 6 3. b/ft3 depending on the 

method of distributiont moisture content and length of chop, 

This gives a density range of 3-3 - 10 lb/ft3 at 40% mc. 

and 10 lb/ft3 to 30 lb/ft3 at 80% ri*oo So except with tho 

driest loosest materialf the hoat rise due to oxygen 

initially within the laraina will not exceed 10 0 C. 

Temperature rises several times greater than those 

predicted on the Ispaledl silage basis are encountered in 

practice. For this to happen the volume of oxygen in the 

lanina must be utilised and replaced several timeso The 

dominant gas movements effects in the top laminae are: - 

1. The convection currents within the silage and the 

air above. 

2. The blast of air downwards from the end of the 

blower pipes particularly when tho-silo is getting- 

nearly full. 

_1. 
The upward movement of gas (mostly oxygen free) 

from the lower laminae as they are consolidated* 
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The first two off3cts could both cause several gas 

changes in a lamina before it was sufticiently covered and 

consolidated by the succeeding laminao to be isolated f-rom 

the air. Tho rising oxygen froo gas tends to reduco the 

heating in the iaminal but this effect does not occur where 

an unloading fluo provides an alternative escape route. 

As with grain, any zone with a higher than average rospiration 

rate witbin aI sealedt lamina will have a greater than avorage 

total oxygen consumption. This will cause hot spots in 

these zones. The control of temperature rise basically 

doponds on controlling the supply of oxygen to tho lamina* 

This can be achieved by: - 

1. Roddc3ng the gas volume in the lamina to a minimum# by 

consolidating and avoiding over-wiltinC so as to 

maximiso the density of the lamina. 

2, Providing the maximum rosistance to the flow of gas 

into the lamina by maximising the thickness and 

reducing the permeability of-the superincumbant layers. 

3* Eliminating external causes of gas movement in the 

silage mass. 

It follows that the initial temperature rise is 

largely controlled by the density and dry density of the 

top laminae during the first few days after ensiling. 

From the temperature records at Glantlees it is clear 

that the initial heat rise is substantially complete within 

the first three days of ensiling the lamina. So I have 

used as a measure of the rate of filling the density and 

dry density achieved in a lamina 3 days and 6 days after 
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eiisilitiý' and' related this to the measured heat rise and 

overheatiTiý oftectsi 

6-3-3*. 
_The 

Consequences of Overhoatin 

The energy from oxidised carbohydrates which heats the 

silaGo"is from the most digestible part of the grass-which 

, should be preserved to provide energy in the animals. diet. 

The,, glucose requirod to heat the silage mass a given amount, 

can be calculated using the equation in the previous section, * 

On the basis that I lb. glucose lost in heating must. be 

replaced in the animals diet by 1.27 lb. -barley (as 

suggested by ARMSTRONG(")) the replacement cost of the lost 

nutrients. can be calculated usine the formula: - 

33 =-0.76 11 xTxS 

where D is the loss of feed value, in lbs. barley required 

to replace loss* 

W is the weight of silage in tons. 

T is the temperature rise in C0 

S, is the Specific heat of silaaeo 

So if we consider the case of a farmer conserving, loo,,,,, -.,. 

tons dry matter at 60% m. c% in a tower, silo the barley 

roplacoment, requirod per IOOC heat rise is: -' 

W 250 S = 0.78 T= 10 

B 0.76 x 230 x 0-78 x 10 = 148o Ibs. 

With barley at say ; C22 per ton the cost of overheating is: - 

C3.4.10s* Od. per IOOC per 100 tons d. m. *at 6o% m9c. - 

t. .11. 
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The correspondinGfiGuro for clamp silage at 80% m. c. is 

Z33- 0- Ode per 10 0C per 100 tons d. m. at 80% mocl 

When expressed as the weight of glucose lostj as a percentage 

of total dry matter, the losses per 100 0 heat rise aro 

0.5YIo in a tolwor at 6o% M*C4 -and 1419% in 6 clamp at 8o% m. c. 

There are two other serious adverse consequences of 

heating* Thettilization of sugar for aerobic respiration 

reduces the supply of sugars for the acidification of, the 

silage and increases the risks of an unsatisfactory butyric 

fermentation. At above about 300C there is a slight 

tendancy for. the proteins, in the presence of oxygen to 

become indigestible, above 4ooC this loss of protein 

digestibility becomes serious. These effects are fully 

dealt with by McDONALD at al 
(65) 

and by WIERINGA et al 
(128) 

In correspondance WEIRINGA( 
129 ) 

has suagested that 4ooc 
0 

should be regarded as the maximum tolerable temperature in 
I 

wilted silage* The value of protein is much higher than 

starch and a 10% loss of protein equivalent can be valuedl 

at replacement cost as: - 

f: 84 per 100 tons dýtm, for 12V6 Crude Protein (P. E. 8,4. ) grass. 

. 
6.3 ýt 4'. Corrolation of a DaX Density with Heating. 

In Section. 2.4.4. the initial temperature rise in, the 

silage in 1963,64 and 65 has been plotted against the 

density and dry density achieved after 3 days and the 6day 

density. -From this limited data the best correlation 

seems to'be with 3 day density (Y 
3 The maximum 

tomperature T max. was found to be: - 

T max. = 70 -J. 2 Y3c00 
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This occurs as a uniform initial heating across the 

whole silo and is applicable to silos both with and without 

flues, To keep the temperature to 40 OC (J, e, 206-250C 

heat rise) a 25 lb/ft3 density must be achieved within 3 

days. To keep the temperature down to below 30 0Ca3 day 

density of 33 lb/ft3 is required. 

To establish the rolationship between loss of protein 

digestibility and filling rate I have used Graph 643/2. 

At the bottom (a) the daily filling ratel in terms of daily 

rate of increase In vertical pressure (i, e, total woight 

ensiled per day -, ' top surface area of silo) has been plotted 

'' 
V'-' ý 

against dato. of fillin& for the filling of Glantlbes 1965. 

For the surface laminae the effbot of wall frictioii is 

negligable so that the vertical pressure 3 days after filling 

on,, the, material filled on any day, Fj can be calculated 

approximately as the sum of the increases of vertical 
I- 

pressu , re . on days F+I to r4 + 3* The values of the 

vertical pressures after 3 and 6 days have been plotted 

for the dates of filling of the analysed unloading sampleso 

The moisture contents and the maximum and minimum protein 

digestibility of the silage (from Graphs 1.4/8 and 1.4/9) 

have, been plotted (b) for each of the analysed unloading ,, 

sample, lovels U/5. to U/40. The dry density and density of 

each sample was then calculated at 3 and 6 days using the 

graph (c) of dry density against vertical pressure. This 

is based on pressure density tests during ensiline (isee 

before rest) on samples GD/63/i-5/1 as reported in 

section 5050893* 
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Theso-densitios at P3 and .. 
0 

have been plotted 

against, loss, of protein digestibility Va (i. e. maximum 

protein digestibility % minus the, minimum, protein- 

dioestibility, %)-on Graph 6.3/2(d). Graph 6.313 also 

shows the 106.5'values of density at F+3 and F+6 plotted 

separately against protein digestibility loss and the-1964 

filling-values havo been added, A tentative ctirvo fitted 

to-tho, points is shown. The relationship seems clearest 

with-density at F+3. The 23% drop in protein digestibility 

of U/10-1964 despito,: Lts relatively high 3 and 6-day density 

was probably due to the serious overheating and chartiqa 

of-theýlayer above which was left exposed during a two week 

break in filling, see Graph 1.4/1. 

., 
Further experimental data is needed before the 

relationship between protoin digestibility loss due to 

overheating in flue typo silos and filling rate (expressed 

as-density at P+3 or in a more refinod manner) can bel- 

closely defined. Similar data is also roquired for silos 

without flues* Howeverp serious protein digestibility loss 

occurs at a density of less than 20 lb/ft3 at F +'3 and,,. 

noticeable protein digestibility loss occurs at densities 

ofý, up to 25 lb/ft3 at F+3 in flue type silos. 

- -ý, On the above evidence, I recommend minimum valuesfor 

density at P+3 of 25 lb/ft3 for normal silos and 30 lb/ft 3 

for flue type silos, if losses are to be kept to a, tolerable 

level, - 
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6.3-5- Filling Ratp Reguired to LA-mit Ovorheatin . 

Graph 6.. 3/4 shows the daily rate of increaso in vertical 

pressure required to obtain densities at F+3 and P+6 

Of 10 to . 4o lb/ft3,, plotted against moisture contents 

have calculated it on the basis of a rye grass of 30% C. P. 

approxe The pressure donsity relationship used is that 

shown in Graph 6,3/2(c) wilich is based on the mean of the 

ensiling (boforo kest) prossure donsity ralationships of 

samples GD/65/1-5/1- 

The relationship between the da3As fill and the daily 

rate of increase in 'vertical pressure is shown on Graph 

6-315 for 109 201 and 241 diameter silos. The dayts fill 

is expressed as gross tons and also for 75%# 60% and 4o% 

m. c. in terms of loads per day and acres per day. The 

load weights are based on the average of those recorded at 

Glanileos in 1964, see Section 1.4ý8. The yield per acre 

is estimated at 30 cwt/acre. Combining Graphs 6.3/4 and 

6-3/5 1 have obtained the figures for Graph 6.316 of the 

average daily fill required to obtain a density of 25 lb/ft3 

in 3_days. This is expressed In terms of loads per day, 

acres per day, tons dry matter per day and gross tons per 

day@ The equivalent figures for obtaining 30 lb/ft3 after 

3 days may be obtained approximately by multiplying the 

figures in Graph 6.316 by 

This Graph clearly illustrates the effoct of moisture 

contont and silo diamotor on the filling rate required* 

It is important to realise that it gives the average filling 

rate required. The field machinery output required to 
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. naintain, - this, averago output will bo considorably groator 

thanthis averago.,, 

ý At -. Glc-mtloos the me-7.3mum daily rate of fill. achiovod 

was-12.15 tons d. m, in 15 loads botwoon 9.30 and, 7-30 on 

14.6.65. The average total fill per working day-vias: - 

5-. 3 tons d. p. in 1964 

5.5 tons, d. m. in 1965 

The averago.. total-fill per day of filling period -, 

400ons d. m. in 1964 (excluding long break 27.6713-7) 

"3A tons-dem, "in 1965o 

With the best machinery and transport system working 

to capacity a filling rate of 3 to 4 tons d, m, per hour 

can be obtained which at 8 working hours per day gives 

24 --. -32. __tons. dm, per working day. Because of delays-, duo 

to weatherg breakdowns and breakages the three-day averago 

filling rate will normally be 1/3rd to 1/2 that obtainable 

under perfect weather and reliability conditions* The, 

best day average of the daily filling rate that can be 
J. 7n. 

consistently, obtained will be in the range 6- 16 tonsýper 

day# depending on the management expertise and the equipment 

available. 

The moisture content for fill-ing a silo is largely 

determined by the requirements of obtaining the maximum_,,, 
__ 

density possible without undue risk of saturation and 

effluent, as in Case C in Section 6.12. This requires 

moisture contentsl for average maturity grass, of about 

in the bottom of the silo, A farmer must select 

his silo diameter and field machinery so that the 3 day 

average daily fill rate of the machinery enables him to 
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3 
ob I tain 25 lb/ft at 3 days even when filling at 50% moce. 

Table 6.311 gives the required filling rates for silos 
If fý' I-I 

with and -qithout flues for minimum moisture content lov6ls 

of 50% m. c. and 55% m. c. for three silo diameters* 
I, ýI-. I 

TAD-LE 6.2Z 

REg, '. UIRED FILLING RATES 

Tons d, m, /day, day average, 

-. ýMin MC Flue Diameter 
16t 201 24, 

'w "I Yes 12.5 20 29 50 

55 - Yes 3.4 

50 ITO 13 

20 - k' ' 

18.5 

c ,,,, 1 ; "-". 1 55 No 13 

It is not desirable for a farmer to aim ensile at a 

minimum moisture content of 555'o to avoid overheatingg as 

it would inevitably increase the risk of effluent damage to 

an unacceptable level, Comparing the figuces with the 

rates of fill that can be achieved in practice it is clear 

that 161 and 201 diameter silos without flueB are the only 

ones that a farmer can reasonably oxpoct to fill without 

'undue heating and consequent losses. 

The example I have given is based on averago maturity 

grass; a similar calculation can be carried out for other 

maturities when the pressure density relationship of the 

ensiling grass is known. The more compressible young 

material will require a lower filling rate to obtain the 

desired density in 3 days at any moisture content level* 
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As it has to, be ensiled 4t a lower moisture content to give 

the same factor of safety against effluent the actual rate 

of-fill required for a given silo will not be greatly 

effected by maturity. 

In this'section I have aimed to establish the relation 

between iilling rate, moisture contentg silo diameter and 

,, 
the. heating and losses in the silo. The filling rates I 

have, 
'specified 

will give a good working guide for silo 

. 
design* A detailed research programme into the physical 

and thormo-chomical processes and economic factors involved 

would enable a more elaborate and precise design study to 

be made so that the total system cost per ton dry matter 

stored. of the filling machinery, the silo and the replacement 

cost ofnutriont lost could be minimised. 

( 

r 

4 

l 

lei 
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2., -SUMý0FAAV CONCLUSIONS 
-AND 

RECOMENDATIONS 

7-1- CONCLUS10fis 
The most important conclusions are summarisod belowi 

Detailed conclusions will be found at appropriato points in 

the main texti 

7-1411 ChaRter--. L- Piiling, 
_aiýd 

tJnloading Records. 

i. ýý _ The filling and unloading records show wide variations 

in the-maturity and moisture content of the silage within 

silos: -ieeýOraphs l. 4/ij 1.4/2 and 1,511* 

In-sitti- density and dry densities were measured for 

comparison with caiculated values in Chapter 6* 

,, -_-The measured dry densities of the first and socond, cut 

grass silage in twin clamp silos at Bridgets E. H. P. clearly 

showe&ý, the. reduction in dry density with the more mature 

grassp; -soo 
Table 1.5/3o 

It was, found that the average load dry matter weight,.. 

increased. with wilting 'while tho average load total, weight 

decreased. -, The average in trailer density was found to,, bo 

3.44, + 0.101 m. lb/ft3# where m. is % of moisture content (Vet 

basis)*ý See Graphs 1.4/3 and 1.4/4* 

,. -. The, radial sampling and analysis of silage at 8 levels 

revealed; a-marked fall in protein digestibilityt particularly 

near-the fluel when overheating occured. 

7.1.2. Chapter 2, Pressure,, Strain and Temperature Measurement 

The 14aihak pressure cells used are not ideal for field 

vark in their present form because of their sensitivity to 

temperature and shock, A refined version of the McCalmont- 
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Taranz- typo prossurc, parj., F, 'P wnrAd be more suitable for the 

m0asUrenont of prossurso OP. sil, ', walls in most instancesi 

Boo Section 2il. l. and 2.2.2, 

The 911 x 261, prossuro plate which 1 developed for 

moasurine floor pressures worked satisfactorily; see 

Section 2,20A 

,,..,,,,. 
Tho lateral pressures recorded at Glantlees were of the 

same order as those predicted by the A, C, I* formula, The 

high pressures associated with undorwiltod material and 

offluentj which must be considerGd in desiInt were not 

encountered with the properly -wilted crop at Glantleos. 

The. settling of layers of varying moisture content past the 

pressure cells caused pressures to rise and fall markedly., ý 

See Section 2.2.7. 

The measurement of vertical prossure at 4 points on the 

silo floor showed that oven with the even spreading of the 

'Big-Jiml there was a marked variation in 'vertical pressure 
/% 1? 16'-e6 

on the floor between the wall and the centre. / Pressures 

were, highest at tho centre during filling but this pattom 

was reversed during unloading: see Table 2,2/4. 

The wall load due to friction between the setting and 

ro-expanding silage was found (from the difference between 

total weight-in the silo and the average floor pressuro) 

t1o, be -as great as 2610 lb/f t run in compression during 

fillingand. storage and 2570 lb/ft run in tension during 

unloading: see Table 2o2/4 and Section 2.2.7. 

The moisture movements of the concrete staves caused 

large (over 300 x 10-6 in/in) strains in the silo wall 
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ý. ncnsaasn or radu, -, e the prestress of SJ10; which can m)-rkGd: -*ý 

see 2.3.4'. 4. 

n, The silo wall was found to behave in accordance with 

thooryt kith lato=al pressures in the silo causing relatively 

small: 'sirains in the silo wall up to the critical pressure 

at''ýýichtho prestress is overcome, further increases in 

pressure I were accompanied by large increases in hoop strain 

s . 3.4.4. a 'ý"ihe-joints opened: see Graph 2,3/5 and Section 2 

jý'Tho complexity of wall strains revealed in this work 

duj-e-io"ýthe combined effects of moisture and temperature 

akfocts and secondary bending stresses in the silo wall and 

ho'o'ps'requires more detailed instrumentation before it can 

be fully unravolled and accurate determinations of prestross 

made: see Section 2.3.4.4. 

The initial stoop riso in the silage temperaturo was 

complete within 3 days of filling and followed by steady 

cooling of tho outer part of the silage. The c3ntral part 

of, tho. silago-rotund th. 9 flue tendod to increase in 

temperature if (a) the initial heat rise was largo and 

(b) the silage remained at a low density: see Graph 2.4/1 

-, 4,.,,. 

A,,. good correlation was found between. the calculated, 

dqnsity. of silage three days after filling (Y lb/ft3)_ 3 

and. the-tomperature after the Initial heat rise (T CO) where 

T= 70ý- 1*2 Y: see Section 2.4.4. and Graph 2.4/5 b. 
3 
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7-1-3-, ChaRtO 
-2 

Concreto Silo Stavos 

Throe,, grados of silo stavo aro desirable to-meet the 

needs of silbigo silotj j 1., Ixrgd grain and industrial silos and 

small outdoor silos rospectivoly, Flexural strength and 

24 hour absorption at 28 days are the bost measure of the 

quality required: see Section 3.1-3- to 3.1.6. 

Saturated Stavo Density was found to be a good non- 

destructive measure of the stave quality that can be used 

for production quality control tests shortly after casting. 

Graphs 3.1/1 and 3.1/2 show the relationship between-stave 

density and the primary quality tioasuresl flexural strength 

and absorption. 

The moisture and temperature movements of a typical 

stave were accuratoly moasured: see Graphs 3.1/3 and 3.1/4 

and Section 

7-1*4. Cha]2ter 4. Proportios of Ensiled Grain 

Janssents theory and rooont elaborations of it, all 

consider density (Y)f coefficient of friction betwoýn Crain 

and silo wall (ul) and ratio of lateral to vertical pressure 

as constants. Many of the : widely quoted values for 

these econstants' appear to be erroneoust e, g. bushel weight 

(by definition the minimum density) is often used as the 

basis of density instead of the compacted density which may 

well occur in the silo: see Section 4.4-17- 

Whilo the assumption of constant values of Yj ut and k 

is reasonable for clean dry grain, it can load to errors 

with moist grain of varying moisture content, 
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I-'havo f6it-nd (see Sectllor. 4.4-17) that the dry density 

of'-jr-ain (YdT 3. b/ft3) of mo-Alsturo contant (m%) it Time 

(T-hours)ýafter the applio-ntion of a Vertical P: -essuro 

(V'lb/ft 2 '-"can be'oxpros3ed in the form: 

ýrd TADxm+ Cdl x Log, T 10 

and the density YT 100 YdT 
NOO 

whore A and D are functions of V, 

and Cdl is a function of m. 

For Barley A 43-0 + o. 154 VO-37 

13 = o. 448 - 0-074 vx lo-3 

C dl =-m 3FO- 

Using this' equation it is possible to calculate- the -prai -sure 

rise that will occur whor. grain increases in moisture cox 41jent 

while-confined at constant volume within a silo: soe 

S6ction'-4.4. i6. 

The survey of the other physical and biological properties 

of grain shows major gaps In current knowledge: see-Section 

4ý0'5 to, 4.12, 

. ý., Chapter 5ý2 The Properties of Ensiled Grass and 

Foraao_Crops 

There are sarious shortcomings in the currently used 

methods of calculating density in silos. in particular 

some values quoted in the U. 11'. suffer from multiple mis- 

quotations: see Section 5.4.3. 
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I-have foxmd that the dry density (Yd V lb/ft3) of 

silage can be accurately calculated, for any specified 'Crop 

of moisture content (m: I/4j) at tiv--io (T hours) after the 

applicationof vertical pressure (V lb/ft 2) 
. as the lower 

of the following two values. 

(a) the effective saturation dry density 

Yd T= 100 -m (90 - 0-338m) lb/: Pt3 100 

or 

ý(b) the dry density at below saturation 

YdT = 23 L093.0 (E +Px Vx 10 3) 
+ Cdt Log,. OT- 

2 
where E is a constant related to dry density v4len V0 lb/ft 

F is constant related to compressibility 

Cd is a constant related to the rate of q9ttlement 
2 

with time at V lb/ft 

The detailed conclusions on the density of silag a are given 

in full in section 5.5.15. 

There is an urgent need for more data on th(p -value of 

k the ratio of lateral to vertical pressure in unf,! aturated 

silage 

When silage reaches saturation an increase in vertical 

pressure will increase the pore pressure and cause In equal 

increase in lataral pressure: see Section 5.6.1. 

The coefficient of friction of silage on the si'. o wall 

(ut) is a function of moisture content and wall surfasieo, 

There is a Great need for further information on its V'%IuGt. 

particularly in the 50% - 75% m. c. ranco: see section 5.6,2, 
1 
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The specific hoat of ailago can be given inAhe form 

00 

Spedific heat =s 
Tn Dt, u/lb/r or Cal/&/C 

100 

where s iS' the sPocific hant of dry matter. The only 

roasonablo-quotod figure for s is 0.45- This requires 

checking. 

7.1.6. ChaRter 6, 
-Calculation of Physical Behaviour of 

Ensiled Crops 

Using tho finite lamina techniquog doscribod in 

Section'6.1., the densities in and pressures exerted by 

tho'material in each lamina"in a silo filled with specified 

material of a wide range of moisture contents and-maturities 

can, b'O calculated. 

: Thd comparisonsg in Soction 6.2. betwoon my own, and*, - 

published records of the densities in and pressures on 

silos and the values of densities and pressures calculated 

usingtmy finite lamina method confirm the validity of tho---, 

method but highliGht the need for further data on the 

physical properties of the crop. 

The currently used empirical-pressure formulae for 

silage all have serious shortcomings when extrapolated: 

see Section 6.2.2. 

The optimum filling tochniquo which gives the maximum 

I 'dryýmatter capacity consistent with reducing the risk-of, 

effluent'and high pressures to an acceptable levell can bo, -, 

determined using the f inito lamina technique: see Section 

6,1. Zu 

I 
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The capacity (C ton d. ri. ) of a silo filled usine a 

standard filling procedure ! Ath. average maturity grass can 

be given approximatoly as 

'Ir D22 CýI= nx 10-3 (3.6 hu +ý0-050 hu ) tons d, m, 

where d is the silo diamoter in feet 

hu is the utilised height before gettloment in 

feoi6 

This should provido the basis of comparison of silo 

capacities in place of cubic capacity, the highly mis- 

leading measure currently used: see Section 6,2,, 
_5, 

To limit the initial heat rise and consequent lossos 

ýjn'silos to an acceptable level the fillinC procedure must 

onsure that the density of silage reaches at least 25 lb/ft3 

in'normal silosjýand 30 lb/ft3 in silos with unloading fluesq 

within three days of, ensiling. With existing field 

equipment only silos of 201 diameter and lessr without fluest 

can be filled fast enough to achieve this consistently at the 

recommended filling moisture contents: see Section 6-3-5- 

The annual cost of replacing the energyp used in 

raising the temperature of silage, by barley is 

C14,10. Od. per IOOC per 100 tons d, m. at 60% m. co 

and C33.0. Od. per 10 0C per 100 tons d. m, at 80% moce 

If the temperature rises above 400C and there is a loss of 

protein digestibility in addition to the loss of energy this 

will cost 

; C84.0., Od. per 10% loss in Protein Equivalent per 

100 toris d, m. for grass at 12% c. p. (px.. 8.4. ): 

see section 6.3,. 4. 
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7,2, PXICOM-MLTDATIOTTS 

7.2,1, In, 32roverionts in Agricultural Practicq 

1ý 

Silo design is currently basad on tho extmpolation 

of existing empirical formulae. This has lead to a number 

of structural and oper I ational failures in , silos (See 

frontispiece). The main practical conclusions of this 

the I si Is have been incorporated in th6 Draft for a Dritish 

Standard (138). This standard should be applied to check 

existing silo designs and to producd n64 more satisfactory 

designs. 

The methods of calculating the optimum filling moisture 

contents and filling rates is set out in Chapter 6 and the 

Draft B. S. This should be used as the basis for advice to 
I 

farmers on the choice and method of operation of silage 

conservation systems* 

7.2.2, Furthor Resoarch 

Further research should be carried out as a major 

co-ordinated research programme on onsilaga to include: 

(a) the incorporation of the calculation tochnique 

developed in Chapter 6 into a computor proigramme, 

which would calculate the physical behaviour of 

silagn for the whole filling and unloading cycle* 

(b) the monitoring of filling and unloading, pressure, 

stressest densities and temperatures in full size 

silos as suggested in Sections 2.2.8. and 2.3.4.6., 

to provide a check on the validity of the 

calculation technique, 
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(C) the further study of the Physical Properties 

of Ensiled crops. as recommended in Sections 

3.3.16 and 3.6., to provide the basic information 

for the calculation technique, 

Similar programmes could be undertaken to study the 

behaviour of other agricultural and industrial mat6rials 

stored in silos. 
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